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CHAPrER I 
THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
A. UGARIT 
The city of Ugarit first came to the attention of the 
scholarly world through the el-&warna letters (1411-13)8 B.C.). 
Though variously written, Ugarit unmistakably appears in si:x. . 
of those letters as a city,l a land,2 or a district.J 
Ugarit also figures in the report of the battle of 
Kadesh (~. 1287 B. c.) in which Ramses II meets the Hittites 
for the firs __ t time, marking the culmination of his second 
Syrian campaign. The sources for this battle are the reliefs, 
the official record, and the so-called •Poem of Pentaur", 
and it is in the latter that the name Ugarit appears,4 
shere it may be found at least two times5 and possibly 
three.6 
/ 1 89:)1 fa]lu-ga-riita; 98:9 alu-ga-ri-ti; 126:6 
al kiU-ga-ri-te; 1)1:.55 alu-ga-r i-it. 
2 1:39 matu-ga-ri-it. 
) 45:3.5 mat alU-g fa] -r fi-t] i . (this is the Hittite 
method of writing a district). 
4 For the translation of the "Poem of Pentaur" 
see Breasted, J. H., Ancient Records Qf Egypt. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1906-1907, Vol. III, p. lJ6ff. 
5 l. 2 Ekereth-- ~-k~-r~t; 1. 14 Ekereth--~-k~-ry-t. 
6 1. 24 Eketeri--~-k~-t-r-y; possibly a case of 
misspelling. 
Two other Egyptian sources also reveal Ugarit as 
a prominent city of the ancient world.7 The first of these 
is a column in the temple of Soleb in Upper Nubia built by 
Amenhophis III (£. 1411-1375 B. c.), on which appears a 
series of ten names of cities among which is Ugarit.8 The 
second is a colossus in the great temple of Amon at Karnak 
built by Haremhab (.2_. 13.50-1315 B. C.). Here we find a 
2 
series of fifteen place names, the twelfth of which is Ugarit.9 
Ugarit likewise appears in the Hittite texts. One 
passage from the historical records of Boghaz-keui (£. 1400-
1200 B. c.) tells of a caravan approaching towards Amurru 
and Ugarit.lO A second Hittite passage is that of the 
Prayer to Ishtarll in which Ugarit is mentioned. 
More recent finds containing a mention of Ugarit 
are those of A. Parrot at Marl. In a letter (£. 1700 B. c.) 
of a king Hammurapi of Aleppo (several rulers bore this 
name during the same general era) : a "king of Ugar1t" 
is mentioned as desiring to visit the magnificent palace of 
7 For these sources see Simons, Jan Josef, Handbook 
for the Study of Egyptian Topographical Lists. Leiden: 
E. J. Brill, 1937, pp. 47ff., 52ff., lJ2, 135f. 
8 list IXa5 :1-k-r-(i) -t. 
9 list XIIal2:i-k-r-(1)- [t). 
10 KBo Vol. I, No. 10, Rev. lines 11 and 14, and 
Vol. II, No. 9, col. I, line 1, and No. 36, line 10. 
11 .RBo 119. 
3 
king Zimrilim, the last ruler of Mari. 1 2 According to 
\ / De Langhe, "depuis cette premiere decouverte, cinq autres 
/ / 
mentions ont ete retrouves par M. Dossin dans les archives 
economique de Nari.nlJ 
From the appearances of the word Ugarit prior to 
1929 several att·empts were made to locate the city. Several 
of the references indicated that it was a very important 
ci t y, even perhaps a district, especially during the Hittite 
rule, and that it had a king. It seemed clear that it was 
on or very near the coast and that it should be located 
north of Gubla. Furthermore, it could be said that it 
was a border garrison close to Hittite territory. However , 
all attempts to identify Ugarit with a modern locality 
in Syria, or to locate i t any more specifically, were 
of no avail until after excavations had been begun at 
Ras esh-Shamra in 1929, on the coast opposite Cyprus. 
1. The excavations ~ ~ esh-Shamra. In March 
of 1928, a native in plowing his field not far from the 
sandy shore of the har bor of Minet-el-Beida caught his 
12 Clear photographs, together with autograph, 
transliteration, translation (French), and corr~entary, 
may be found in Schaeffer , Claude F. A., Ugaritica. Paris: 
Paul Geuthner, 1939, p. l.5f. . . 
13 De Langhe, Robert, Les textes de Ras Shamra-
Ugarit et leurs rapports ~ le milieu bibligue de l 1ancien 
testament. Paris: Brouwer, 191}5, Vol. I, p. 34; see 
especially note 2. 
plow upon a stone slab which covered an underground passage 
leading to a sepUbhral room. Thus accidentally, as had 
been the case at Dura-Europus, Byblos, and Nari, was the 
way opened to a series of excavations over the next decade, 
the results of which were destined to excite the interest 
of Near East scholars for years to come and to furnish 
the scholarly world with data which could greatly enrich 
our lmowledge of the culture of the N'hole ancient Near 
East. 
'\ 
4 
Informed of this initial discovery, Mr. Schoeffler, 
governor of the State of the Alaouites, notified Mr. Charles 
Virolleauq, who was director of the Service of Antiquities 
at Beyrouth, who in turn sent to the spot one of his attaches, 
Mr. Albanese. Making a preliminary search of the ground 
h e obtained some potsherds which could be identified as 
Cyp riot and l'!ycenaean of the thirteenth to t welfth cen-
turies B. C. On the basis of these and other finds p er-
mission was applied for and received to undertake a more 
formal excavation. The party headed by Claude F. A. Schaeffer 
p r oceeded to Minet-el-Beida on March 30, 1929.14 
Traces of a neolithic occupation of the site were 
almost immediately found in the form of axes, millstones, 
14 Schaeffer, Claude F. A., "Les fouilles de Minet-
el-Beida et de Ras Shamra ( campagn.e du printernps 1929), " 
Syria, X, 1929, 289-297. 
• 
and flintheads. Likewise, traces of occupation in the 
Roman era were noted. Ground was actually broken on April 
2 and within about three hours the necropolis was found. 
It vras divided into two parts. One contained principally 
ceramic deposits and bones; the other consisted of tombs 
in vaults, fonts for ritual purposes, and the foundations 
of an important construction razed to the ground. 
About eighty deposits were uncovered at depths 
between 0 m. 60 and 2 meters. A number of vases were 
found intact, including Cypriot bowls, bilbils, and poorly-
made conical vases resembling some of those found in Pal-
estine especially at Gezer. Other deposits consisted of 
f"lat slabs some of which were bored at the center. 
5 
One particular interesting find was a wall of 50 em. 
in which were cut out recesses containing ceramics, weapons, 
beads, and other fragments. Some other objects attracted 
special attention; one was a large ladle-shaped object 
of baked clay. Another was a bronze sparrow hawk, 13 em. 
tall, wearing the double crown of upper and lower Egypt. 
Near this object was a Cypriot bowl; when removed a second, 
smaller sparrow hawk appeared. After these discoveries 
the most important find came to light: a statue of a god, 
22 em. high, fashioned to give the appearance of walking, 
the right hand raised, the other extended, and wearing 
a tall hat resembling the headdress of Hittite kings. 
Near this statue was a ring on i"lhich was embossed a nude 
goddess, standing and holding in each hand a lotus, and 
wearing a headdress resembling that of the goddess Hathor. 
At a distance of 14 meters to the south a larger 
tomb was uncoverecl. In this still unfinished tomb were 
6 
found various fragments of pottery and a number of unfinished 
idols--heads of bulls and standing women. 
To the west, the trench led to a third tomb in 
which were found offering implements of various sorts. 
Also there was found here a very well-preserved skull of 
the brachycephalic type. On the ground, lying in great 
disorder where they were left by pillagers of a long time 
ago, were a large number of vases, bowls, and other examples 
of ceramics, including a fine Egyptian alabaster bowl which 
had escaped destruction. Also scattered about were the 
remains of at least three skeletons which had not been 
put in sarcophagi. 
Found in the corners o:f this room were bits of 
jewelry, including an ivory jewel case, the top of which 
bore the now familiar fi gure of the goddess seated on a 
throne, the breasts bare, but attired in a skirt, holding 
in her hands ears of grain, and flanked on either side 
by t wo rams standing on their hind legs. 
Still another tomb was uncovered in the northern 
part of the area in which was a little stair giving access 
to a larger rectangular sepulchral room. Here was found 
a fragmentary skeleton surrounded by a very large number 
of vases of various kinds. 
On May 9 after five weel{S of uninterrupted work, 
the site of the excavations was moved from Minet-el-Beida 
to Ras esh-Shamra, situated about 1200 meters from the 
necropolis just described. Excavations v.1ere begun at 
the highest point nearest to the sea and almost immediately 
the foundations of a large building destroyed by fire 
7 
were found. The walls of this building had been constructed 
of huge stones. Among the ruins v1ere found a dagger, 
fragments of a beautiful Egyptian torso of granite on 
the back of which were some Egyptian hieroglyphs, and 
other fragments containing marred Egyptian inscriptions. 
Also found here was a stele upon which may be seen a per-
son kneeling at the feet of a god wearing a tall hat. 
The size of this .building was revealed by the begin-
ning of a second excavation 20 meters to the west of the 
first in which were found walls rurming in the same direc-
tion. On the sixth day of the excavating at Ras esh-Shamra 
a number of tablets were :found bearing cuneiform inscrip-
tions in a new type of writing. Two days later a deposit 
consisting of seventy-four items, including weapons, tools, 
and bronze objects, was found. Some ceramics identical 
to the pottery found at the necropolis were also unearthed. 
8 
Thus in the middle of May, 1929, closed the first season 
at a site which would subsequently prove to be the most 
important since the finding of the Tell el-Amarna tablets. 
The second campaign was carried on during the spring 
of 1930, first at l'Unet-el-Beida and then at Ras esh-Shamra.l.5 
At the latter a large excavation 60 meters long and .5 to 
1.5 meters wide was opened between the two s mall e xcavations 
of 1929 \'.rhere 1trere found perforated stones, large basins, 
troughs, stone troughs provided for drains, and to one 
side a well. Around and among these monuments lay frag-
ments of painted Cypriot bowls and late Mycenaean ceramics 
and little bronze objects~ 
The level contained fragments of fine ceramics 
together with remains of human skeletons. A little lower 
a very ancient cemetery was found whose tombs contained 
beautiful strips of flint, some choice pieces in white, 
yellow, or orange, as lori.g as 16 em., and some neck pins • 
.As soon as the excavators came near to the region 
where the first cuneiform texts had been found in 1929, 
neN tablets came into view. The name of "library" i"las 
fortunately found to be co:n.firmed, a large building 1trith 
beautifully-made walls, with curved joints and some pillars 
1.5 Schae:t'fer, Glaude F. A., 11 Les fouilles de Ninet-
' el-Beida et de Ras Shamra, deuxieme campagne," Syria, 
XII, 1931, l-14. 
9 
with walls attach ed. It was surrounded by fairly large, 
carefully paved rooms. Under the paving ~rere 1·ound deposits 
of foundation offerings, including a bronze hatchet plated 
in silver, a silver cup with reinforced edge, and a vase 
full of silver objects such as earrings, rings, and neck-
laces. 
But the building cleared this year was not solely 
a library. It was at the same time a school where the 
scribes learned their di:t"ficult trade. Fragments of manuals 
and exercises were discovered. In addition there were 
found three large tablets with three or four colUmns of 
compact text, several spelling books, lists of words written 
several times, and even bilingual lexicons which r evealed 
the wonderful linguistic accomplishments at Ras esh-Shamra. 
The library had been _built ove r a very old cemetery. 
The sanctuary was also found this year and was 
revealed as important. There were retrieved fragments 
o_f different statues in Egyp tian style, in granite, green 
stone, or sandstone, of which one was lifesize. Also 
recovered was the greater part of a stele in red sandstone 
which showed in bas-relief a standing masculine divinity 
having in his left hand the sceptre of beatitude. In 
this connection it might be well to point out the Egyptian 
character of all the reliefs, statues, and inscriptions 
found inside the sanctuary, which proves that the latter, 
in spite of the local origin of the divinities, was under 
Egyptian influence. 
On the outside of the sanctuary proper lay two 
steles of divinities in a style very inferior to those 
10 
of the statues of the large sanctuary. One, mutilated, 
represented in bas-relief a standing feminine divinity 
having a lance with a long point and ansate cross. Instead 
of a dress a conventional bird 1 s wing was placed upon her 
slender body, the latter recalling the falcon wings which 
certain Egyptian divinity protectors of the dead like 
Hathor and Selkhet bore. The second stele represented 
a masculine divinity also erect, having the lance in the 
same position as his consort. The god was wearing a high 
crown which seemed to be in imitation of the Egyptian 
headgear with ostrich feathers. At its base emerged a 
large horn rolled up at the point which could be copied 
from the hook of the lower Egyptian crown. In his right 
hand was a sceptre in the shape of a cross by which the 
Egyptians designated foreign princes. His laced sandala 
reflected, with their turned-up points, the Hittite in-
fluence. This was a work, without doubt, of a local artist 
who dressed up his god with the most diverse attributes, 
borrowing from the Egyptian divinities as well as those 
of Syria and Asia Minor; thus this stele reflects the 
diversity of the artistic and religious influences which 
were interlocked and had penetrated into the Syria of 
the north in the twelfth century B. C. 
The principal effort of the third campaign in the 
spring of 1931 was on the tell of Ras esh-Shamra. 1 6 Mr. 
, 
Rene Dussaud having insisted on the opportunity this year 
of exploring the second level whose study was positive, 
ll 
Mr. Claude F. A. Schaeffer temporarily suspended the clear-
ing of the temple in order to install a large passageway 
in the ground where last year were recovered the first 
documents prior to the fourteenth century. In the upper 
layer, as deep as 1 meter 50, they found deposits similar 
to those of Minet-el-Beida consisting of vases, mortars, 
and v-reights in stone or bronze. In the same layer were 
encountered some ritual installations (basins, tubs, stone 
tables) which were perhaps connected with the adjoining 
temple of the fourteenth century. 
The second level was occupied by an ancient necrop-
olis where some vaults were tiered at heights from 2 meters 
to 10 meters or more deep. In the upper layers lay the 
individual vaults or the internments of two or three bodies 
with a personal corner. Lower, mortuaries appeared: 
deep graves with the hole edged with large stones and 
lo Schaeffer, Claude F. A.~ "Les fouilles de Minet-
el-Beida et de Ras Shamra, troisieme campagne (printemps 
1931)," Syria, XIII, 1932, 1-27. 
filled vr i th a dirt with the appearance of gray or blackish 
cinders. The bodies, accompanied by their funeral belong-
ings, were heaped up, sometimes without apparent order. 
12 
The dominant element of funeral belonging s were the ceramics; 
however, here the classic Cypriot bowl which characterized 
the first level of Ras esh-Shamra completely failed to 
appear. The types belonged to the so-called Canaanite 
ceramics of the first half of the second millennium. To 
them were joined some vases imported from Cyprus in the 
Middle Bronze Age which had appeared in Palestine at Beth 
Shemesh--in the cemetery of the Middle Bronze Age--as well 
as a t Gezer. From one tomb was taken a scarab of the 
Hyksos type which bore a scroll surmounted by a winged 
disc and by the fetish of Osiris with a name which had 
also been found on numerous. scarabs in Palestine, at Gezer, 
Jerusalem, Megiddo, J e richo, and elsewhere. 
vlith regard to the bronze objects which were found 
in the tombs of the second level of Ra.s esh-Shamra, they 
were very clearly distinguished by similar objects to 
those of the first level: battle-axes of the Syrian type 
with "windows", riveted daggers, lances with joints, pins 
with ribbed or enlarged heads and p ierced necks or provided 
with small collars, bracelets, and anklets. In most of 
the tombs there v1ere collected in addition large strips 
of flint and several parts of toothed flint sickles and 
lJ 
some bronze sickles. It was seen that at the second level 
the bronze only served for the construction of arms and 
jewelry; the agricultural equipment was still made of 
primitive materials which had been used as early as the 
neolithic era. 
There -vvas also found an Egyptian statuette of a 
seated woman in polished basalt, the shoulders and head 
missing. Luckily the inscription on the base, twice re-
peated the width of the feet, remained intact. The stat-
uette vvas the effigy of the royal princess of Egypt. 
Some texts were discovered this year consisting 
of fragments of spelling books and bilinguals with a series 
of epic poems. 
About the library and its annexes were brought to 
light a considerable number of rooms, passageways, and 
vaults, whose poor construction contrasted with the beau-
tiful appearance of the central part cleared last year. 
All along the walls of the fotmdation of one of these 
rooms rested several pickaxes with bronze cases like those 
of the large deposit found in 1929 but used and badly 
preserved. Also found was an anepigraphic votive stele 
upon which was engraved the solar sign with four rays 
set on a sort of altar. It reflected rather crude work 
and was cut of the same dark gray limestone as that of 
the stele of the local god with the Egyptian crown. Also 
--~~ -- ~~~~~-~ 
14 
found was a vase of ordinary clay set betv-reen the wall 
of the foundation and filled to the neck with objects 
in silver and gold, the most interesting being three little 
plates in human shape; t wo in silver represented goddesses, 
one small, the other with a long pleated robe. The third 
plate, in gold, offered the silhouette of a naked goddess 
t.vi th an indication of the sexual triangle. They represented 
rather crude, even barbaric, art work. 
The fourth campaign lasted from the beginning of 
April to the beginning of July, 1932.17 During this cam-
paign it was discovered that Ras esh-Shamra had at its 
disposal a double port where the navy could anchor either 
at one or the other dock, following their preference or 
according to t h e direction of the wind. 
On the cliff which overlooked the cove situated 
at the northern end extensive sounding were made. Near 
the shore were cleared away five tombs, cut in the lime-
stone rocks, in t he shape of oblong quadrangle va ts, at-
tributed to the Roman era. Long bones and crushed glass 
were all that remained of their contents. 
The oldest tombs found in this campaign consisted 
of simple graves in almost rectangular shape, cut in the 
17 Schaeffer, Claude F. A., "Les fouilles de Minet-
el-Beida et de Ras Shamra, quatri~me campagne (printemps 
1932)," Syria, XIV, 1933, 93-127. 
chalk, barely large enough to hold a long corpse and its 
belongings which were composed exclusively of vases set 
in great number around the s keletons. 
A new large tomb was found, the fifth, its funeral 
chamber measuring 2 meters 50 x 3 meters, its door pre-
ceded by a court dromos with a stairway. As in the cas e 
of other funeral chambers, this one contained disarranged 
human bones and ceramics. 
The sixth tomb of Minet-el-Beida was of exceptional 
size: its funeral chamber measured 3 meters 50 x 6 meters 
50- -almost double the other vaults discovered so far. 
The large keystone cut in the shape of a T remained in 
place, proving that the vault was built after the system 
of corbelling. The s keletons, less than twenty-eight 
individuals, were those of men of middle age, old men, 
women, and children. It seems, therefore, to have been 
a collec t ive or family vault. The funeral belongings 
once had had an extraordinary richness, including rings, 
gold beads, metal objects, alabaster and ivory items, 
15 
about a hundred crushed vas es, mostly Mycenaean and Cypriot, 
goblets, plates, and bottles in crockery, soft or baked 
porcelain, and multicolored glass . Some little bottles 
in multicolored glass had rather badly resisted the times; 
they were opaque, colored in the mass and worked in a 
fashion to reproduce some zigzags or varied ornaments. 
16 
On the upper floor of a ritual enclosure between 
tombs five and six were found large stone basins to receive 
libations. With the aid of an overflow pipe and a system 
of pipes made of baked clay or s t one drains, the libations 
drained into the lo11ver floor of the enclosure. Sometimes 
there were also curiosities like fossils, elephants' teeth, 
or hippopotami' tusks. Each enclosure of this vast ensemble 
constituted, no doubt, a reserved concession for the cer-
emonies of its proprietor. Some gold beads and necklaces, 
unstrung by treasure seekers, many vases of Cypriot and 
Ny cenaean orig i n of still very good make, proved that 
their contents were once rather rich. Local ceramics were 
of crude make. Worship had, therefore, continued under 
a poorer form after the destruction of the first disposi-
tions. In several of these buildings large naturalistic 
phalli in stone, beside feminine idols no less explicit, 
spoke in favor of magical cult practices. 
The hypothesis expressed that the necropolis of 
Minet-el-Beida was also a place of worship was confirmed 
by discoveries and observations of this campaign. It 
was not possible to distinguish whether the t'I'TO purposes 
had originally been connected. However, tombs one and 
two, the oldest of the necropolis so far, seemed to be 
only a little bit earlier than the oldest enclosures and 
ritual arrangements. 
After six weeks of excavations, work at Minet-el-
Beicla was suspended to carry on work at the tell of Ras 
esh-Shamra. A necropoli s was found containing in its 
upper part some ceramic deposits absolutely identical 
17 
in disposition, composition, and, no doubt, age with those 
of Minet-el-Beida. Later some collective tombs were brought 
to light, storerooms hidden right in the dirt without any 
visible protection for the skeletons. 
In the great excavation to the northwest of the 
library were found several tombs of the necropolis of the 
second level already explored in 1930 and 1931. Judging 
by the types of weapons--large hatchets, daggers with 
grooved triangular blades, and big pins with enlarged 
heads--these tombs seemed to go back to the nineteenth 
or to the eighteenth century B. c. Pushing down below 
these layers of the second level , some walls were found 
in light yellow curved bricks belonging to very vast con-
structions earlier than the second millennium. They gave 
evidence of the importance of this third level of Ras 
esh-Shamra. 
In removing two ends of walls on the rim of the 
library two new tablets were found with alphabetic cuneiform 
inscriptions, as well as various fragments completing the 
lot uncovered at the same place, a few centimeters higher, 
in 1929. 
18 
To the south of the library the workers began to 
clear away an extensive construction. The isolated ob-
jects found among these ruins were very few: three scarabs, 
one in amethyst, another set in gold; and a bust of a 
little feminine statuette of the style of the Mid,~le Empire, 
certainly imported from Egypt. 
To the southwest of the library was found a large 
l\1ycenaean tomb whose architecture was particularly beau-
tiful, coming from a period later than the library. This 
tomb, of royal appearance, proudly installed in the middle 
of the ruins of the temple and library of Ras esh-Shamra, 
seemed to be a witness of the grip of the possession of 
the country by the AchaecuLs at the expense of the Phoeni-
cian element. 
In excavating in the region south of the great 
temple were found the foundations of a square monument, 
2 meters 20 by 2 meters--probably a large altar. Numerous 
fragments of sculpture were on the ground: a splinter 
in polished green stone; a bit of a beautiful sphinx, 
bearing the scroll of pharaoh Amenemhat III; several frag-
ments of other Egyptian sculpture; the hindquarters of 
a feline in limestone; and a crude limestone statue. 
In this region was also found a letter in Accadian cuneiform. 
Continuing the exploration of the sanctuary, a 
large complete stele was discovered, a standing divinity, 
brandishing in his right hand a sledge hammer and having 
in his left a lance, the point set on the ground. Before 
the divinity was a person dressed in a long Syrian robe 
and set on a pedestal. The divinity was probably Hadad 
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or Baal of the mountain, commander of the storms and winds. 
Thirteen meters to the north of the stele was found 
a vase containing two silver statuettes, seemingly inten-
tionally buried and protected by some stones set on edge. 
The larger statuette represented a god witha large nose, 
furrowed eyebrows, and hollow eyes intended to be inlaid. 
The little statuette represented a feminine divinity, 
assistant to the god. Both were the work of a local silver-
smith. 
The fifth campaign of excavations at Ras esh-Shamra 
lasted from the month of March to the beginning of June, 
1933. 18 All effort was concentrated at the foot of the 
tell on a vast terrain intended to be recovered later 
by the debris of the excavations. 
Level one of the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries 
contained some deposits, intentionally hic1den; one of them 
was composed of a beautiful green stone, a large millstone, 
and a jevJ"elry mold in green stone. Other deposits contained 
18 Schaeffer, Claude F. A., "Les fouilles de Ras 
Shamra, cinquieme campagne (printemps 1933), 11 Syria, X:V, 
1934, 10.5-lJl. 
jewelry in silver and gold: earrings and necklaces which 
had been intrusted to the ground for ritual purposes. 
At the southern end of the area there was brought to light 
a large monument in beautiful cut stone. 
The second level was of the twelfth and thirteenth 
dynasties, the epoch of the Hyksos. The third level of 
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Ras esh-Shamra was characterized by very beautiful ceramics 
of cream paste shading into green, of thin sides with dark-
brown and red geometric painting. 
In a tomb halfway up the slope there was discovered 
an adult skeleton lying on its left side, the legs folded 
up, the hands brought back under the figure. It rested 
on a bed of potsherds surrounded by standing fragments 
of a very large jar held in position by some stones put 
all around the tomb. 
There were three excavations on the acropolis of 
the tell: one to the north, the others to the south and 
west of the large temple and library. In the northern 
passage was begun the clearing of a large building com-
posed of numerous chambers, corridors, and stairways. 
It seemed to be a building for secular use, with a beau-
tiful white limestone bathtub in v-rhich a person of average 
build would be perfectly comfortable. Near it was a frag-
ment of an alphabetic tablet and an anepigraphic Egyptian 
statuette in hard stone of the Middle Empire, shm·Ting 
---------
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a standing person dres s ed in a long, high-necked dress. 
To the south of the library was continued the clear-
ing of a large construction i n the ruins o:f which were 
collected several fragments of Egyptian statuettes in 
hard stone and alabaster, as well as an Egyptian triad 
representing a seated person whose bust was lacking, :flanked 
by two standing women. Three new large tombs with dromos 
and overhanging arched funeral chamber were found. Tomb 
two was surrounded by an enclosure provided with a door-
'~<'ray. The funeral cult was implied in t he offerings to the 
deceased after burial. The installations for the libations, 
uncovered in rather good state around the monument, dem-
onstrated this. 
Tomb four, like all those found so far, was provided 
with installations :for the particularly developed funeral 
cult. The stone with drain beside the entrance o:f tomb 
two was replaced in tomb four by a real conduit with t v-vo 
branches. Close to the outside wall was hidden a large 
jar with tvw handles. A beautiful stairway of six steps 
was made of very large, carefully-matched blocks. The 
tomb had been provided with an ossuary. A third tomb 
of the same type was found, bringing to five the number 
o:f large vaults met so far at Ras esh-Shamra. 
Fragments of nei'r tablets were found; the two side 
faces of one bore the imprint of a cylinder representing 
a ~rorshipper before a vringed spirit with human body and 
bird ' s head. It held in its left hand one of the fore-
feet of a standing lion and in its right hand a standing 
doe. The front side showed a short inscription in alpha-
betic cuneiform. A sort of "lead" to seal a package con-
" tained the designation "Pitcher of wine of lprs". It 
is probable that the cuneiform nlabel" or "lead" did not 
come to Ras esh-Shamra with the wine from the foreign 
country which it named but that it came from a merchant 
from Ras esh-Shamra itself while indicating the country 
of the origin of the merchandise. 
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Another deposit of tablets contained only scattered 
fragments, including bits of Accadian and Sumerian tablets, 
as well as a tablet of accounts enwnerating some quantitie s 
of purple dyed wool. 
In excavations on the tell there appeared the tombs 
of a cemetery of infants. The skeletons were placed in 
some jars with funeral belongings consisting principal ly 
of vases, among them some painted bottles of the type 
recognized in the cemeteries of the upper part of the 
second level of Ras esh-Shamra as well as in the cemeteries 
of the Middle Bronze Age in Cyprus. 
One of the most beautiful discoveries made in the 
soil of Ras esh-Shamra was a gold patera and cup. It 
is not certain whether the motifs on the cup were simply 
decorative with no tie between them or whether the whole 
constituted a scene g iving allusion to some real or imag-
inary episodes of the time. However, the cup seemed to 
be a product of local art with its decoration in the com-
posite style which had distinguished the numerous other 
artistic works drru~ out of the soil of the tell so far. 
The beautiful pale yellow gold plate, with a diameter of 
19 em., was found slightly damaged, standing vertically. 
Its form vo~as similar to some Egyptian plates. The detail 
gave evidence of the great ability of the artist for com-
p osition. With a great deal of talent the artist had 
rendered the unrestrained movement of the chase. Noting 
from the harness ring, the artist did not mark the joining 
of the reins to the bits. Were ·~b~ts lacking in the har-
nesses of Syria? The beautiful patera, in contrast to 
the cup, particularly showed the imprint of ~cycenaean and 
Egyptian arts. It is only a little doubtful that the 
cup and the patera in gold had made part of a sanctuary 
treasury. Their discovery in the vicinity of the temple 
of Ras esh-Shar~a and their decoration seem to confirm 
it. Anyway, they are classed as the most ancient of the 
metallic storied objects known from Phoenician sources. 
The sixth campaign of excavations at Ras esh-Shamra 
lasted from the month of March to the beginning of June, 
1934. The southern yard, covering almost 3,000 square 
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meters, brought to light bm building ruins of which one 
occupied almost the western half, the other the eastern 
half. 19 These buildings were spacious dwellings with a 
certain richness. Among the objects collected in the 
rooms were several cylinders, t wo weights, a beautiful 
• 
dagger with grooved shaft, once incrusted, several arrows, 
a bronze pruning-hook, as well as various vases. One of 
t he vases was filled with thin sheets and small plates 
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in bronze, silver, and gold, many of which were ornamented 
11 1 t h repousse holes and pierced at the ends. Also found 
was a globular vase filled with scraps of jewelry (ear-
rings, animal-shaped pendants, and bracelets) and frag-
ments of electrum vases, bent or cut for remelting. 
In one of the rooms underneath the floor was found 
a cooking-pot standing beside a jar containing a skeleton 
· of a yqung infant as well as a small vase. Nearby was 
brought to light other tombs for new-born or fetuses. 
The modest belongings of these tombs included a lamp with 
pinched beak of the type called Canaanite, a b1lbil--the 
slender and tall bottle of Cypriot origin--as well a s a 
vase painted in red and black, characteristic of the second 
half of the fifteenth and the first part of the fourteenth 
19 Schaeffer, Claude F. A., "Les fou1lles de Ras 
Shamra {Ugarit), six1eme campagne (printemps 1934)," Syria, 
XVI, 1935, 141-176. 
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century. 
Three new Mycenaean tombs contained only some debris 
of their funeral belongings which at one time vvere very 
precious: cups and goblets in frit, rhytons and Mycenaean 
vases, a cup vvi th raised foot called Rho dian, and frag-
ments of ivory jewel cases. 
Beside the entrance of another tomb was p laced a 
libation table in the form of a large stone plate whose 
surface was hollowed out for a shallow circular basin 
and provided with two drainpipes. 
One of the tombs of the Iron Age consisted of a 
small funeral chamber whose interior dimensions did not 
exceed those of a sarcophagus. It seems that there was 
a continuation of the tradition of Mycenaean funeral ar-
chitecture into the Iron Age. Halfway up the tomb in 
the infiltrated dirt was a seal in sapphirine chalcedony 
having the form of a cone 21 mm. tall, pierced near the 
top with a hole for hanging. The engraving on the curved 
elliptic base represented a divinity with a fishtail, swim-
ming on the waves which were marked under her body. Above 
was pictured the moon. Other objects found in the tomb 
were a leather vanity vase metallized by contact with 
some debris of rusty iron, as well as a little buckle 
with a bronze arc. On the bottom of the tomb rested the 
very broken s keleton of a person of rather large build, 
as well as two large bronze buckles20 which had probably 
once joined a small bronze chain, an iron knife still 
imbedded in its leather sheath, a footless bronze cup, 
a small bronze bucket, and two spearheads with strong 
blades. There was a total absence of ceramics. 
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In the immediate vicinity were found three sarcoph-
agi. On the slabs forming the bottom of one of them rested 
the remains of four skeletons in a very bad state of pre-
servation. At the time of the last burial, the bones 
of the first three occupants had been pushed back into 
the corners. Among these bones was a bone of a heavy 
animal, having without doubt served as the handle of a 
tool or weapon, two alabaster balsamaires of identical 
shape as those of the tombs of Tell Yahoudiyeh of the 
t wenty-sixth dynasty, and a small ribbed gold bead.21 
In the same cemetery, beside the tombs of the Iron 
20 According to Claude F. A. Schaeffer, the buckles 
of this type found at Gezer (Palestine) have been attrib-
uted by Professor J. L. Myres to the ninth or eighth cen-
tury, but Mr. C. L. Woolley has proposed to relate them to 
the time of the twenty-sixth dynasty (seventh and sixth 
centuries). 
21 According to Claude F. A. Schaeffer, this group 
of tombs of the Iron Age of Ras esh-Shamra is related to 
a series of similar finds, characterized by the presence 
of iron 'lt.reapons and buckles, made on the coasts of Asia 
Minor, in northern Syria (near Carchemish), and in Egypt 
(Tell Yahoudiyeh), to cite only the principal ones, and 
whose intrusive character has been recognized by all those 
who have studied them in these various COQ~tries. 
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Age, were brought to light five monolithic sarcophagi with 
the covers made of flat slabs. In each of two were found 
a skeleton in a bad state of preservation, an old person 
accompanied by rather rich belongings. One contained a 
necklace made of rings in carnelian, lapis lazuli, Egyptian 
glazed paste, and mother-of-pearl; a scarab in green stone; 
a bead in beetle shape in cornelian set in gold; a jade-
ite hatchet; and a seal of neo-Babylonian conical type 
in clear lapis lazuli, engraved on its ellip t ical curved 
base with two men-scorpions front to front and a crescent. 
On the outside of the sarcophagus 11as a beautiful cast 
bronze cup-shaped dish, decorated on the bottom with a 
rosette and on the sides with interlaced lotus petals. 
The other sarcophagus contained an egg-shaped pitcher and 
a squat lecythus. 
In the eastern yard was discovered a second temple 
of Ra s esh-Shamra. The plru1, size, direction, and many 
details of the inside arrangement, were the same as those 
of the l arge temple discovered in 1929 ana_ cleared in the 
following campaigns. The t t•TO sanctuaries are obviously 
of the same era. They were used for the worship of dif-
ferent deities; this conclusion finds strong support in 
a text discovered in the library which is concerned with 
the building of a temple to the god Baal. The temple 
from whose ruins the documents were gathered was that 
of Dagon. Outside this temple was a group of fifteen 
stone troughs. 
The clearing of the building situated to the north 
of the library was continued without reaching its limits. 
Some new rooms were cleared, one of which contained a 
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large Mycenaean tomb with dromos and vaulted arched funeral 
cave. 
Several new fragments as well as two whole tablets 
were found this year . One of these, written in Aocadian 
cuneiform, was a le t ter. From this important new document 
was confirmed the identification of Ras esh-Shamra with 
Ugarit; there seems no doubt now that Ras esh-Shamra was 
the capital of the famous country of Ugarit. Other frag-
ments were a bit of Sumerian syllabary and a small tablet 
bearing on one side the imprint of a cylinder, a seated 
goddess between two lions, on the other side a little 
, 
text in Accadian cunei f orm in which Mr. E. Dhorme recognized 
a piece of bookkeeping mentioning the debt of two persons. 
In the western yard four square holes were dug 
to permit the study of a succes s i on of layers on two fronts. 
In the fourth level the painting showed the fol-
lowing motifs: triangles, plain or covered with crossed 
lines, wolves' teeth, zigzags, wavy lines, single, double, 
and criss-crossed, herringbone lines, and checkerboard 
decoration. The painted ceramics were of a remarkable 
beauty and very carefully made. 
The seventh campaign of excavations at Ras esh-
Sha mra lasted from the month of Narch to the beg inning 
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of June , 1935. 22 In the southern yard, situated immediately 
to the west of the excavations of 1934, were brought to 
light several private houses. The walls, in places, were 
preserved up to 2 meters in height and it was thus possible 
to make out in detail the plan of some of the Ugaritian 
dwellings of the end of the f'1ycenaean epoch. From the 
street one generally went into a small court, sometime s 
covered, ~'-I here was found a well ltfi th monolith rim, one 
or t wo large square or rectangular troughs for water reserve, 
a bak ing oven, and a stain·Jay leading to the upper story. 
Each of these l a rge dwellings was provided with a funeral 
vaul t installed in the basement. The size of the vaul ts 
was p roportionate to the grandeur of the houses and the 
fortune of their owners. The trade or profession of one 
inhabitant ·Nas revealed by the objects resting in the 
ruins: several pa irs of bronze scales, jewelry molds, 
ingots of silver, electrum, and gold, metal stocks in t he 
form of vases and jewelry, cups or plates, intended for 
remel t ing; he was, therefore, a jeweler. 
22 Schaeffer, Claude F. A., "Les fouilles de Ras 
Shamra-Ugarit, septieme campagne (printemps 1935)," Syria, 
XVII, 1936, 105- 148. 
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There were brought to light numerous marks of t he 
final phase of the Canaanite, or Phoenician, epoch of 
Ugarit. Finds show clearly that the Mycenaean civilization 
was made on the terrain of Ras esh-Shamra precisely at the 
time when the Egyptian influence was decreasing there. 
In the course of the excavations this year, verification 
wa s also made of a time when Hittite influence was much 
less. 
In the low layer of the first level were found 
several deposits characterized by the presence of a large 
funnel for libation pierced with holes hidden vert ical ly 
in the ground with, at its base, an accumulation of vases, 
among them some rhytons certifying their votive character. 
Several scarabs, sickles, bronze arrm.Js, and numerous 
cylinders, of which a few were in hematite, were also 
f01md in these layers. 
An ensemble of beautiful vases of the fourteenth-
thirt eenth centuries was recovered as well as a bull 1 s 
head Mycenaean rhyton and a small stele in native limestone 
with rounded top. The relief of this stele, worked in 
champleve enamel, represents t wo masculine p ersons standing 
separated by a table supporting two rectangula r objects. 
The details indicate that the stele 'tr>ras a Ugari tian work 
of the fourteenth century. The action takes place on a 
religious plane; the solemn attitude of the persons leaves 
no doubt as to the importance of the act which they are 
performing. 
At the bottom of the first ievel were several cem-
eteries; one of them contained a pitcher in red-orange 
clay with spherical bulge and beaked neck at whose base 
t wo bumps seemed to indicate breasts. 
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In the northern part of yard C the workers continued 
clearing the region situated to the west of the place 
where t wo steles were found in 1930 and 1933· Immediately 
under the actual level was met an accumulation of large, 
carefully-cut blocks, indicating that there had once existed 
a very important building now entirely demolished. Toward 
the end of the research there was found at the bottom of 
the excavation a large wall. There were gathered fragments 
of a very beautiful vase in hard polished greenish stone, 
of Egyptian origin no doubt, a bronze figurine of a bull, 
and a very beautiful hematite cylinder with an inscription 
in Accadian cuneiform. 
Several other cylinders were found, one representing 
a person, his arms bound behind his back, in front of 
Baal of the thunderbolt wearing a sharp-pointed helmet 
with bulls' horns. Another cylinder represents two groups 
of two persons each facing each other wearing curious 
tight-fitting costumes, pulled in at the waist, at the 
thighs, at the knees, and at the ankles, and shoes with 
high heels. Two of the persons have their heads hidden 
under masks of a bull or gazelle with long horns; the 
other two persons, also wearing complicated headdresses 
provided with horns and coiled hair, have between them 
an animal of sacrifice. 
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Another discovery was that of a bronze statuette 
representing a seated goddess, her right hand making the 
gesture of benediction or ~elcome, wearing the Egyptian 
crown of Osiris and dressed in a longT tight-fitting tunic 
with short sleeves finely pleated around the hips. 
Soundings were made near temple one and in various 
spots of the acropolis. 
The two other yards opened this year were situated 
at the foot of the acropolis on two sides of the great 
pile of debris. Just as on the acropolis, the first level 
here had two layers. The p rivate houses cleared in the 
upper level revealed well-made structures: walls in 
loose stones with pillars in beautiful cut stone at the 
corners and at the doorways. Each house had an interior 
court in which were conduits for the evacuation of the 
rain water; each also possessed its prepared tomb under 
one of the rooms situated on the edge of the house. One 
of these tombs, constructed entirely of cut stone, was 
particularly large; what remained of its funeral belongings 
were fragments of numerous painted Mycenaean hydras, alabaster 
vases, and several goblets and cups in frit, giving an 
idea of the riches once .accumulated in this tomb and per-
mitting dating it in the thirteenth century. A discovery 
made among the ruins of one of the houses was a group of 
figurines, the most important and best preserved pieces 
representing two persons with long hair dressed in Syrian 
dress. 
Immediately under a house was brought to light a 
habitation of the lower layer of the first level. Its 
entrance led to a small room in which were found skeletons 
of two infants placed one on top of the other in front 
of the door of the vault and accompani~d by Cypriot vases. 
The doorway gave access to a funeral chamber containing 
about thirty skeletons of adults and infants. Most of 
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them were placed lengthwise of the vault, th~ head against 
the side facing the door. In an embrasure were set three 
lamps in baked clay, the beak blackened by the f'lame directed 
toward the inside of the vault; they had, therefore, served 
to illuminate during the burials. In the ossuary rested 
the remains of thirteen adults and an infant, which made 
forty-four the number of bodies interred. in this cave and 
indicated the long duration of its use. The ceramic be-
longings contained more than one hundred intact vases, 
including jars, bowls, pitchers, plates, basins, and lamps 
in buff-colored baked clay. The bilbils, the tall bottles 
with flat handle and annular foot, the hemispherical bowls 
with red pointed handles or white slip and painted brownish, 
were of the Cypriot type of the fourteenth century. }~so 
found were a vase in polished greenish serpentine rock of 
Syrian make, a vase in a paste of blackish opaque glass, 
an ivory comb, a bronze pin covered with gold leaf, the 
head of a fanged javelin, and a bronze dagger. 
The type of tomb with rectangular funeral chamber 
and leaning walls covered with slabs goes back at Ras esh-
Shamr a to the pre-Mycenaean epoch. It could be of Canaanite 
origin and the Mycenaeans and Cypriots, on arriving in 
the country of Ugarit, had adopted and perfected it by 
the addition of the dromos and the construction of the 
vaulted arch. Another tomb of this type was found in 
yard B containing the same ceramic types as those previously 
discussed. 
There was also collected another important bronze 
piece representing the god Baal, standing in the same 
attitude as that of the large stele of Ras esh-Shamra, 
wearing a tall helmet with a very low crest in the shape 
of a plume, a rear-peak, and a pair of horns. In the 
making of this statuette there were not less than five 
different materials: bronze, silver, gold, electrum, 
and stone, which gives us reason to praise the able technique 
of the artists of ancient Ugarit. 
In the eighth campaign the research lasted from 
the beginning of March until the end of May, 1936.23 
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The weather favored the work; the last winter rains stopped 
relatively early, while the temperature at the beginning 
of the summer was mild. Three yards were brought into 
action. To the rampart was backed up, on the inside, a 
row of spacious private houses. They had an exit on the 
rampart at the foot of which extended the village gardens 
on two sides of the stream. On the south, their doorways 
opened onto a street running east and west . 
The point of the acropolis had no building. Its 
upper layers were composed of fine dirt, leading to the sup-
position that there was a belt of gardens between the lower 
village and the upper village. 
In the upper village the houses were constructed 
along parallel streets running east-west and divided into 
sections by the streets or blind-alleys running north-
south. The narrow quarters, cut across by small parallel 
streets, its houses composed of numerous rooms and an 
inner small court, suggests a very dense population. 
The roofs were formed by horizontal terraces made of com-
pressed earth. The dwelling itself was found on the first 
23 Schaeffer, Claude F. A., "Les fouilles de Ras 
Shamra-Ugarit, huitieme campagne (printemps 1936)," Syria, 
XVIII, 1937, 125-157. 
level. It was reached by stone steps, sometimes 1r1ith a 
half-landing, behind which was modestly built the lavatory. 
The numerous ground-floor rooms, judging by the finds, 
were intended for servant quarters. There were also stored 
there the provisions or merchandise. Also there were some 
workrooms with desks where the artisans and artists attended 
to their occupations. One of them had been a sculptor; 
his last work, a stele, was still in place, unfinished. 
Made of a block of faded ophite brought from the mountains, 
the stele represents a person dressed in a long robe held 
at the waist by a girdle in worship before a divinity 
who is wearing the Syrian costume of distinguished persons. 
Above the two is a winged disc engraved with an eight-
pointed star, the wings touching on one side the headdress 
of the worshipper, on the other the tiara of the god. 
The god is seated and visibly of middle age. He has a 
gracious air but at the same time paternal and majestic. 
Concerni11...g the person before the divinity, he probably 
is to be identified as the king of Ugarit in person who 
has both the temporal and the spiritual powers. The scene 
itself, as well as the characteristics of the god, cor-
respond to the traditions of the cult as revealed in the 
alphabetic texts. 
In the southern part of yard C on the acropolis 
were spacious private houses, each containing the family 
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vault built under one of the rooms of the ground floor. 
The funeral chamber was vaulted in corbelling and preceded 
by a dromos 't<lfi th stone steps. 
In yard C the upper layers did not surrender any 
tablets, but after reaching the layers of the fourteenth 
century several new tablets and fragments were found. 
According to one of them, a citizen of Ugarit left his 
v-rife all of his property, including his rnanservants and 
maidservants. Another confirmed that for the affairs 
relative to the temples and the priests, as well as for the 
mythological texts, the Canaanite language written in 
alphabetic cuneiform was ·used exclusively at Ras esh-Shamra. 
The state of the ruins of the layer in which the 
tablets were found was quite variable. In certain places 
the destruction was complete; in others only partial or 
of a kind that permitted the houses to be reoccupied after 
repair of the walls. The foundations had remained intact. 
The signs of fire were rather rare and clearly localized. 
In one of the most beautiful buildings cleared so far at 
Ugarit, the wall of the facade, made entirely of cut stones, 
had slid from the first foundation. All of these signs 
indicated very clearly an earthquake followed, in places, 
by a fire. 
Among the numerous objects collected in various 
places was a beautiful set of cylinders in stone and hematite 
of level one, as well as two lens-shaped stone seals bearing 
on their two sides inscriptions in Hittite hieroglyphs. 
There were found several pieces of gold jewelry some of which 
' are discoid pendants decorated with four or six repousse 
and engraved rays and two are crescent-shaped. Two other 
pendants represent a feminine divinity who was, without 
doubt, representative of the fertility cult. The breasts 
and sexual region are most carefully indicated. Between 
the pelvis and the navel is engraved a sign 1n the shape 
of an ear of corn or a branch of a tree which, on certain 
cylinders of Ras esh-Shamra, signifies the sacred tree. 
Among the numerous bronze tools and weapons found 
during this campaign was a battle axe, ornamented at the 
top of the socket with a lioness• head in relief. In 
the same place was a beautiful statuette 1n hollow bronze, 
17 em. long , representing a recumbent bull, the work of 
an excellent animalist. It was used as a weight weighing 
469 grams. 
In an intact stratum of yard A, dating from the 
fourteenth-thirteenth centuries, was found a pair of bronze 
bala~ce plates, buried intentionally. They were encountered 
rather often at Ras esh-Shamra, either in deposits in 
connection with ritual or votive installations or in caches 
or even isolated in abandoned habitations. 
The excavations of the ninth campaign lasted three 
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months, from March to June 1937. 24 The research was con-
centrated on the tell harboring signs of the ancient capital 
of the country of Ugarit. For six weeks excavations were 
continued in the northeast region of the vast hill where 
the acropolis with the two large temples and the library 
had been found. The second half of the campaign was ded-
icated to the exploration of the northwest end of the tell, 
the nearest to the sea, which had not yet been attacked. 
In the northeast region three yards were brought 
into action. In yard one a new section of the upper village 
was brought to light. There were spacious houses with 
stone walls, very well arranged and bordering on lanes 
or narrow dead-end streets. Each dwelling contained in 
its basement a funeral vault built at the same time as 
the house. 
Among the new tablets of Ras esh-Shamra was one 
concerning the delivery of three bales of wool dyed in 
purple, destined for the weaver. Another of the new alpha-
betic texts represents a letter addressed to the queen 
of Ugarit by a person called Talmayan. Among the new 
texts in Accadian cuneiform are t wo fragments apparently 
written in Hurrite language. 
24 Schaeffer,,Claude F. A. "Les foui11es de Ras 
Shamra-Ugarit, neuvieme campagne (printemps 19.37)," Syria 
XIX , 19.38, 19.3-255, .31.3-.3.34. 
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Found in this campaign was the funeral vault numbered 
XXXVI. The arrangement of the vault under two communicating 
rooms, with the entrance exactly in the axis of the upper 
door, is rather frequent in the houses of Ugarit and proves 
unquestionably that the placing of the vault was provided 
for in the plan of the building and that it was constructed 
at the same time. 
Still another funeral vault found in this campaign 
was that numbered LIII which constituted the tomb of the 
family of the house situated at the corner of the street 
of the Rampart. One reached the vault by an inside door 
under the foundations of the wall. The room above, of 
rather large size , was connected to the inner court of 
the house by a wide door. The total number of vases con-
tained in the vault was about two hundred and thirty of 
which one hundred and forty-five were complete or very 
nearly so , an accumulation gathered during successive 
inhumations . 
Another funeral vault was that numbered LIV. To 
the right of the door there had been buried in the ground 
t hree large jars touching each other. Their openings 
were on the same level as the threshold and without doubt 
also the floor of the chamber. These vases could be ex-
plained either as containers for liquids stored under the 
floor of the room or as receptacles allowing libations 
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to be made to benefit the dead resting in the tomb situated 
under the chamber. In the inside of the vault lay the 
remains of eight skeletons. The last body buried in this 
vault rested on the floor in front of the door, the hands 
on the shoulders, the bones of the chest relatively well 
preserved, those of the legs in poorer state though clearly 
indicating that the In1ees had been folded. Ceramic funeral 
belongings were set in a circle around the skeleton. 
The arrangement of vault LV was the same as that 
of vaults XXXVI and LIII. In the northwest corner of 
the room situated above the vault 't'-ras a large stone circular 
table placed at the level of the soil. Tables of this 
kind have been found at Ras esh-Shamra on several occasions 
with some installations or deposits for funeral or votive 
use. There were no Nycenaean or Cypriot vases in this 
vault. The number of bronze objects, notably daggers, 
't'las higher than in the preceding vault. There were also 
silver and bronze pins of rather slender stem, eyebrow 
tweezers, and a ring of silver wire with a carnelian bead. 
Tombs LVI and LVII occupied the basement of two 
chambers immediately to the north of that containing tomb 
LV. On the seat formed by the foundation of the wall of 
the corridor, to the left of the cloon.J"ay, a skeleton of 
a newborn child was set in an unfinished, crushed jar. 
This custom of burying the stillborn or young infants 
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before the door of the vaults or sometimes under the dromos 
has already been observed at Ras esh-Shamra. Vault LVI 
contained only a few ceramics, but a great deal of bronze. 
In the other vault the bronzes were rare while the vases 
were piled up. Some bronze sheetmetal girdles, probably 
fastened at one time onto a leather or material lining, 
as indicated by the rivet holes, were found for the first 
time . There was also a collar of ninety beads in whitish, 
greenish, or bluish vitreous paste, in cornelian, green 
stone, or silver, as well as a scarab with engraved base. 
-~ong the vases occupying the bottom of the vault were two 
curious flacons whose bellies formed rings. One was provided 
with a twisted handle upon which inclined a serpent whose 
tail was wound in a spiral at the base of the handle and whose 
head was resting on the lip of the mouth. Tomb LVII con-
tained in the upper layer a vase of ovoid shape in trans-
lucent alabaster and a cylindrical goblet. 
After a month and a half of research in the northeast 
region of the tell the excavators turned their attention 
to the opposite end of the vast hill. On the highest 
point of this part which had not yet been explored, they 
brought to light a building which, by its dimensions, the 
thickness of its walls, and the quality of the workmanship, 
showed it to be far superior to all the constructions 
cleared so far in the east region of the tell. It differed 
also, and radically, in its arrangement. The plan was 
of extreme simplicity. One room must have been used as 
a stable for the horses. The floors were covered with 
a coarse paving. The finds made in the inside of the 
building were relatively very few; probably the fire had 
been preceded by a pillage. 
Immediately to the east, excavations brought to 
light a building also very large and very well built, 
whose plan had larger dimensions than those of the large 
houses on the acropolis of the tell. The arrangements 
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for libations were numerous and particularly well preserved. 
A dressing room, provided with a toilet, was discretely 
placed in a corner of the stair well. All the drains 
emptied into a main sewer, a real subterranean tunnel made 
of loose stones covered lrii th rough slabs. 
All these buildings formed a vast architectural 
vJ"hole which was probably the aristocratic section of the 
ancient Ugarit. Before the middle of the fourteenth century 
a fire had destroyed one part of these buildings, as was 
the case of the section of the village on the east acropolis. 
The tenth campaign at Ras esh-Shamra began in the 
autumn of 1938 and continued until January 1939. Since 
the next campaign was to begin before the month of February, 
it was decided to continue the research and join the eleventh 
campaign immediately to the preceding. This resulted in 
an economy both of time and cost of the voyage of the 
mission.2.5 
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Excavations ~rere carried on in two different regions 
of the tell. On the one hand the cleari~~ of the quarters 
of Ugarit grouped around the large sanctuaries dedicated 
to Baal and Dagon, on the northeast end of the mound, 
was continued; on the other hand, the clearing of the 
beautiful section of the village located in 1937 on the 
northwest end of the tell facing the port, and where was 
supposed to be the place of the palace of Ugarit, was 
also continued. When this hypothesis was confirmed during 
the excavations the principal effort was concentrated 
on this part of the tell. 
In the northeast region were brought to light numerous 
private habitations each provided v;ith a family vault 
installed in the basement. Pressed on e against the other, 
these dwellings formed compact quarters which again attested 
to the density of the population of Ugarit. 
Among the numerous vases, bronzes, cylinders, seals, 
amulets, or ornaments of all sorts collected in these 
habitations or their funeral vaults, three call for special 
attention. In an intact dromos from a tomb of the second 
2.5 Schaeffer-l Claude F.,A., "Les fouilles de Ras 
Shamra- Ugarit, dixieme et onzieme campagne (automne et 
hiver 1938-39)," Syria, XX, 1939, 277-292. 
level a complete cup of the beautiful so-called Camares 
ceramics ~o<ras founct. This find of the IVJiddle Ninoan at 
Ras esh-Shamra confirms the strong Cretan enterprise at 
Ugarit, this port constituting the base, or one of the 
bases , of the Cretan commerce in the Orient. These rela-
tions between Ugarit and the Aegean world are illustrated 
by another piece found during this campaigft: a vase in 
the form of a hut with round tapered roof provided with 
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a door which was formed by a crossbar. This curious ceramic 
typ e, so far unique in the Near East, is, on the other 
hand, known i n Crete, at Melos, and i n Greece, and is 
found in rather large numbers in Europe from Russia down 
to northern Germany and in Italy. In a collective or 
family tomb, in use down to the middle of the fourteenth 
century, was gathered a considerable accumulation of bones 
belonging to adults, apparently buried together, t wo ver-
tebrae still in anatomical connec t ion pierced by a bronze 
arrm'l. 
It was on the northwest end of the tell that the 
route joining the village to the section situated on the 
edge of the ancient port of Ugari t, ~Unet-el-Beida proper, 
converged, a route which is still in use. During the 
ninth campaign a large building containing a vast room 
whose roof was supported by four pillars of cut stone 
was cleared in this region. After it was completely excava ted 
the nature of the building was clear. It sheltered a 
stable with paved floor and a school for training and 
dressing the horses. The eastern part of the room was 
used to house the chariots of combat or chase which we 
know were used 1n Ugarit. Water conduits which joined 
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the main sewer passed under the building. Drains which 
crossed the outer walls and went into an alley permitted 
washing the paved floor with a large amount of water which 
was also facilitated by the very accentuated incline of 
the paving lengthwise of the room. 
The objects found in the numerous rooms situated 
to the south of the large room were few, but significant. 
They were, notably, cuneiform texts, scattered in a zone 
around the principal entrance, where they had probably 
been abandoned at the time of the pillage which had preceded 
the fire. Among these texts was one which constituted 
a list of weapons, bows and slings, distributed to the 
soldiers, of which most were of Semitic origin. Accumula-
tions of pebbles in the same region showed the rather 
respectable caliber of the stone s thrown by the slingers 
of Ugarit. It is probable that in the numerous and vast 
rooms to the south of the large room with the pillars, 
the building sheltered the arsenal of Ugarit. It is not 
impossible that this was also the center of the military 
command of the city, because there was found there 
a message in Accadian cuneiform addressed by the king 
of Beyrouth to his son, then governor of Ugarit. 
In the rather narrow rooms situated the length 
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of the north facade were also found some tablets. Here, 
however, they were not scattered, as in the building op-
posite, but grouped by packages, more than ten sometimes, 
in the spot where they had been kept so long ago. Without 
doubt, these were the economic and diplomatic archi.ves 
of the kings of Ugarit. Among the texts gathered so far, 
transcribed and translated with diligence by Mr. Charles 
Virolleaud, there were vouchers, lists enumerating up 
to ninety names of villages having been part of the kingdom 
of Ugarit with an indication of the taxes or the number 
of soldiers whi ch they must furnish the capital, and several 
letters sent to the king or queen. But the diplomatic 
archives of Ugarit seemed to extend their documentation 
over a long period, because they contained some texts 
found in association with a large alabaster vase \'lhich, 
according to the cartouche engraved on its neck, constituted 
a diplomatic gift sent by Ramses II. The new texts are 
written for the most part in the alphabetic writing of 
Ras esh-Shamra. A certain number are in Accadian and 
they show the peculiarity of using both cuneiform systems 
at once, which affirms the mastery of the scribes of Ugarit. 
The palace had occupied a dominant position with 
a view toward the sea not far from the principal entrance 
to the village. The first walls cleared, made entirely 
of cut stones, showed cracks for the lodging of girders 
and forebode the importance of the building. It had been 
ravaged by a fire of great violence which had transformed 
in spots the limestone walls into a mass of lime with 
some streaked vitrifications toward the bottom in the 
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shape of stalactites. The richness of the inner decoration 
of the palace was attested to by the use of bases of columns 
in copper covered v-1ith silver plating. From the shape 
of the base, it is not impossible that the shaft had been 
hollow and also in copper 1J1Thich clearly recalls the two 
famous columns which Solomon erected before the Holy of 
Holies of the Temple of Jerusalem. 
But the most important architectural monument brought 
to light in this region of the tell during this double 
campaign was a fortification which must have defended 
bo t h the palace and the principal entrance to the village. 
The fact that this vmrk faced the sea proved that it was 
from this side that danger menaced Ugarit. 
Regarding the origin of this military architecture, 
certain peculiarities, notably the high slopes with a 
surface protected with a stone shield, are found generally 
in more modest size in some of the Palestinian fortresses 
since the end of the Middle Bronze Age. But in Palestine 
this architecture is intrusive and has been called by 
the name of the Hyksos who had already taken it from the 
authors of an entirely different system of fortification, 
namely that which is protected by vast dirt embankments. 
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2. Scientific research 2B the history, language, 
~literature of Ugarit since~· On May 14, 1929, 
during the first excavations at Ras esh-Shamra proper, some 
tablets written in a new alphabetic script were found. 
Immediately the scholars began the problem of deciphering 
the new writing. Two assumptions formed the basis for 
beginning: {1) in view of the location the script was 
probably used to record a Semitic dialect and (2) since 
such a small number of signs was employed the script, 
though cuneiform, must be alphabetic. The words were 
usually separated from each other by a short vertical 
stroke and were quite short. It was noticed that one 
particular sign--11Y--occurred at the beginning of one 
tablet (No. 18) which looked as though it might be a letter. 
/ 
E. Dhorme thought the sign might correspond to •1•. 
At the same time Hans Bauer and Charles Virolleaud 
were approaching the problem in a somewhat different way. 
Some axe-heads had been found inscribed with the signs 
and on another they were preceded 
by the following four: f ~ n PC>-1>-- • This same group 
so 
of six signs was identical with the first line of the tablet 
mentioned above except that they were preceded by the sign 
TI7 • Virolleaud ventured the suggestion that the six signs 
might refer to the person who used the axe or to whom it 
had been dedicated. Both Bauer and Virolleaud thought 
that the group of four signs might indicate the instrument 
itself. The word for axe in the Old Testament being grzn, 
these values were given to those four signs and by trial and 
error, this turned out to be the solution, though ultimately 
yY became e and f became b• Dhorme used this knowledge 
to read the six signs from the axe-head and tablet 18 as 
£Q ~ (chief of priests). He was then able to recognize 
~ n1 ~ as mlk (Heb. melek • king} in a number of texts. 
The first to publish his attempts at transliteration 
was Bauer, In his Entzifferung der Keilschrifttafeln ~ 
~ Schamra26 he transliterated the first four tablets but 
attempted no translation. Though there were a number of 
errors this study was of inestimable aid to others. In the 
Revue Bibligue in 193127 Dhorme offered a tentative trans-
lation of some of the tablets which served as a guide post 
to others who followed. 
26 Bauer, Hans, Entzifferung der Keilschrifttafeln 
~ ~ Schamra. Halle/Salle: Max Niemeyer, 1930. 
27 Dhorme, E., "Premi~re traduction des textes 
ph6nic1ens de Ras Shamra," Revue Bibligue, XL, 1931, 32-56. 
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In 1930 Bauer,28 and in 1931 Virolleaud, 29 each 
published reevaluations of their previous suggestions so 
that on the basis of the first forty-eight tablets pub-
lished, many of which were fragmentary, a...nd in less than 
two years, great forward strides had been made in an initial 
understanding of the texts. 
Now it should be pointed out that all of this would 
have been impossible if it had not been for Virolleaud 1 s 
prompt and generous publication of the tablets first found, 
even before transliterations or translations were possible. 
That this same attitude has marked the vmrk of Virolleaud 
in the two intervening decades has put the whole scholarly 
world in his debt. The work of this eminent Semitist has 
been consistently marked by careful and accurate transcrip-
tions and analyses of the texts. Though his work has 
occasionally been marked by weaknesses in his method of 
inte~pretation, nevertheless his objective, scientific 
approach to these materials in making them immediately 
available to all interested scholars gains for him the 
respect of all. 
28 Bauer, Hans, "Ein kanaanaisches Alphabet in 
Keilschrift," Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen 
Gesellschaft, XXXIV, 1930, 251-254. 
. \ / 
29 Virolleaud, Charles, 11 Un poeme phenicien de Ras 
Shamra. Ia lutte de "f.1ot, fils des dieux et d 1Alein, fils 
de Baal," Syria, XII, 1931, 193-224. 
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Parallel to the work of Virolleaud has been the 
untiring efforts of Claude F. A. Schaeffer in publishing 
the summary reports year by year of the excavations, vlhich 
formed the basis of the previous section of this study. 
These reports, always amply illustrated, together with The 
Cuneiform Texts of Ras Shamra~Ugarit3° and Ugaritica, 1,31 
both published in 1939, and Ugaritica, II,32 published 
just a decade later, have lald before us the whole broad 
picture of life at Ugarit. His publication in 1948 of 
Stratigraphie compar~e et chronologie de 1 1Asie Occidentale33 
utilizes the information gained in his excavations at Ugarit 
for a comparative study of Syria, Palestlne, Asia Minor, 
Cyprus, and Persia. Central in his study is the view that 
many towns throughout these areas were destroyed at the 
same time by an earthquake, a view which he ·was led to adopt 
by his recognition that Ugarit itself was destroyed by an 
earthquake in 1365 B. c. 
30 Schaeffer, Claude F. A., The Cuneiform Texts of 
Ras Shamra-Ugarit. Schweich Lectures, 1936. London: 
Humphrey Milford, 1939. 
Jl Schaeffer, Claude F. A., Ugaritica, I· Paris: 
Paul Geuthner, 1939. 
32 Schaeffer, Claude F. A., Ugaritica, II. Paris: 
Paul Geuthner, 1949. 
/ 33 Schaeffer, Claude F. A., Stratigraphie comparee 
et chronologie de l 1Asie Occidentale. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1948. 
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In 1932 important publications appeared in trans-
lating and interpreting new materials discovered the pre-
vious year. In the Bulletin 2f ~ American Schools of 
Oriental Research, William Foxwell Albright contributed a 
brief general article appraising the language and literature 
of the new texts; in the Journal of~ Palestine Oriental 
Society he published a more extensive and detailed t udy 
dealing with the epic of Allyn Baal and Mot.34 Rene 
Dussaud contributed to our early knowledge of the cult at 
Ras esh-Shamra 1n his "Le sanctuaire et les dieux phen1c1ens 
de Ras Shamra•.J5 In two articles 1n Tarbiz, H. L. Ginsberg 
added to our understanding of the Allyn Baal ep1c.36 
The year 1933 saw the literature on Ras esh-Shamra 
grow by leaps and bounds. Especially important was Bauer's 
HDie Gottheiten von Ras Schamra•37 in which he discussed 
34 Albright, William Foxwell, "New Light on Early 
Canaanite Language and Literature," Bulletin of the American 
Schools Q! Oriental Research, 46, 1932, 15-20;-"The North 
Canaanite Epic of Al-Eyan Baal and Mot," Journal of the 
Palestine Oriental Society, XII, 1932, 185-208. -----
35 Dussaud, Rene, "Le sanctuaire et les dieux phen-
1ciens de Ras Shamra,• Revue~ 1 1histoire ~religions, 
cv, 1932, 245-302. 
36 Ginsberg, H. L., "The Epic of Al 1 1yn Ba~al," 
106-119, "Additional Notes on the Epic of Al 1 1yn Baeal,• 
380-390, Tarbiz, IV, 1932. 
37 Bauer Hans, "Die Gottheiten von Ras Schamra,• 
Ze1tschr1ft fUr ~ alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, X, 
1933, 81-101. 
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with keen insight the pantheon at Ras esh-Shamra, analyzing 
the nature of each of the deities. This year also saw the 
appearance of the "Negebite hypothesis" in an article by 
DussaudlB--a Tiew which has long since been discarded by most 
competent scholars. Also appearing in 1933 was a notable 
monography by Johannes Friedrich,39 summarizing the ex-
cavations and the scholarly studies. 
Theodor H. Gaster first showed the trend his prolific 
mind was to take in his article, •The Ritual Pattern of a 
Ras Samra Epicn.40 His position is best seen in his defin-
itive work, Thespis,4l published in 1950; but from 1933 to 
the present he has maintained the position that these texts 
were not merely literary products but were dramatic produc-
tions in the sense of Greek dramas or medieval mystery 
plays. His work reflects broad scholarship in the whole 
area of comparative religions and keen insights into the 
relationship of the Ugaritic to other literatures. 
The year 1933 saw the first in a series of eight 
articles from 1933 to 1942 by James A. Montgomery, generally 
8 , ~ , 3 Dussaud, Rene, "Les Pheniciens au Negeb et en 
Arabie d'apres un texte de Ras Shamra," Revue de l'histoire 
~religions, CVIII, 1933, 5-49. 
39 Friedrich, Johannes; Ras Schamra: ein tiberblick 
~ Funde ~ Forschungen. Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1933. 
40 Gaster, Theodor H., •The Ritual Pattern of a 
Ras Samra Epic," Archiv Orientalni, V, 1933, 118-123. 
41 Gaster, Theodor H., Thespis. New York: Henry 
Schuman, 1950. 
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characterized by him as notes.42 These were very valuable 
since Dr. Montgomery drew upon his vast knowledge of Semitic 
languages. Often it seemed to this writer, however, that 
they were marked more by imagination than sound scholarship. 
The next year, 1934, saw the publication of a short 
article by Albright on a tablet inscribed in Ugaritic found 
at Beth-Shemesh43 as well as a long and valuable philolog-
ical and interpretive article on "The North Canaanite Poems 
of Al-Eyan Baal and the Gracious Gods 11 .44 George A. Barton 1 s 
"A Liturgy for the Celebration of the Spring Festival at 
Jerusalem in the Age of Abraham and Melchizedek" also 
appeared this year. 45 The assumptions of this study 11>rere 
42 Montgomery, James A., Journal of the American 
Oriental Society: "Notes on the Mythological Epic Texts 
from Ras Shamra," 53, 1933, 97-123; "Additional Notes on 
the Ras Shamra Texts," 53, 1933, 283-284; "Ras Shamra Notes 
II," 54, 1934, 60-66; "Ras Shamra Notes III," 55, 1935, 
89-94; "Ras Shamra Notes IV: The Conflict of Baal and the 
Waters, 11 55, 1935, 268-277; "Ras Shamra Notes V: A Myth of 
Spring, 11 56, 1936, 226-231; 11Ras Shamra Notes VI: The 
Danel Text In 56 I 1936 I 440-44-5; ltRas Shamra Notes VII: The 
Ugaritic Fantasia of the Gracious and Beautiful Gods," 62, 
1942, 49-51. 
43 Albright, William Foxwell, "The Cuneiform Tablet 
from Beth-Shemesh," Bulletin of the American Schools of 
Oriental Research, 53, 1934, IB-19. --
44 Albright, William Fonrell, "The North Canaanite 
Poems of Al-Eyan Baal and the Gracious Gods," Journal of the 
Palestine Oriental Society, 14, 1934, 101-140. 
45 Barton, George A., "A Liturgy for the Celebration 
of the Spring Festival at Jerusalem in the Age of Abraham 
and Nelchizedek, 11 Journal of Biblical 1.1 tera ture, LIII, 
1934, 61-78. 
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without foundation and it had no great influence on Ugaritic 
studies. 
The year 1935 was a very important year for Ugaritic 
publications. Not only were there more articles published 
this year than any year to date but two important books 
appeared which utilized the Ugaritic literature: Albright's 
The Archaeology of Palestine and~ Bible46 and Lods' Les 
prophetes d 1 israel et les d~buts du judaisme.47 
In addition there appeared in 1935 the most comprehen-
sive study to date relating the Ugaritic literature to the 
Old Testament.48 
Another important milestone i n Ugaritic studies was 
the publication of Montgomery and Harris' The Ras Sharnra 
.[11ythological Texts. 49 This was the first attempt at a 
systematic g rammar . Such philological matters as alphabet, 
orthography, vowels, character of the dialect, morphology 
and syntax were treated. The volume also included 
46 Albright, William Foxwell, The Archaeology of 
Palestine and the Bible. New York: Fleming H. Revell 
Company, 1935.---
47 Lods, Adolphe, Les proph~tes d 1 israel et les debuts 
du judaJ.sme. Paris: La renaissance du livre, 1935· 
48 Jack, J. W., The Ras Shamra Tablets: Their Bearing 
QU the Old Testament. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1935. 
49 Hontgomery, James, and Zellig S. Harris, The Ras 
Shamra Nythological Texts. Philadelphia: The American 
Philosophical Society, 1935. 
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transcriptions, in Hebrew characters, of some of the texts 
and a tentative glossary . At the time of its publication 
(about seven years before this writer began his studies of 
Ugarit) it no doubt was very valuable in assisting the 
beginning student in his study of the Ras esh-Shamra texts. 
Another important article to b e mentioned is that of 
Zellig S. Harris, "A Hurrian Affricate or Sibilant in Ras 
Shamra, n.50 in which he showed definitely that the sign V 
was used for a Hurrian _ sibilant. 
An important contribution to Ugaritic studies appea r-
ing i n the year 1936 was the grammar by H. L. Ginsberg • .5l 
Al so very important to show the value of Ugaritic for Old 
Testament studi e s rtras Leslie 1 s Old Testament Religion.52 in 
which the Ugaritic literature was utilized to show how 
Israelite religion developed out of a Canaanite background. 
PJlother study relating the Ugaritic literature to the Old 
Testament was Nielsen 1 s Ras Samra f1ythologie und Biblische 
Theologie • .53 However, his astral-mythological interpretation 
.50 Harris, Zellig S., 11 A Hurrian Affricate or Sibilant 
i n Ras Shamra," Journal of the American Oriental Society, 
.55. 1935, 95-100 • 
1936. 
.51 Ginsberg, H. L. , h"l ~X ":ln:> . Jerusalem: 
(In modern Hebrew and not available to the writer.) 
52 Leslie, Elmer A., Old Testament Religion. New 
York : The Abingdon Press, 1936. 
53 Nielsen, Christian Ditlef, Ras ~amra rtrthologie 
und Biblische Theologie. AbhancUungen fiir die Kunde des 
Morgenlandes, XXI, 4. Leipzig: F. A. Brockhaus, 1936. 
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has not had any great influence. 
Virolleaud's two studies, ~ legende phenicienne S2 
Danel54 and~ legende ~ K~ret,55 appeared in 1936 and were 
important for their careful analyses of these texts and for 
the glossaries which were included. 
Lods showed the relationship of the Ugaritic literature 
to the Old Testament in two articles.56 Graham and May, 
utilizing the Ugaritic literature, published Culture ~ 
Conscience. 57 
The year 1937 saw the publication of a valuable 
su~~ary of the Ugaritic culture by Zellig S. Harris.58 This 
year also saw the publication of two books utilizing Ugaritic: 
Dhorme's L'evolution religieuse d'Israel59 and Hebrew 
54 Virolleaud, Charles 1 La legende phenicienne ~ 
Danel. Paris: Paul Geuthner, 1936. 
55 V1ro11eaud, Charles, ~ 1egende ~ Keret. Paris: 
Paul Geuthner, 1936. 
56 ~ds, A~olphe, "Archeo1ogie et Ancien Testament,• 
Revue des Etudes Semitigues, III-IV, 1936, XLVIII-LXXI; 
9Quelques remarques sur les poemes mythologiques de Ras 
Shamra et leurs rapports avec 1 1Anc1en Testament,• Revue 
d'histoire ~~ philosophie religieuse, XVI, 1936, 101-130. 
57 Graham, W. C. , and H. G. May, Culture ~ Con-
science. Chicago: University Press, 1936. 
58 Harris, Zellig S., "Ras Shamra: Canaanite Civiliza-
tion and Language 1 " Smithsonian Institution: Annual Heport 12lZ· Washington, pp. 479-502. 
59 Dhorme 1 E., L 1 evolution religieuse d 1 Israei. Vo~. 
I, lB religion des Hebreux nomades. Bruxe11es: Nouvelle 
societe d 1ed1tions, 1937 . 
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Religion, Its Origin and Development.60 This year was also 
marked by a number of rticles which treated the relationship 
between the Ugaritic literature and the Old Testament. 
The year 1938 saw the publication of the Society for 
Old Testament Study volume, Record and Revelation, edited by 
H. Wheeler Robinson.61 This excellent collection of essays 
by members of the society covered a wide range of subjects 
and ten of the eighteen authors made direct use of the Ras 
esh-Shamra material , thus shmr;ing the usefulness and impor-
tance wh ich Ugarit had for Old Testament studies near the end 
of the first decade. A very significant contribution to our 
philological knowledge was Goetze's The Tenses of Ugarit in 
which he showed t h t Ugarit had three tenses: a "perfect", 
an "imperfect", a 11present-future 11 .62 Also in this same area 
of language was Harris 1 important contribution on the caus-
ative in Ugaritio,63 in which he showed that the causative 
was expressed by prefixed s. 
60 Oesterley, W. 0. E., and T. H. Robinson, Hebrew 
Religion, Its Origin and Development. Second edition; 
London: The Nacmillan Company, 1937. 
61 Robinson , H. Wheeler , editor, Record and Revela-
tion. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1938. 
62 Goetze, Albrecht, The Tenses of Ugarit. New Haven: 
American Oriental Society, 1938, p. 309. 
63 Harris, Zellig S., "The Expression of the Causative 
in Ugaritic," Journal of the American Oriental Societ¥ , 58, 
1938, 103-111. 
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Another book which .showed the great value of our 
knowledge of Ugaritic for a study of Semitic relig ion was 
S. H. Hooke's The Origins of Early Semitic Ritual.64 
Virolleaud continued his fine and important work with 
the volume, La deesse AnatP5 Theodor H. Gaster added his 
contribution to the folkloristic approach to the Ugaritic 
literature with his "The 1Graces 1 in Semitic Folklore; A 
~-ledding Song from Ras Shamra, u66 and H. L. Ginsberg contrib-
uted to our knowledge of Ugaritic prose, which still remains 
very scarce, with his "Two North Canaanite Letters from 
Ugarit . n67 
The year 1939 saw the publication of Harris 1 important 
investigation into linguistic history, Develonment of the 
Canaanite Dialects68 __ a study which would have been impossible 
a decade earlier, before the Ugaritic literature had been 
made available. There were again a number of titles dealing 
64 Hooke, s. H., The Origins of Early Semitic Ritual. 
Schweich Lectures, 1935. London: Humphrey Milford, 1938. 
65 Virolleaud, Charles, ~ deesse ~· Paris: 
Paul Geuthner, 1938. 
66 Gaster, Theodor H., 11 The 1 Graces ·1 in Semi tic Folk-
lore; A ltJedding Song from Ras Shamra," Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Society, 1938, 37-56. 
67 Ginsberg, H. L., "Two North Canaanite Letters from 
Ugarit," Bulletin of the American Oriental Society, 72, 
1938, 18-19. 
68 Harris, Zellig s., Development of the Canaanite 
Dialects. New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1939. 
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with the relationship of Ugarit and Old Testament studies, 
including two books and five articles. 
During the year 1940 there appeared what was, in the 
judgment of this writer, the most important publication up 
to that time in the field of Ugaritic studies, namely, Cyrus 
H. Gordon's Ugaritic Grammar.69 Here was the most comprehen-
sive and systematic stua.y of the language that the scholarly 
world had seen. Not only was it in broad outlines, as well 
as in many details, a valid treatment of the subject but it 
included a glossary of 912 words. That it soon went out of 
print is good evidence that it was a very useful--yes, 
indispensible--tool for anyone engaged in the study of 
Ugaritic. 
Parts III and IV of Pedersen 1 s monumental work, 
Israel , I t s Life and Culture,70 came from the press this year 
and made considerable use of the Ugaritic literature. 
Albright's From the Stone Age to Christianity was p ublished 
in 194071 and utilized the Ras esh-Shamra materials with 
fine discrimination. Four articles app eared in v.rhich the 
Ugaritic literature was utilized to throw light on the 
69 Gordon, Cyrus H., Ugaritic Grammar. Rome: Ponti-
ficium Institutum Biblicum, 1940. 
70 Pedersen» J., Israel, Its Life and Culture. 
Vols. III-IV; London: Oxford University Press, 1940. 
71 Albright, William FoJG'lell, From the Stone .!Jf!& to 
Christianity. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 191+0. 
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Habiru question. 
Appearing also in 1940 was the first of two articles 
by Walter Baumgartner in which he showed the close relation-
ship between the Ugaritic literature and the Old Testament.72 
These articles were inclusive of various topics: history of 
the state, the writing, the language, metrics, style, lit-
erature, religion, to mention a few. 
The year 1941 saw the appearance of Brockelmann1 s 
treatment of the problem of syntax.73 Due to the detailed 
nature of this study it cannot be summarized here. Suffice 
it to say that it showed that there is hardly a sentence-
type in Ugarit that cannot be found in the Old Testament. 
This study 1•J"aS very important and influenced Gordon tremen-
dously in his section on syntax in the revision of his 
Ugaritic Grammar. 
A very important new contribution to the literature of 
Ugarit was Virolleaud 1 s publication of two parts of II Keret.74 
Albright added to our knowledge of Ugaritic prose with his 
article in the Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental 
72 Baumgartner, 1a.Tal ter, Theologlsche Rundschau: 
11 Ras Schamra und das Alte Testament," 12, 1940, 16.3-188; 
11 Ras Schamra und das Alte Testament II, 11 13, 1941, 1-20, 
8.5-102, 1.57-183. 
73 Brockelmann, C., 11 Zur Syntax der Sprache von 
Ugarit, 11 Orientalia, 10, 1941, 223-240. 
/ 74 Virolleaud, Charles, 11 Le roi Keret et son fils 
(II K)," Syria, XXII, 1941, 10.5-136, 197-217. 
Research in which he showed, among other things, the similar-
ities between Ugaritic and Accadian letters75 Julian Obermann 
published two epigraphic dedications in which he dealt with 
" ( l) the arrangement of the t lim inscriptions, ( 2) their 
paleography, (J) their opening formula 11 76 shm-I ing that the two 
steles had been fastened to the object or objects which they 
had dedicated. 
Another important article was Gaster's "Ezekiel and 
the Mysteries 11 77 in which he examined Ezekiel 8 in the light 
of the Ugaritic literature. 'Thm books on archaeology appea red 
in 1941 v.rhich took note of the Ras esh-Shamra excavations: 
Burrm,rs' ~ Nean These Stones178 and Gordon's The Living 
Past. 79 
The year 1942 was not as productive of s tudies of 
outstandi ng . importance as previous years had been. However, 
Albright ' s Ar chaeology and the Religio~ of Israel appeared 
75 Albright, 'Vlilliam Foxwell, 11 '1.\'10 Letters from 
Ugarit," Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Re-
search, 82, 1941, 43-~ 
76 Obermann, Julian, "Votive Inscriptions from Ras 
Shamra," Journal Qf the American Oriental Society, 51 , 
1941, p. Jl. 
77 Gaster, Theodor H., "Ezekiel and the Mysteries," 
Journal of Biblical Literature, LX, 1941, 289-JlO. 
78 Burrovts, Millar, What Mean These Stones? Nev-I Haven: 
American Schools of Oriental Research, 1941. 
79 Gordon, Cyrus H., The Living Past. New York: 
The John Day Co., 1941. 
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and made considerable use of Ugaritic materials to throw 
light upon Old Testament religion.80 M. c. Burkitt pub-
lished his article, "North Syrian Archaeology and Old Testa-
ment Sources,n81 in which he presented the archaic view that 
patriarchal stories are to be found at Ras esh-Shamra. Two 
articles were published showing the light which the Ugaritic 
literature throv.rs on medicine in ancient Israe1.82 J. 
Philip Hyatt published in the Journal of Bible and Religion 
a fine article showing the value of the Ras esh-Shamra 
materials for the interpretation of the Old Testament.83 
The year 1943 saw even fewer important studies than 
the previous year. Ivan Engnell published his Studies in 
Divine Kingship in the Ancient Near East in which one finds 
a thorough analysis of certain texts, together with an 
examination of the positions of certain prominent scholars 
in the field of Ugaritic studies.84 
80 Albright, William Fo~1ell, Archaeology and the 
Religion of Israel. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1942. 
81 Burkitt, M. C., "North Syrian Archaeology and Old 
Testament Sources," Nature, 150, September 12, 1942, 327. 
82 Annals of Medical History, 4: Gordon, Benjamine 
Lee, "Medicine Among the Ancient Hebrews," 219-23.5; Gordon, 
Maurice Bear, "The Hippiatric Texts from Ugarit," 406-408. 
83 Hyatt, J. Philip, "The Ras Shamra Discoveries and 
the Interpretation of the Old Testament," Journal of Bible 
and Religion, 10, May, 1942, 67-75. 
84 Engnell, Ivan, Studies in Divine Kingship in the 
Ancient Near East. Uppsala: Alqvist and Wiksell, 1943. 
Ginsberg showed the use which can be made of the 
Ugaritic literature in textual criticism.8.5 Gordon's The 
6.5 
Loves a_~d Wars of Baal and Anat came from the press as the 
first attempt to publish a connected translation in a single 
volwne of certain of t h e more important Ugaritic poems.86 
The third part of II Keret was published by Virolleaud in 
19LJJ. 87 
The next year saw only two really important publica-
tions. The first was John Hastings Patton's Canaanite 
Parallels in the Book of Psalms.88 A doctoral dissertation 
worked out under William Foxwell Albright, it wa s a model 
study of its kind, showing many affinities between the 
Ugaritic literature and the Book of Psalms. Gaster continued 
his investigations into the folklore motifs to be f01.md in 
Ugaritic literature.89 
The year 1945 saw a slight increase in materials 
published in the field of Ugarit. Both Albright and Ginsberg 
8.5 Ginsberg, H. L., "The Ugaritic Texts and Textual 
Criticism," Journal of Biblical Literature, LXII, 1943, 
109-11.5. 
86 Gordon, Cyrus H. , The Loves and 1-lars of Baal and 
Anat. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1943. 
87 Virolleaud, Charles, "Le roi K~ret et son fils 
(II K)," Syria, XXIII, 1943, l-20. 
88 Patton, John Hastings, Canaanite Parallels in the 
Book of Psalms. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 19~ 
89 Gaster, Theodor H., 11 Folklore I'lotifs in Canaanite 
Myth, 11 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1944, 30-51. 
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published articles showing the relationship of Ugaritic 
literature to that of Israel.90 Cullen T. K. Story dealt 
with the Book of Proverbs in its relationship to the Semitic 
literature of the northwest, including Ugaritic literature.91 
Ginsberg also published two articles on the myth of Anath 
and Aqhat,92 displaying his usual philological acumen. 
Virolleaud published the important article on III Keret.93 
Of greatest importance, however, was De Langhe 1 s Les textes 
de Ras Shamra-Ugarit et leurs rapports ~ le milieu bibligue 
de l 1ancien testament, a large two volume work serving as 
an introduction to the whole field of Ugaritic studies.94 
An important · feature was the complete bibliography through 
1944. 
Two important and influential articles came from the 
90 Albright, William Foxwell, "The Old Testament and 
the Canaanite Language and. Literature," Catholic Biblical 
Quarterly, 7, 194.5, .5-31; Ginsberg, H. L., "Ugaritic Studies 
and the Bible," Biblical Archaeologist, VIII, May, 194.5, 41-)8. 
91 Story, Cullen T. K., "The Book of Proverbs and 
Northwest Semitic Literature, 11 Journal of Biblical I.iterature, 
LXIV, 194.5, 319-347 . 
92 Ginsberg, H. L., Bulletin of the American Schools 
of Oriental Research, 194.5: "The North-CanaruLite Myth of 
Anath and Aqhat, 11 97, 3-9; "The North-Canaani te l'Iyth of 
Anath and Aqhat II," 98, 15-2). 
93 Virolleaud, Charles, 11 Le mariage du roi K~ret 
(III K)," Syria, XXIII, 1945, 137-172. 
94 De Langhe, Robert, Les textes de Ras Shamra-Ugarit 
et leurs rapports ~ le milieu bibligue de l 'ancien tes-
tament. 2 vols. Paris: Brouwer, 1945. 
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pen of Julian Obermann in 1946. In one he dealt 1"li th a scene 
from the Aqhat poem in which "Daniel was to beget a son named 
Aqhat through the efficacy of a divine blessing."9.5 In this 
sound philological, analytical, and interpretive study 
certain affinitie s with Old Tes t ament narratives were noted: 
those "pre-natal narratives extant in Scripture, in whi ch 
virility of an aged husband, infertility of a barren wi f e is 
cured by divine intervention";96 the s even year cycle; and 
t h e duties of children to parent s. In the second article97 
Oberman:.r1. showed t hat i n addition to >en, bl, and ' al, l 
is employed in Ugarit for sentence negation. 
Ch. L. Feinberg compared the poetic structure of the 
Book of Job with Ugaritic literature98 and J. Coppens did 
the same typ e of thing for the Psalms.99 Ginsberg's very 
significant study of the whole series of texts concerning 
Keret appeared marked by the most sound philolog i ca l treatment , 
9.5 Obermann, Julian, How Daniel Was Blessed with a §Qn. 
Supplement No . 6 . Baltimore: American Oriental Society, • 
1946, p. 1. 
96 . Ibid., p. 28. 
97 Oberma.nn, Julian, "Sentence Negation in Ugari t ic," 
Journal of Biblical Literature, LXV, 1946, 233-248. 
98 Feinberg, Ch. L., "Poetic Structure of the Book of 
Job and the Ugaritic Literature," Bibliotheca Sacra, 103, 
~uly, 1946, 283-292. 
99 Coppens, J., "Les para lleles du psautier avec les 
textes de Ras-Shamra-Ougarit," Melanges L. Th . Lefort, 59, 
1946, 113-142. 
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a characteristic or all of Ginsberg's work.100 
Though not many important studies appeared in 1947, 
one completely overshadov.red all previous works for its 
importance. This was Gordon's Ugaritic Handbook,lOl includ-
ing a revised grammar comprised, now, of paradigms (Part I), 
texts in transliteration (Part II}, and a comprehensive 
glossary of 2309 words. Of this publication Albright said 
that it is "an invaluable guide, which will unquestionably 
save the world from innumerable errors of interpretation.ul02 
· Showing the high estimate which he places on this work 
Albright further stated, 
We hope that the generous collaboration of the Pontif-
ical Biblical Institute will make revisions of the 
Handbook possible from time to time, so that it will 
continue to hold the place in Canaanite studies (sensu 
lato) that1the dictionary and grammar of Gesenius hold in Hebrew. 0.3 
Ch. L. Feinberg published his · 11 Parallels to the Psalms 
in Near Eastern Literature, 11104 an inferior study as compared 
100 Ginsberg, H. L., The Legend of King Keret . 
Supplementary Studies Nos. 2-3· New Haven: American Schools 
of Oriental Research, 1946. 
101 Gordon, Cyrus H., Ugaritic Handbook . Rome: 
Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1947. 
102 Albright, William Foxwell, "Book Review of Ugaritic 
Handbook by Cyrus H. Gordon," Journal of Biblical Literature, 
LXIX, December, 1950, p. 385. 
103 Ibid., p. 393. 
104 Feinberg, . Ch. L. , "Parallels to the Psalms in Near 
Eastern Literature," Bibliotheca Sacra, 104, 1947, 290-J2l. 
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to Patton 1 s similar study. 
In the year 1948 Julian Obermann published his little 
book, Ugari tic Nythology , .@: Study of Its Leading I'lotifs, 105 
which was, as the subtitle indicated, a study of leading 
motifs and not nearly so pretentious a study as the title 
might suggest. An important paper vvas that of the late 
A. D. Singer on the vocative in Ugariticl06 in which he 
showed that the vocative is expressed mainly in four ways: 
{1) 1 and a substantive, {2) z and a substantive, (J) sub-
stantive to Nhich .m is suffixed, and (4) substantive alone . 
The year 1949 saw another important publication from 
the pen of Cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Literature,l07 present-
ing a translation of all texts capable of being trruLslated 
and arranged according to types of literature. This year 
also saw the publication of two books which utilized Ugarit 
materials: Albright 1 s The Archaeology of Palestinel08 and 
Dussaud 1 s ~Anciennes religions orientales . 109 In a very 
105 Obermann, Julian, Ugari tic IV!ythology, .§: Study of 
Its Leadi~g Motifs . New Haven: Yale University Press, 1948. 
106 Singer, A. D., "The Vocative in Ugarit, 11 Journal 
of Cuneiform Studies, 2, 1948, 1-10. 
107 Gordon, Cyrus H., Ugaritic Literature . Rome: 
Pontificium Institutum Biblictm, 1949. 
lOS Albright, 1Hlliam FoJOt.rell, The Archaeology of 
Palestine• Niddlesex: Penguin Books, 1949. 
109 Dussaud, Ren~, Les Anciennes religions orientales. 
Vol. I, Part II. Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 
1949. 
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brief article in The Bible Today, George D. Young, a former 
student of Cyrus H. Gordon, discussed Semitic metrics, using 
t h e Ugaritic literature as evidence.llO 
Two works from the pen of Theodor H. Gaster appeared 
in 1950. One, in Ferro's Forgotten Religions, consisted of a 
valuable summary of Canaanite religion on the basis of t he 
Ugari t ic literature almost exclusively.lll The other vras 
his definitive work, . Thespis, mentioned above. George D. 
Young carried on his general work on Ugaritic syntax with 
the article, "Ugaritic Prosody";ll2 and Frank l\1 . Cross, Jr., 
a former student of William Foxwell Albright, published some 
notes on Psalm 29.113 
B. ISRAEL 
Having t hus discussed Ugarit with the summaries of 
the Ras esh-Shamra excavations and the outstanding research 
of the literary remains , found in those excavations, let us 
110 Young, George D., 11 Semi tic I1etrics and the Ugari tic 
Evidence , 11 The Bible Today, 42, 1949, 150-155· 
111 Gaster, Theodor H., "The Religion of the Canaan-
ites," Forgotten Religions . Vergilius Ferm, editor; New 
York: The Philosophical Library, 1950. Pp. lll-l4J . 
112 Young, George D., 11Ugaritic Prosody, 11 Journal of 
Near East Studies, 9, 1950, 124-lJJ . 
113 Cross , Frank M. Jr., "Notes on a Canaanite Psalm 
i n t h e Old Testament," Bulletin of the American Schools of 
Orient a l Re s earch , 117, 1950, 19-21. 
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turn now to a delineation of the Israelites--the people who 
produced the literature commonly known as the Old Testament. 
This literature itself will then be described. 
1. Summary of the history of Israel. The origin of 
the Hebrew peoplell4 as simply told in the stories of the 
patriarchs .and the early history in the books of the Hex-
ateuch, Judges, and I Samuel is best described as personalized 
and idealized history. There is no doubt a kernel of truth 
there but hardly more. Recent archaeology has clarified the 
picture somewhat though not all of the problems have yet 
been solved. 
The first quarter of the second millennium found a 
number of small states such as Ugarit, Qatna, Byblos, Harran, 
Carchemish, Aleppo, Ashur, Marl, Babylon, and Larsa in 
constant conflict. About 1720 B. C. the Hyksos--"rulers of 
foreign lands"--appeared in t he Near East area, entering 
Egypt and gaining control there. They are best described as 
"a conglomerate mass of heterogeneous elements,rrll.5 though 
they were undoubtedly predominantly Semitic as t he names they 
left behind show. But the Hyksos, though the most forceful, 
were not the only invaders of the Near East. There were 
114 The writer is especially indebted to Th. J. Neek, 
Hebrew Origins, Chapter I, for the point of view of t his 
discussion. 
115 Ibid., p. 5. 
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others before them, mainly, the Hurrians, the Elamites, and 
the Amorites; "and it was amid this welter of diverse na-
tionalities commingling that the Hebrew people were born.nll6 
The fact of this is substantiated by Israelite writers 
themselves. The prophet Ezekiel says to his contemporaries, 
"Your father was an Amorite and your mother a Hittite.nll? 
The Deuteronomist of the seventh century included the fol-
lowing words in a ritual formula: "A wandering Aramaean was 
my father,nll8 thus indicating another possible element in 
the background of the Hebrews. Hence it can safely be said 
that they were a conglomerate of many different stocks, 
indicated in many ways but especially by their language. 
As Cyrus H. Gordon has clearly shmm, 119 the parallels 
between the patriarchs and the Hurrians are unmistakable, 
thus indicating the probability that the Hurrian and Hebrew 
migrations occurred together. This would justify a date, 
long held by scholars, of about 1750 to 1720 B. c. for 
Abraham. Contemporaneous with the Hurrian migrations came 
the successive waves of Hyksos which carried the Hebrews into 
Egypt. This may be reflected 1n the Old Testament stories of 
116 ~., P• 6. 
117 Ezekiel 16:3; see also Ezekiel 16:45. 
118 Deuteronomy 26:5. 
119 Gordon, Cyrus H., "Biblical Customs and the Nuzu 
Tablets," Biblical Archaeologist, III, 1940, 1-12. 
Abraham's migration to Egypt (Genesis 12:10ff.), I .saac• s 
going to Gerar (Genesis 26:lff.), and, most significantly, 
Joseph in Egypt (Genesis 37-50). Some scholars believe 
that the Old Testament account of Joseph in Egypt may 
reflect some phase of the Hyksos domination of Egypt. 
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The Hyksos were expelled by the Egyptians £• 1560 B. 
c. and approximately one hundred years later there began a 
new incursion of Habiru continuing during the reigns of 
Amenophis III (£. 1413-1377 B. c.) and, especially, Akhenaten 
(.Q.. 1377-1366 B. c.). The fears of the local rulers of Syria 
and Palestine that these intruders would completely overrun 
the land, and their consequent appeals to Egypt for help, 
form the chief contents of the Tell el-Amarna letters. The 
governor of Jer~salem writes again and again to Egypt for 
help but to no avail . Consequently, many cities fell to the 
Habiru so that they were able to gain a foothold in the land 
including probably such cities as Jericho, Shechem, Gideon, 
Mizpah, and Shiloh. The date of £• 1400 B. c~l20 established 
by such eminent scholars as Albright, Garstang, Rowe, and 
Wright for the fall of,Jericho, together with other data, 
seems to show that Trans-Jordania fell into the hands of 
these invading Habiru early in the fourteenth century. 
or course the north could not hold all of the invaders, 
120 Dates early as this must have an allowance of 
a decade either way. 
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hence many of them pushed farther south a s far as the Wadi 
Tumilat (Goshen). By~· 1229 those in Palestine seem 
already to have taken the name Israe1.121 Sethos I (Q. 1319-
1301 B. c.) reports the presence of Hebrews near Beisan 
in one of the steles found there. It is not possible to 
determine the tribal names of those who settled on the 
Wadi Tumilat but much evidence points to the Levites. With 
the change in Egypt from the eighteenth to the nineteenth 
dynasty, a new attitude towards the intruders 1n Palestine 
prevailed. Sethos I, the first Pharoah of the new dynasty, 
initiated energetic efforts to .re-establish Egypt's Asian Empire. 
Sethos I was followed by Ramses II (Q. 1301-1234 B. C.) 
whose building operations at Pi-tum and Pi-Ramses (Pithom and 
Raamses) are well known. Under this second ruler of the 
nineteenth dynasty, conditions of oppression became much 
worse, the Hebrews being forced to do menial work as slaves. 
Within about two decades after the accession of Ramses II 
a deliverer arose to lead the oppressed Hebrews to freedom. 
This leader was the Levite, Moses. 
The Hebrews under the leadership of Moses went out of 
Egypt by the southernmost of two routes which led from Egypt 
to Palestine,l22 across the Yam Suph into the Negeb. However, 
121 Cf. the Merneptah stele. 
122 Wright, George Ernest, and Floyd Vivian Filson, 
editors, The Westminster Historical Atlas to the Bible. 
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1945:- p;-31. 
they did not stay here long and turned further southward. 
They encountered the Moabites in their wanderings which 
further confirms a date after lJOO B. c. for the exodus, 
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since it has been clearly shown that there was no sedentary 
occupation of the region of the Negeb between the nineteenth 
and the thirteenth centuries. 
Eventually the ttianderers gained strength enough to 
invade which they did from the south northward. Those who 
made this conquest were the tribes of Judah, Levi, and 
Simeon, together with certain other groups such as the 
Kenites, Calebites, Kenizzites, and Jerahmeelite~. 
To sum up the point of view here held, we quote rather 
extensively from Meek as follows: 
Thus the facts of history and archaeology, as well as 
the Old Testament sagas and narratives, 1.oJ"Ould force us 
to find the origin of the Hebrew people in several 
distinct groups. (1) One was the far north: Asher, Dan, 
Naphtali , Issachar, and Zebulun, all of whom ·Nere more 
native than Hebrew and became Hebrew only as they were 
drawn into the Hebrew confecleracy by a common peril • • • 
(2) Another group was located in east central Palestine: 
Machir, Gilead, and Gad (joined later by Reuben) in the 
East Jordan, and Ephraim, Manasseh, and Benjamin in the 
h ighlands of the 'lrlest Jordan •••• (J) In the south was 
s till another group: Judah, Simeon, and Levi, with 
related tribes like the Ken~tes, Calebites, Kenizzites, 
and Jerahmeelites. These made their way by gradual 
conquest through the Negeb into the southern hill coun-
try • • • 
The settlement of the northern, or Israelite , group, 
as . it became, occurred during the century or two begin-
ni~~ about 1400 B. C., while t£~ southern, or Judean, 
group carne in about 1200 B. c. J 
123 Neek, QQ.• .£!!., pp. 42-4J. 
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· In the opinion of the writer, one of the best Biblical 
supports of this reconstruction of the early history of the 
Hebrevvs is the Song !Q Deborah.l24 The writer of this poem 
makes no appeal to Judah, Simeon, and Levi because either 
their presence in the south was not la1own or, since they had 
come into the land so recently, the northerners knew that 
they ·would have no interest in the affairs of the north. 
Furthermore, certain aspects of the later history of Israel 
are best understood on the basis of this outline. 
The general picture of the settlement period presented 
in .the Book of Judges as a long, slow, arduous process is not 
greatly affected by the above view. It merely makes it 
longer for those tribes settling in the north than is some-
times supposed. As a matter of fact, it might well afford 
a better e~olanation of the greater tendency on the part of 
the northerners, in contrast to the southerners, to accept 
certain aspects of Canaanite culture than we have heretofore 
had. 
At any rate, the Hebrew tribes settled in the land of 
the Canaanites, conquering when they could--particularly in 
the hill country--and living side by side with the natives 
when they could not defeat them. The one chief foe against 
124 This poem in Judges 5 is not by Deborah but is 
addressed to her. Read sa~kamt!, verse 7, as 2 f. s.; see 
Kautzsch, E. , Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar . Second English 
edition, 1910, translated by A. E. Cowley; Oxford: Clarendon 
Press. 44h. Note also verses 12, 15. 
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t'J'hom they had no success was the Philistines who had settled 
in the southern maritime plain about the time the Judah-Levi-
Simeon group settled in southern Palestine. As the Philistines 
moved northvmrd to·Nard the plain of Jezreel about the end of 
the twelfth century they became a menace both to the south-
erners and the northerners. In the face of this threat and 
under the influence of the nationalistic "sons of the prophets 11 
led by Samuel, the two groups united under a northern king--
the Israelite Saul. The date for this event is obscure and 
can only be set as sometime between 10?0 and 1000 B. C. 
Saul's beginning was auspicious enough with a victory 
over the Ammonites at Jabesh-gilead (I Samuel 11) after 
which the people proclaimed him king at Gilgal (I Samuel 11: 
15). This aroused the Philistines who immediately marched 
against the forces of Saul. A dariP~ exploit on the part of 
Jonathan, Saul's son, at Hichmash led to a defeat of the 
Philistines and the people of the central range were freed. 
This, together with his defeat of the Amalekites, firmly 
established Saul's power as king in Israel. 
However, the Philistines were not through; they 
continued to make life difficult for the people of the south. 
They were, so to speak, Saul's "thorn in the flesh," until 
their defeat became an obsession with him. As Pfeiffer has 
so well stated, "Utterly devoted to his people, he must soon 
have realized with a sense of frustration and despair that 
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he could not free Israel from the Philistines.nl25 
As a result he was alternately depressed and angry--
diagnosed by his contemporary as being possessed by an evil 
spirit. It is this that brings David upon the scene, only, 
however, to intensify Saul's emotional instability rather 
than to alleviate it as was intended. Slm-rly the ranks of 
Saul v1ere -: weakened by the loss of those who joined David. 
As a result the Philistines were able to regain much of the 
ascendancy which they had lost, until finally Saul and his 
sons v1ere defeated and killed at Mt. Gilboa (I Samuel Jl) . 
The unity of north and south was thus short-lived, 
for David now became the ruler over Judah in Hebron while 
Ishbaal, another son of Saul, ruled the rest of the country 
from Mahanaim in Trans-Jordania. There v.ras continual war 
between the two factions until Ishbaal was assassinated and 
both north and south proclaimed David king in Hebron (II 
Samuel .5 : J) •1 26 
After ruling for seven and a half years in Hebron, 
David captured the ancient Jebusite city of Jerusalem and 
made it both his political capital and a relieious center. 
125 Pfeiffer, Robert H., Introduction to the Old 
Testament. New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1941. 
p. 347 . 
126 t;Jhether this was done at the end of two years as 
is implied in II Samuel 2:10 or at the end of seven and a 
half years as mi ght be inferred from II Samuel 2:11 and 5:5 
is not of great importance. 
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David .was a good organizer and ·an accomplished warrior. He 
set up a closely-knit internal organization and by means 
of a well-organized army extended his borders by defeating 
Edom, Moab, Ammon, and certain Aramaean tribes in the north-
east. He reduced the area controlled by the Philistines 
to a minimum and entered into alliances with Hamath and 
Tyre. Under David's rule the differences between the north 
and south were submerged under the desire to weld together 
a nation capable of defeating their common enemies. 
David's reign was marred by his affair with Bathsheba 
and especially by the revolt of Absalom. However, Absalom's 
death enabled David to regain his authority, to have it 
challenged only once more with the relatively insignificant 
revolt of Sheba. David's reign came to an end with him 
an old man. Faced by court intrigue on the part of two 
factions, one· supporting Adonijah , the other, Solomon, 
David made good an earlier promise to Bathsheba that Solomon 
should be his successor, directing Nathan, the prophet, 
Zadok, the priest, and certain members of his personal body-
guard to take Solomon to Gihon and there anoint him king. 
When this news reached Adonijah he fled for his life and 
when shortly David died, Solomon was the ruler. 
When Solomon became king Q• 962 B. c., he inherited 
the largest, best organized kingdom the Hebrews were ever to 
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know. Solomon's splendorous reign was marked by his activity 
in four areas: building, commerce, taxation, and religion. 
The first of these included the building of the temple and 
the palace, the strengthening of the fortifications of 
Jerusalem, and the fortifying of such cities as Razor, Gezer, 
and Megiddo (at the latter, which we know from archaeological 
excavations, he built horse stables). Archaeology has also 
revealed the copper smelting furnaces which Solomon built at 
Ezion-geber . 
Closely related to his building operations "'ras the 
commerce of Solomon. In order to obtain lumber and craftsmen 
for the various building enterprises, especially the temple 
and the palace, Solomon entered into trade agreements with 
the Phoenicians by which he gave them grain and oil and, 
eventually, several cities in return for v-Ihat he needed. 
He also served as a middleman in the trade of horses and 
chariots bet'ti'Jeen Egypt and Koa.l27 Solomon 1 s commercial 
activities also included the operation of a merchant fleet 
sailing the Red Sea in trade with Ophir. 
Solomon's plan of taxation was unique. He divided the 
country into t welve districts, excluding the hill country of 
Judah and ignori1~ the old tribal boundaries, but including 
127 See note bon I Kings 11:28 in Kittel, Rud., 
editor, Biblia Hebraica. Fourth edition; New York: American 
Bible Society, 1949. 
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Canaanite cities. Each district had a governor and was 
responsible for providing the royal court with one month's 
supplies. 
So far as his religious policies were concerned, it 
seems safe to say that Solomon was a religious man. He built 
the temple and worshipped Yahweh at Gibeah; at first he prob-
ably was a loyal follower of Yahweh worship. However, his 
marriage to many non-Israelite women brought foreign in-
fluences to bear on the Yahweh worship so that ultimately 
there was a tendency to syncretism. 
Internationally the reign of Solomon was quite peace-
ful. The writer .of II Kings ll intimates some trouble with 
Hadad of Edom but does not specify the exact nature of it. 
This same writer states that all was not well in and around 
Damascus where Rezen ben-Eliada gave Solomon some trouble as ., 
an outlaw. 
Internally all seemed to be well with Solomon until 
near the end of his reign. Due in part possibly to the long-
standing differences between north and south and more specif-
ically and immediately to the economic practices (plan of 
taxation which exempted Judah) and autocratic methods, 
Jeroboam, one of Solomon 1 s foremen, led a revolt at the 
instigation of the prophet Abijah . However, Solomon 1 s 
superior strength was able to thwart this attempt and Jeroboam 
was forced to flee to Egyp t from whence he returned after 
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Solomon's death about 922 B. c.l28 
Upon the death of Solomon his son, Rehoboam, became 
ruler and immediately went to Shechem to receive the acclaim 
of the people. lfuen requested by the northerners to lower 
the taxes, Rehoboam, after consulting with his advisers, 
refused; whereupon the northerners under Jeroboam revolted, 
thus bringing to an end the unity of north and south which 
had existed, at least on the surface, for about a century. 
Jeroboam rl29 (Q. 922-901 B. c.) made his capital 
first at Shechem and later at Penuel. One of his first acts 
was to set up a golden bull in each of two famous old 
sanctuaries--one at Dan and one at Bethel. This gained 
for him the animosity of his erstwhile supporter, Abijah, 
though there is no indication that that had any effect 
upon his reign. 
Jeroboam was succeeded by his son, Nadab, (£. 901-900 
B. c.) who was assassinated by Baasha (~. 900-877 B. c.). 
Apparently Baasha had intended to make Ramah his capital but 
128 This date, as all subsequent ones for the divided 
monarchy, follows Albright, William Foxwell, "The Chronology 
o~ the Divided Monarchy o~ Israel," Bulletin o~ the American 
Schools Q! Oriental Research, 100, December, l94s:-16-22. 
129 It is our plan to trace the history of the northern 
nation to the fall of Samaria and then take up the history of 
Judah separately. This will result 1n a clearer picture of 
the history of each nation. 
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was forced to move to Tirzah (I Kings 15:17, 21). At the 
instigation of Asa, king of Judah, Ben-hadad of Syria marched 
against Israel and captured several northern cities. In 
addition it is stated that there was continual war between 
Baasha and Asa (I Kings 15:16). 
Baasha v.ras followed by his son, Elah, (.9.. 877-876 
B. C.) who in turn was murdered by Zimri, one of his army 
officers. Zimri ruled one week and then was murdered by 
Omri (~. 876-869 B. C.), another army officer. Omri reigned 
at Tirzah for about six years and then moved to Samaria 
where he reigned not more than two yearslJO or until about 
869 B. c; 
Omri was one of the more successful rulers of Israel. 
He dominated both I'1oab and Judah, and Syria apparently did 
not consider herself strong enough to attempt to curb his 
growing power. Omri cemented relations with Phoenicia by 
marrying his son, Ahab, to the Sidonian princess, Jezebel. 
Ahab (c. 869-850 B. c.} succeeded his father but '!.'ras 
not able to hold control over the whole area wh ich he inher-
ited. Mesha, king of Moab, successfully revolted against 
him; though, on the other hand, Ahab was successfu l against 
Ben-hadad, king of Syria (I Kings 20). Less than two years 
later--853--Ahab and Ben-hadad were united in a coalition 
1.30 Albright states that "Samaria "V>ras founded by Omri, 
Ahab' father, about 870 B. C. 11 See The Archaeology of 
Palestine, p. 128. 
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with ten other western nations against Shalmaneser III at the 
battle of Qarqar in which, according to Shalmaneser, Ahab 
supplied 2,000 chariots and 10,000 foot soldiers.lJl Cul~ 
turally, Ahab 1 s reign was marked by the conflict between 
Elijah and the religio-political party of Yahweh worshippers, 
on the one hand, and, on the other hand, Jezebel, P~ab 1 s 
wife, who had not only introduced the worship of Melkart but 
autocratic methods of dealing with the people as well. Ahab 
lost his life in a battle at Ramoth-gilead ~;here he and 
Jehoshaphat of Judah were allied against Ben-hadad of Syria 
shortly after the battle of Qarqar . 
Ahab was followed by his son, Ahaziah, (_2. 850-849 B. 
C.) -vrho in turn was succeeded by his brother, J(eh)oram, 
(~. 849-842 B. C.). Almost immediately J(eh)oram was faced 
with the revolt of Mesha, king of Moab, and though he had 
the help of Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, and the Edomite 
ruler "the revolt was wholly successful.nlJ2 J(eh)oram was 
no more successful in keeping Edom under subjection (II Kings 
8:20-?.2). Soon afterwards Israel was attacked and invaded by 
1.31 See Oppenheim, A. Leo, "Babylonian and Assyrian 
Historical Texts," Ancient Near Eastern Texts. James B. 
Pritchard, editor; Frinceto~University Press , 1950. 
Pp. 278-279. 
132 Oesterley, 1-1. 0. E., and T. H. Robinson, A History 
of Israel. 2 vols. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1932. Vol. I, 
p. J4J. See the translation of The Moabite Stone in Albright, 
\-Tilliam FoJL-well, "Palestinian Inscriptions," Ancient Near 
Eastern Texts, p. 320. 
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the Syrians. Samaria was besieged but the Syrians withdrew 
before the capital fell. When Hazael became king in Damascus 
J{eh)oram, aided by Ahaziah of Judah, moved to gain back 
Ramoth-gilead. As in the case of Ahab, the battle went 
against Israel and J(eh)oram was severely wounded, going back 
to Jezreel to recover . 
Elisha seized upon J(eh)oram 1 s bad situation to touch 
off the revolution for which the Yahweh party had long been 
preparing. Jehu, whom J(eh)oram had left in charge of the 
army, was anointed and immediately drove his chariot to 
Jezreel where he assassinated J(eh)oram (II Kings 9:24}. 
Ahaziah, king of Judah, had unfortunately chosen this in-
appropriate time to visit J(eh)oram and he, too, was caught 
in the revolution and killed. Thus the Omride dynasty came 
to its end in 842 B. c. 
As is evident from the obelisk of Shalmaneser IIIlJJ 
Jehu paid tribute to the Assyrians who were now (£. 842-841 
B. C.} advancing against Damascus, in order that he might 
avoid fighting what he no doubt felt might be a losing war. 
However, this turned Hazael of Damascus against him and 
within a decade Jehu had lost all of his east-Jordan territory 
to the Syrians . 
Under Jehu Israel suffered greater inroads upon her 
political prestige than at any time in her previous history 
133 Oppenheim, QQ• £11., p. 281. 
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but the situation was to become worse rather than better; 
for ttnder his son, J(eh)oahaz, (Q. 815-801 B. C.) Israel's 
fortunes sunk lo111er and lo'V'rer, stopping just short of poli t- ,/ 
ical extinction. Israel was at the mercy of Ben-hadad III, 
the son of Hazael, who reduced the nation 1 s military forces 
almost to nothing. 
J(eh)oash (Q. 801-786 B. C.) succeeded his father and 
was able to take advantage of the reverses which the Syrians 
experienced at the hands of the Assyrians under the leader-
ship of Adadnirari III. With Syria weakened by the Assyrians 
J( eh) oash was able in three battles to vlin back most of the 
cities which his father had lost (II Kings 13:14-19, 25) , 
thus bringing the long and costly Syrian oppression to an 
end. 
J(eh)oash also faced trouble from the south. Amaziah, 
too, took advantage of the relief from Syrian pressure to 
invade and conquer Edom. However, this success seems to have 
gone to his head so that he provoked a war with J(eh)oash. 
The Israelite king marched against Judah, plundering and 
destroying part of Jerusalem (!I Kings 14:11-14) and holding 
Judah under his control as long as Amaziah lived. 
At the death of J(eh)oash h is son, Jeroboam II, 
(Q. 786-746 B. c.) became king. It was his happy fortune to 
come to the throne about the time of the death of' Adadnirari 
t-vho was followed by three very weak Assyrian rulers. 
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Jeroboam II took advantage of the weakened condition 
of both Syria and Assyria to "restore the frontier of Israel 
from the pass of Hamath as far as to the sea of Arabah,nl.34 
including no doubt some territory previously held. by Damascus 
as well as l"Ioab. This was the largest area that the northern 
kingdom ever controlled, testifying perhaps to the sagacity 
of Jonah, a Yahweh prophet from Gath-hepher (II Kings 14:25). 
The two decades after the death of Jeroboam saw a 
very rapid decline in the nation Israel. Zechariah succeeded 
his father but reigned only six months before he was assas-
inated by Shallum who in turn reigned only one month. 
ShalltlJ!l ~·.ras killed by Menahem who reigned from about 745 to 
738 B. C. Menahem immediately set about exacting large sums 
of money from the wealthy class in order to buy off Tiglath-
pileser III and thus avert a disastrous expedition on the 
part of the Assyrians. 
Menahem was succeeded by his son, Pekahiah, (738-737 
B. C.), who in turn was assassinated by Pekah (737-7.32 B. c.). 
Pekah clearly represented an anti-Assyr1an party in contrast 
to his two predecessors and almost immediately went about 
forming a coalition with Rezin of Syria to oppose the Assyrian 
Tiglath-pileser. These tt•ro tried to force Ahaz of Judah to 
join them but he refused to have anything to do with them. 
134 II Kings 14:25. 
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Pekah and Rezin then turned on Judah with force but to no 
avail; and without Judah in it, the coalition was doomed to 
failure. As soon as Tiglath-pileser had matters under 
control in Urartu he marched against Rezin and Pekah, moving 
s vv iftly down the Mediterranean seacoast, thus cutting off any 
possible aid from Egypt. He then turned northward into the 
valley of Jezreel, plundering the whole area north of Jezreel 
and northern east-JordroLia. 
In the face of these defeats a faction headed by 
Hoshea took control and Pekah was assassinated. Tiglath-
pileser1s own account supplements II Kings 15:30 when he 
states, "they Israel overthre-vv their king Pekah and I 
placed Hoshea as king over them.nl35 
Hoshea (732-724 B. C.) thus was at first pro-Assyrian; 
but when Tiglath-pileser died, Hoshea turned against Shal-
maneser V and entered into some kind of international intrigue 
with the ruler of Egypt. He "was deposed in 723 B. C. at 
the latest, possibly in 724"136 and the siege was carried on 
until 722/1137 when Samaria fell. 
135 Oppenheim, QQ• cit., p. 284. 
136 Oesterley and Robinson, QQ• cit., vol. I, p. 460f. 
137 Albright states: "Samaria must have fallen between 
the accession of Sargon in December, 722, and the end of his 
accession year in the spring of 721. 11 "The Chronology of the 
Di videc1 Nonarchy of Israel," Bulletin of the American. Schools 
of Oriental Research, 100, December, 19"45, p. 22, n . 27. 
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We have no information as to how the city was governed 
but probably some leading military figure assumed leadership. 
~oJ'i th the fall of Samaria large numbers of Israelites were 
taken captive and trru~sported to Mesopotamia, while people 
from other parts of the empire were settled in their places 
so as not to leave the land desolate. The area was placed 
A ~ h under a district governor--bel pa£ati--who, together wit 
other administrative officials--military, judicial, and 
financial, was responsible for proper order in his district. 
With the fall of Samaria the history of northern 
Palestine, strictly speaking, ceases to be Israelite history 
and becomes a part of Assyrian history. Therefore, let us 
now turn back to the history of Judah beginning in 922 B. c., 
at the time of the division of the monarchy. 
Immediately upon the secession of the northern tribes 
under Jeroboam, Rehoboam (Q. 922-915), Solomon ' s son, made 
plans to force the northerners to accept his rule but he was 
dissuaded by the prophet Shemaiah. In the fifth year of his 
reign Rehoboam was faced with the invasion of the Egyptian 
ruler, Sheshonk I, who was bent more on plundering than 
conquering. He robbed the city of Jerusalem, leaving the 
temple empty of its treasures. Though at first Rehoboam 
followed the advice of Shemaiah, later he began a war with 
Jeroboam which was to last many years. In view of the faot 
that Jeroboam moved his capital to Penuel, Rehoboam may have 
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had some success. 
Rehoboam was followed by his son, Abijah, (£. 91.5-913 
B. C.) about whom we lmow only that the vtar with Israel 
continued throughout his reign. 
Asa (£. 913-873 B. C.) succeeded his father and 
inherited the conflict with Israel which his grandfather had 
begun. In the face of great danger from Baasha, Asa made an 
appeal to Ben-hadad of Damascus in the form of a rich gift . 
The Syrian immediately came to his aid, making it possible 
for Asa to bring Baasha 1 s show of military power to an end. 
Asa was a strict Yahweh worshipper and seems to have dis-
continued the practices of the foreign cults begun during 
Solomon • s reign. 
Asa was followed by his son, Jehoshaphat, (£. 873-849 
B. C.) whose ability as a ruler seems to have been as great 
as, if not greater than, that of his father. He attempted to 
revive the shipping trade engaged in by Solomon but his ships 
were destroyed in a storm. He controlled some parts of 
Philistia and Arabia, receiving tribute from them.l38 He 
joined Ahab against the Syrians and nearly ·lost his life . 
Later, he and J(eh)oram attempted to thwart a Moabite revolt 
but this was also unsuccessful. In about 8.50 B. c. Jehoshaphat 
was again allied with Ahab against Ben-hadad, but the defeat 
138 II Chronicles 17:11. 
of the combined Israelite forces was worse this time than 
before. 
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Jehoshaphat was succeeded by his son, Jehoram, (~. 849:-
842 B. C.}. Almost immediately he lost Edom and Libnah, both 
of which r evolted against him. Then some Philistines and 
Arabs, presumably those whom his father had subdued, revol ted 
against him, marched into Jerusalem, and plundered the city, 
taking most of the royal family captive. Jehoram then 
became ill and died in about two years. 
The ill-fated Ahaziah (842 B. c.) succeeded his 
father and a few months later went to visit his uncle, 
J(eh)oram, king of Israel, in Jezreel. Here he was caught 
in the revolution of Jehu and killed. 
Upon hearing of the death of her son, Athal i ah, the 
daughter of Ahab and Jezebel of Israel, and the widow of 
Jehoram of Judah, executed a pogrom of her ot~, killing off 
all pretenders to the throne that she was able to reach. She 
proclaimed herself queen and thus for the only time in its 
history Judah was ruled by one who was not a descendant of 
David. 
However, Jehosheba, the daughter of Jehoram, was able 
to save the life of Jehoash, her nephew. After six years 
Jehoiada, the high priest of the Yahweh cult, and the husband 
of Jehosheba, himself executed a well-planned revolution in 
which Athaliah was killed and the boy Jehoash (.£. 837-800) 
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was proclaimed king; and the Davidic dynasty was re-estab-
lished in Judah. 
Little is kno~m of the early years of the reign of 
Jehoash. About 810 B. C., Hazael of Syria moved south 
through Israel, gaining control of the Philistine city of 
Gath and then moved towards Jerusalem. In order to save the 
city from certain destruction it was stripped of all its 
treasures which were given to Hazael as "protection money." 
Jehoash seems to have given up, to some degree at 
least, the worship of Yahweh.l39 For this reason, perhaps, 
and that he had paid tribute to Hazael, Jehoash was assas-
sinated and his son placed on the throne in his place. 
One of the first acts of Amaziah (£. 800-783 B. C.) 
was the resubjugation of· Edom. His next move is difficult to 
comprehend: he so antagonized J(eh)oash of Israel as to 
become embroiled in a disastrous war. Jerusalem was plundered, 
royal hostages were taken, and Judah was subject to Israel 
for the rest of Amaziah 1 s life. 
Finally Amaziah was assassinated and succeeded by his 
son, Uzziah (Azariah), (Q. 783-742 B. c.). Uzziah was one of 
the greatest kings which Judah had which makes it difficult 
to explain why the writer of Kings devotes only nine verses 
to him. However, the Chronicler in II Chronicles 26 gives us 
139 II Chronicles 24:17, 18. 
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a good and probably reliable picture of his achievements. 
During Uzziah 1 s reign Judah enjoyed a period of economic and 
territorial expcuwion. He laid hold of some Philistine 
territory, exacted tribute from the Ammonites, and pushed 
Judah's southern borders back almost to Egypt. He strengthened 
the nation's military defenses, improved her agriculture, and 
in every way put the nation on a stronger, sounder footing. 
During the last decade of his reign, Uzziah was a leper; his 
son, Jotham, ruled as co-regent "though that need not have 
affected his (Uzz1ah 1 s] influence over the foreign policy of 
Judah. nl40 
Uzziah died about 742 B. C. and his son, Jotham, 
(£. 742-735 B. C.) became king in his own right. The reign 
of Jotham was marked not so much by · significant political 
events as by continued prosperity and the accompanying soft, 
luxurious living, and the consequent moral and social corrup-
tion ·which was so effectively denounced by Isaiah and Hicah. 
Jotham was succeeded by his son, Jehoahaz I, (£. 735-
715 B. c.), more familiarly b~own as Ahaz. Soon after his 
accession to the throne he was faced with the coalition 
between Pekah of Israel and Rezin of Syria. Ahaz refused to 
join and when attacked appealed to Tiglath-pileser III who 
marched against Damascus, overcoming it in 732 B. C. and 
140 Albright, on. cit., p. 18, n. 8 . 
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putting Hoshea on the throne of Israel in the same year. 
Already Ahaz had lost Elath to Edom, the Shephelah and the 
Negeb to Philistia, and now Judah became a vassal of the 
Assyrian, Tiglath-pileser, paying him a large sum of moneyl41 
and adopting some Assyrian ctut practices.l42 Religiously 
and materially Judah reached one or its lov-Test points to date 
during the rei~1 of Ahaz. 
Ahaz was succeeded by his son, Hezekiah, (71514J __ 
Q • 687 B. c.). The reign of Sargon II of Assyria was marked 
by serious revolts at both ends of the Fertile Crescent but 
Judah seems to have had no part in any of them. In Judah 
there were two political parties--the pro-Assyrian and the 
pro-Egyptian--but there is nothing explicit to show what 
Hezekiah 1 s attitude was, at least at the first. 
About 712 B. C. a number of Palestinim1 states joined 
in a coalition against Assyria but there is nothi~~ to 
indicate that Judah was involved. About 701 B. c. , however, 
after Hezekiah had strengthened the fortifications of Jeru-
salem, he took part in an intrigue which seems to have had 
141 II Kings l6:8. 
142 II Kings 16:10-18. 
143 The certainty of this date is established by the 
fact that Sennacherib 1 s campaign in the summer of 701 is dated 
in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah, following the post-dating 
system in use at that.time . See Albright, Bulletin of~ 
American Schools Qf Oriental Research, 100, p. 18, n. ?a. 
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its center at Jerusalem and which included Phoenicia, Philis-
tia, Ammon, Moab, and Edom, as well as the tacit support of 
Egypt. However, as soon as the armies of Sargon began to 
march into Palestine, one state ~fter another dropped out, 
leaving Judah to face the Assyrians alone. But Judah was not 
stro~~ enough and as a result lost a great deal of territory. 
In Sennacherib 1 s ov~ words, 
As to Hezekiah, the Jew, he did not submit to my yoke, 
I laid siege to 46 of his strong cities, walled forts 
and to the countless snall villages in their vicinity, 
and conquered (them) by means of well-stamped (earth-) 
ramps, and battering-rams brought (thus) near (to the 
walls) (combined with) the attack by foot soldiers, 
(using) mines, breeches as well as sapper work. I drove 
out (of them) 200,150 people, young and old, male and 
female, horses, mules, donkeys, camels, big and small 
cattle beyond counting, and considered (them) booty. 
Himself I made a prisoner in Jerusalem, his royal res-
idence, like a bird in a cage. I surrounded him with 
earthwork in order to molest those ~-.rho were leaving his 
city 1 s gate. His towns V~Thich I had plundered, I took 
a way from his country and gave them (over) to Mitinti, 
king of Ashdod, Padi, king of Ekron, and Sillibel, k ing 
of Gaza. Thus I reduceo_ his country, but I still increased 
the tribute and the katru-presents (due) to me {as his) 
overlorcl whi ch I imposed (later ) upon him ~~yond the 
former tribute, to be delivered annually.l 
However, before Jerusalem fell, Sennacherib was 
forced to lift the siege a.nd the capital city itself was 
saved. Hezekiah closed his reign with religious reform, 
thus making amends for his political errors of the past. 
Hezekiah was succeeded by his son, r~sseh, (Q. 687-
642 B. C.) who remained a loyal subject of Assyria throughout 
144 Oppenheim , ££• cit., p. 288. 
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his long reign. The only possible exception to this is that 
which is related in the statement in II Chronicles 33:10-13 
in which we find that l\1anasseh was taken prisoner to Babylon 
and shortly after returned to Jerusalem. However, the 
historians in the books of Kings and the known Assyrian 
c1ocuments make no mention of such an event. We do know, 
hov-rever, that Hs.nasseh, along with several other rulers, 
went to Nineveh to help dedicate a new suburb. By the time 
of the Chronicler, 
We can easily understand that the tradition of 
Manasseh 1 s journey to Nineveh grew into a legend of his 
captivity in Babylon; so wicked a k4ug ought to have 
suffered some terrible punishment.l ) 
·uThe omission of a campaign against Judah is deci-
sive11146 and we can conclude without fear of contradiction, 
at present at least, that Ma.nasseh never tried to assert his 
i ndependence from Assyria but paid his tribute faithfully, 
in every way a loyal subject of his Assyrian overlord. 
Amon (Q. 642- 640 B. C.), Manasseh 1 s son, exactly 
followed in his father's footsteps until he was assassinated 
after a short reign. However, the conspirators were quickly 
put to death and Amon's eight-year old son, Josiah, was made 
king. 
From a political point of view not much can be said 
145 Oesterley and Robinson, QQ• ctt., vel. I, p. 400. 
146 Ibid., p. 401. 
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for Josiah (~ . 640-609 B. c.). The last part of the seventh 
century saw the decay and fall of Assyria and the rise of 
Babylonia. This freed Judah. In 621 B. C. Josiah carried 
out a religious reform, aimed at purifying the cult and 
codifyi~~ the ethical teachings of the prophets. In this way 
Josiah served notice upon the rest of the world that he 
intended to rule a totally free nation. 
Egypt sided with the Assyrians in their struggle 
against Babylonia. In 609 B. C. Pharaoh Necho was on his way 
to join the Assyrian forces when Josiah went to meet him, for 
"t·Ihat vJ e know not. However, Josiah did not return from that 
meeting alive. 
Josiah was followed in 609 B. C. by his son, Jehoa-
haz II (Shallum), who reigned only three months. Pharaoh 
Necho was apparently dissatisfied with his conduct for he 
took him prisoner to Egypt and made his brother, Jehoiakim 
(Eliakim), king in his place (609-598 B. C.). Jehoiakim 
collected heavy taxes from the people to be given as tribute 
money to Necho. Thus Judah now became a vassal of Egypt 
after having enjoyed some freedom under Josiah. 
However, after the defeat of Necho at Carchemish in 
605 B. C., Jehoiakim found it necessary to change his alle-
giance to Nebuchadrezzar for the next three years. But he 
fir~lly rebelled aga inst the Babylonian and refused to pay 
tribute. Nebuchadrezzar moved against Judah and shortly 
after t he siege of the city began. 
Jehoiakim died and was succeeded by his young son , 
Jehoiachin (Jeconiah). He ruled only three months when he 
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surrendered the city and was taken captive to Babylon where 
he seems to have lived for• many years, 11 receiving a pension 
from the royal Babylonian household. 11147 
Jehoiachin was replaced with an uncle, Zedekiah 
(I1attaniah), (598-587 B. c.). Those whom he was left to rule 
r epresented only the poorest classes, all leaders, soldiers , 
and craftsmen having been taken captive. Zedekiah was not a 
man of outstanding ability but he does seem to have held the 
nation true to Nebuchadrezzar. Hov1ever, in 588 B. C. Hophra 
came t o the throne of Egypt and immediately set about re-
storing his nation's former Asiatic empire. Zedekiah will-
ingly joined him and quickly found Jerusalem besieged "in 
August, 587. "148 
With the fall of the city in 587/6 B. c. large numbers 
of those who had been left behind in 598 B. C. were trans-
ported to Babylon and only the very, very lowest classes 
remained. For all practical purposes this brought the 
nation to an end, though Nebuchadrezzar did appoint Gedaliah 
as governor with headquarters at Nizpah. However, within 
147 Oppenheim, ££• cit., p. 308, n. 11. 
148 Albright, QQ• cit., p. 22, n. 32. 
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about five years there was a revolt and he was murdered by 
Ishmael itV"ho l>li th his followers then fled to Egypt, tak ing 
Jeremiah, the prophet, with them. 
Thus from 581 B. C. on there were three distinct 
centers of Jet-'J"S: ( 1) the Palestinian Jews, ( 2) the Babylon-
- ian Jews, and (3) the Jews of the Diaspora, mostly located at 
first in Egypt but later throughout the Mediterranean world. 
Very little is knovm of conditions in Palestine during 
the period of the exile from 581-538 - B. C. However, from the 
picture we have of the period shortly afte r the end of the 
exile, they could not have been very good. There was prob-
ably a series of governors. From the Book of Obadiah we get 
the impression that people from neighborillg nations moved in. 
After a succession of weak rulers, following the 
death of Nebuchadrezzar, the Babylonian rule came to an end 
in 539 B. C. v-Then Cyrus the Great captured Babylon. Im-
mediately Cyrus issued an edict in which he permitted all 
capti ve peoples to return to their native lands. Some 
returned to Jerusalem but apparently not in large numbers. 
The period from 538 to 520 B. C. is very obscure. One 
can only say that the people were under governors amenable to 
the Persian government. Work was started on the temple but 
was soon stopped by the intervention of certain a_dversaries, 
presumably Samaritans. 
Cyrus died in 529 B. c. During the next decade the 
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Persian empire was in general clisorder until Darius estab-
lished order in 519 B. C. In 520 the prophets, Haggai and 
Zechariah, urged the people to rebuild the temple. Again the 
work was stopped but this time the Jews appealed to Darius 
who, upon searching the state records, found the decree 
permitting this work which now went forward. The second 
temple was dedicated in 516 B. c. Zerubbabel, one of the 
leaders in Jerusalem, mysteriously vanished about this time, 
and it is thought that there may have been some attempt to 
set up a Davidic kingdom with him as ruler since he was of 
Da vi die descent . 
The Book of Haggai reveals very poor social and 
economic conditions existLng in the period 520-518 B. C. 
This is p robably true of the next half a century about which 
we have little information. The Book of ~~lachi, probably 
falling somewhere in the period 500-450 B. C. , presents a 
picture of a degraded cult, of low social ideals, and a 
general religious skepticism. Politically the people were 
ruled by Persian officers'· though from their ovm p oint of 
view they vrere a theocracy ruled by God 1 s anointed high 
priest . 
It was during the reign of Artaxerxes I that Nehemiah 
appeared in Jerusalem about 444 B. C. Under his vigorous 
leadership Jerusalem was restored, a semi-autonomous govern-
ment established, and the size of area which this government 
lOJ. 
controlled gradually extended. Nehemiah was greatly con-
cerned about the lack of cultural purity among the Jerusalem 
Jews and promulgated lm..;s ,..;hich forbade interracial marriage . 
Under the reign of Artaxerxes II (404-358 B. C.) the 
fortunes of the Jewish community improved due to his gen-
erally favorable attitude towards subject peoples. He was 
followed by Artaxerxes III whose attitude was just the 
opposite of that of his p redecessor. A general Palestinian 
revolt was put do~;,n ruthlessly and Judah and Jerusalem 
suffered greatly. 
About 340-335 B. C. the Samaritan schism developed to 
its fullest over the fact that one of the high priests was 
married to a Samaritan woman. The leaders in Jerusalem did 
not approve of this, so his father-in-law, Sanballat II, 
built him a temple on Mt. Gerizim. Several other priests who 
had not married Jewish women went to the temple in Samaria to 
officiate. 
In the year 333 B. C. the Persians lost a major 
conflict to Alexander the Great at Issus . By 332 Alexander 
vms the master of Syria and Palestine and a year later he 
controlled Egypt. From Egypt he moved through Persia and on 
into India; he had then conquered the whole Fertile Crescent. 
Back in Babylonia he died in 323 B. C. Alexander had treated 
the Jewish people well. His hope had been to establish 
Hellenic culture everywhere and to this end he built net-·.r 
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cities, rebuilt old ones on Greek lines, established gymna-
sia and open air theaters~ and in other ways introduced many 
aspects of Greek culture into the life of the people he 
conquered. The Jewish people did not escape; this Hellenizing 
practice had an important influence upon them. 
Upon Alexander's death his empire broke up into three 
major parts, t wo of which concern us here. One part, in-
cluding Phoenicia and Syria, went to Seleucus. The other, 
Egypt, was controllecl by Ptolemy. In between was Palestine 
over whi ch the two lines of rulers continuously fought. 
With the exception of tvw periods of about thirty years each, 
the people of Judah from 320-198 B. C. experienced nothing 
but the horrors of vmr, with Jerusalem changing hands more 
often than can, or needs, be recounted here. ~inally, in 
198 B. C. .Jerusalem fell into the hands of the Seleucids 
under ~-;hom it experienced its vwrst period of persecution it 
had ever known. 
The Seleucid rulers l~ew only one way to accomplish 
what Alexander had set out to do--the use of force. Espe-
cially outstanding in the use of this method was Antiochus IV. 
During his absence on a military campaign to Egypt the Jews 
fought among themselves; the Hellenic party of Jews was 
opposed by a stricter group who wished to have nothing to do 
with the Hellenizing tendencies. When Antiochus returned 
from his unsuccessful campaign in Egypt he turned his attention 
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to the internal affairs of his country. He immediately set 
about to compel the Jews to conform to the Hellenistic cult. 
He defiled and plundered the temple, setting up an altar to 
Zeus on the Jewish altar. Jews were forbidden to be Jews in 
an edict which is reported in I Maccabees 1:44-50: 
The king also sent letters by messengers to Jerusalem 
and the cities of Judah, commanding them to follow 
customs foreign to the land, to withhold burnt offerings 
and sacrifices, and a_rink offerings from the sanctuary, 
to profane the Sabbaths and festivals, to pollute the 
sanctuary and the holy ones, to build high places, and 
sacred groves and idols, to sacrifice swine 1 s flesh and 
unclean cattle, to leave their sons uncircumcised, and 
to defile themselves with every kind of uncleanness and 
profanation, so that they might forget the Law and change 
all the ordinances. \flloever would not obey the order of 
the ki1~ was to die.l~9 
It is also clear from I Naccabees that great numbers 
of Jews adopted many of the Greek practices. Earlier, about 
175 B. C., when Jason became high priest, the holy city 
became thoroughly Hellenized. Solomon Zeitlin states it as 
follows: 
vllien Jason became High Priest in 175-74, he built a 
gymnasium in Jerusalem, and the Jewish youth and even the 
priests exposed their nude bodies in the games held 
there. They wore the Greek petasus, or cap of Hermes, 
and in order not to be recognized as Jews they drew 
forward the prepuce so that the fact of their circumci-
sion sho~~S not be no~iced. The Holy City became Hel-
lenized. 
Now six years later, under greater pressure than 
149 Tedesche, Sidney, and Solomon Zeitlin, The First 
Book of I"'accabees. New York: Harpel"' & Brothers, 1950, p. 77. 
150 Ibid., p. 15. 
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before, many more no doubt succumbed to the temptation to 
become Greeks in every way possible. 
Ho'\f.rever, there were those who resisted, "who were 
firmly resolved in their hearts not to eat unclean food. 
They preferred to die rather than be defiled by food or 
break the holy covenant, and they did die. 11151 
mnong those who jeoparded their lives was a priest 
living in Modin (modern Ras Medieh), about seventeen miles 
northwest of Jerusalem, by the name of Mattathias . When one 
of the king 1 s officers came to that village to compel the 
people to offer sacrifices to the Greek gods, Mattathias 
killed him and the first Jew who attempted to offer a sac-
rifice. Mattathias, accompanied by his five sons, and many 
sympathizers, then fled to the hills; thus began in 168 B. c. 
the Maccabaean revolt. 
However, Mattathias soon died, after havi11g appointed 
his son, Judas, as leader of the army. Judas and his band 
of guerrillas '\f.TOn four surprising victories in swift suc-
cession against great odds. It was from the heights of 
Mizpah, with 6, 000 men, that Juclas won his greatest victory 
against Antiochus 1 army of 50,000. Following this defeat 
the Syrians went against Judas with ru~ even greater force, 
but again the Jev.rs repelled them. Judas then turned his 
151 I r'laccabees 1:62, 63. 
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attention to Jerusalem. He was soon able to vdn the ltkra 1 
making it possible for the Jews to cleanse the te~)le and 
rededicate it in 165 B. C. Antiochus died the follm1ing 
year in Persia and was followed by Eupator v;ith the general, 
Lysias, the power behind the throne. 
In 163 B. C. lifsias granted the Jews religious inde-
pendence. Hoping to strengthen his position 1 Judas made a 
treaty with the Romans but was killed in a battle with the 
Syrians in 161 B. C. 
Jonathan, one of the sons of Mattathias, became high 
priest in 153 B. C. and a decade later Simon Maccabee threw 
off completely the Syrian domination, making the Jews a 
totally free people for the first time since 597 B. c. 
Under John Hyrcanus I (135-105 B. C.) the Jews were 
again subject to the Seleucids but became independent in 
128 B. c. The Idumeans were conquered in 128 B. C. and the 
Samaritans in 120. During the next six decades the Jevm 
ruled themselves, but not vvell . They quarreled almost 
continuously among themselves--the pro-Pharisaic party 
a gainst the a~ti-Pharisaic party. 
After 150 B. C. Roman rule began to spread into the 
western Mediterranean world. From a bout 120 B. C. onwaro_ 
Roman rule was extended in the eastern Mediterranean area. 
In 6L~-63 Pompey organized Pontus, Cilicia, and Syria into 
provinces and in 63 he took over Palestine . 
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The beginning of the Roman period marks the end of 
independent Jewish rule in ancient times . Never again, 
until the present, were the Jews to have a state of their 
own. By this time at the latest, and probably nearly a 
century earlier, the last of the Hebrew scriptures had been 
written. Thus the nearly seventeen centuries of Hebrew 
history, the latter 1100 years of which produced the lit-
erature of the Old Testament, came to an inglorious close. 
If it if.rere not for the literature produced by these people, 
expressing the great spiritual truths found therein, they 
might have long ago been forgotten. It is to a summary of 
that literature that we now turn. 
2. Hebrew literature preserved in the Old Testament. 
Having thus surveyed the history of the Israelites, 
we turn now to a swift, chronological survey of their lit-
erature, commonly knoif.rn as the Old Testament. 
In the premonarchical period were a large number of 
fragments of poems, most of which cannot be dated with any 
degree of certainty. These may be classified as war and 
march songs, proverbs, riddles, fables, blessings, and 
oracles . These would include such things as The Song of 
Lamech (Genesis 4:2Jf.), The Song of the Well (Numbers 
2l:l7f.) , David's Proverb {I Samuel 24:13), Samson's Riddles 
(Judges 14:14, 18), and n~ny others. Most significant of 
these is the Song tol52 Deborah (Judges 5), dated quite 
confidently 1150-1100 B. C. 
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Early in the period of the monarchy one finds addi-
tional proverbs (I Samuel 10:12; I Samuel 24:13), victory 
songs (I Samuel 18:17), and lamentations (II Samuel 1:17-27; 
II Samuel 3:33, 34; II Samuel 19:4). Of these three laments 
the first is most significant since it is the longest, thus 
displayi~~ a type of early poetry, and because it can confi-
dently be dated about the beginning of David's reign (g_. 1000-
975B.C.). 
Among other literature to be dated in the eleventh and 
tenth centuries would be Nathan 1 s Parable (II Samuel 12:1-4), 
The Book of Yashar, and The Book of the Wars of' Yahweh, of 
both of which we have only a few poems scattered here and 
there. Also falling in this period would be such historical 
documents as The Book of the Acts of Solomon (I Kings 3-11, 
in part) and the beginning of the Royal Annals and the Temple 
Records. Also in existence at this time was a code of laws 
though we do not now have it in the form in which it existed 
prior to the beginning of the ninth century. Doubtless the 
Covenant Code (Exodus 20:23-23:19) in some form was in use 
. 
but was considerably altered by the time it reached the form 
in which we have it. Finally, one must take into a ccount the 
152 Supra, p. 76, n. 124. 
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S document which, according to Robert H. Pfeiffer, its 
leading proponent, should be dated in "the time of Solomon 
in the tenth century.nl53 
In the ninth century we have the Elijah and Elisha 
stories to be found in I and II Kings and the history of the 
rise and fall of the Omrides. Also in this century that 
material designated as the J document was compiled from 
southern sources. 
The eighth century witnessed a great productivity of 
literary materials. That material of the Hexateuch b~own as 
the E document was compiled from northern sources. In 
addition to this there were the great trail-blazing contribu-
tions of the prophets, Amos (£. 765-750 B. C.), Hosea(£. 745-
735 B. C.}, Isaiahl54 (£. 742-700 B. C., perhaps later), and 
Micah (Q. 725-700 B. C.). 
During the next century the J and E documents were 
combined with certain redactlonal material added.l55 The 
153 Pfeiffer, Robert H., Introduction to the Old 
Testament. New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1941, 
p. 166; see Chapter III. · 
154 The writer does not feel it necessary to go into 
the critical problems of each book here. In the main, we 
follow Pfeiffer, ibid., though some divergences will be 
noted by the reader as we go along. 
155 The most recent and detailed 
sources, together with D and P, and, in 
writer, the most valuable recent study, 
Aikman, The Early Traditions of Israel. 
Blacln-Tell, 1948. 
study of these 
the opinion of the 
is Simpson, Cuthbert 
Oxford: Basil 
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Deuteronomic Code, ~-~· Deuteronomy 12-26, 28 with additional 
introductional material in chapters 4, 5, and 10, was pub-
lished in 621 B. c. though probably written a few years 
earlier. The last quarter of the seventh century also saw 
the first edition of the books of Kings. Inspired by certain 
historical events occurring in this century were the books of 
Zephaniah (626 B. C.), Jeremiah (Q. 626-580 B. C.), Nahum 
(Q. 612 B. c.), and Habakkuk (Q. 605 B. C.). 
The sixth century, during and after the exile , saw 
the production of a great variety of literature. The prophet 
Ezekiel was active from 593 to 573 B. c. The Book of Lamenta-
tions appeared during the latter half of this century, though 
chapters 2 and 4 may stand very close to the year 586 B. c. 
Probably also in this century the JERd materials were joined 
with D (including by this time most of the material in our 
present book not mentioned above). During this century also 
the Deuteronomists produced their editions of the books of 
Joshua, Judges, and Samuel. The work of Obadiah (Q . 585 B. C.), 
the Deutero-Isaiah (Isaiah 40-55) (Q. 540-538 B. C.), Haggai 
(520 B. c.), and Zechariah 1-8 (Q. 520-516 B. c.), as well as 
the Holiness Code (Leviticus 17-26), also appeared in the 
sixth century. 
The next century saw a slackening off in the amount of 
material produced by the Israelites. Much of the Priestly 
document was ~~itten in the fifth century. The Book of 
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Malachi and Isaiah 56-66 were probably written in this 
century, as v1ell as the autobiography of Nehemiah (Nehemiah 1: 
l-7:53a) after 432 B. C. The Book of Ruth appeared sometime 
in the last third of this century. Perhaps late in this 
century or early in the next the Book of Job was produced.156 
The fourth century saw two apocalyptic writings 
appear, Joel and Isaiah 24-27. Also the older portions of 
the Book of Proverbs were collected during this period, 
e.g. probably all but 1-9 and 31 :10-Jl . 
The third century witnessed the work of the Chronicler 
(I and II Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah, except Nehemiah l:l-
7:5Ja). The Book of Jonah appeared this century though the 
exact part of the century is difficult to determine definitely. 
The love lyrics of the Song of Songs were collected during 
this century, and late in the century the author of Ecole-
siastes set do~r.n his observations of life. The Book of 
Proverbs was written and attached to the collection of 
maxims collected in the previous century. 
The last century in which any of our canonical writ-
ings appeared was the second. The Book of Daniel was written 
about 165 and during this century Zechariah 9-14 and the 
Book of Esther appeared. During this century the Psalter, 
156 The prose prologue and epilogue were an ancient 
folktale . This reference is to the three cycles of dialogue 
and the passages in which the voice of Yahweh appears. 
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which had been growing throughout the past 800-900 years, 
though especially in the post-exilic period, was completed. 
C. THE NATURE OF THE STUDY IS COf•iPARATIVE 
Having thus defined the two principal terms of the 
study; Ugaritic and Old Testament, it is nm1 necessary to 
state the nature of the study. 
1. L1terary comparisons. This shall be a comparative 
study in which the resemblances and the differences existing 
and reflected in the Ugaritic and Old Testament literatures 
shall be shown. Specifically, we shall give our primary 
attention to the literature itself. We shall show the 
lexical and syntactical parallels which exist between Ugaritic 
and Old Testament literature. 
2. Cultural comparisons. Then we shall turn to 
cultural comparisons. At this point we shall deal mainly 
with religious ideas and expressions, but other phases of 
culture, as we shall define it, will be considered. Thus the 
study is mainly descriptive rather than problem-solving. 
D. THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY IS TO COMPARE THE UGARITIC AND 
ISRAELITE CULTURES 
The purpose of this investigation is to discover what 
affinities exist between the Ugaritic literature and the Old 
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Testament, the nature of them, and the value they may have 
for a more adequate understanding of the life and literature 
of ancient Israel. In other words, we shall attempt to 
answer the following questions: (1) In what ways, if any, 
did Ugaritic and Israelite culture resemble each other? and 
{2) Could the earlier, i.~. the Ugaritic, have had any 
influence on the latter, ~-~· the Israelite? 
1. The meaning of "culture". By "culture" is meant 
"the complex of distinctive attainments, beliefs, traditions, 
etc. constituting the baclcground of a racial, religious, or 
social group. 111.57 Specifically as we shall use the term, it 
v.rill inclucle literature, ideas, institutions, and, to a 
small degree, customs and everyday practices. 
2. The possible influence of one culture upon another. 
The question of the influence of one culture upon another is 
a complex problem not easy of solution. It in itself is a 
problem worthy of careful investigation. This is especially 
true of ancient cultures which were not fundamentally diverse 
but different only in details. The influence of oriental 
culture on occidental and vice versa is a comparatively 
simple matter to follow. But when one begins to deal with 
the problem of the influence of one phase of occidental 
157 Webster•s New International Dictionary of the 
English Language, second edition unabridged, 1947. 
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culture upon another or, as in our case, the question of one 
aspect of Semitic culture upon another, one is faced with a 
much more difficult matter. 
However, in the United States of America one finds 
clear illustrations of both kinds of influences. The dom-
inant culture is advanced western, but everywhere one sees 
the impact of the native aboriginal culture which existed 
prior to the arrival of the European. Also in some parts of 
the country the influence of various aspects of oriental 
culture are clearly evident. On the other hand, one may 
also see clearly the commingling of western cultures, e.g. 
southern European witJ::t northern European--Italian, Greek, 
British, Scandinavian, French, and German. That which faces 
the sociologist at the present time is not whether there is 
an impact of one culture upon another but rather the prob-
lems which arise as a result of such an impact. 
Consequently, it seems safe to say that if the 
influence of one culture upon another exists today then it 
may have existed also in ancient times. As a matter of 
fact, this is well born out at Ugarit itself where Mycenaean, 
Cypriot, Egyptian, Hittite, and Accadian cultures all seem to 
have converged as our archaeological evidence shows. The 
problem l'thich we shall face is whethex• we can discover any 
evidence for affirming that Ugaritic culture had any deter-
mining effect upon Israelite culture. 
CHAprrER II 
SOURCES A1m METHOD 
A. SOURCES 
The sources for this study are four-fold: (1) the 
Ugaritic texts, (2) the Masoretic text of the Hebrew Old 
Testament, (3) other ancient literary remains, and (4) 
previous comparative studies of Ugaritic and Israelite 
cultures . Let us turn first to the Ugaritic texts. 
1. Charles Virolleaud 1 s editio princepts of Ugaritic 
texts and later editions . The Ugaritic texts which form the 
basis of this study are those written in the language of 
Ugarit. They may be divided into two general classifications: 
(1) the large mythological, epical, or legendary texts, and 
(2) the smaller administrative and -religious texts. 
The most satisfactory system of numbering is that of 
1 Cyrus H. Gordon. These texts with Gordon's numbering, 
where originally published, and contents are best presented 
in the following fashion: 
Number Where Published Contents 
(1) The large mythological, epical, or legendary texts 
1 Gordon, Cyrus H., Ugari tic Handbook. Rome: 
Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1947, pp . 4-8. 
129 
137 
133 
68 
' nt 
130 
131 
_51 
67 
62 
49 
76 
a. Baal-Anat Cycle 
Syria, XXIV, 2 
Gordon, Ugaritic 
Handbook, 167; 
Ugaritic Literature, 
12-14. 
Syria, XXIV, 18 
Syria, XVI, 29-LI-5 
Virolleaud, La deesse 
.A:nat 
Syria, :XXIV, 13 
Syria, :XXIV, 14 
Syria, XIII, 113-163 
Syria, XV, 305-336 
Syria, XV, 226-243 
Syria, XII, 193-224 
Syria, XVII, 150-173 
11.5 
Concerns the right of Yam t o 
a palace. 
Yam's demands that Baal be 
surrendered to him. El 
agrees over Baal 1 s protests. 
Baal goes to Yam. 
Describes t he battle in which 
Baal defeats Yam with two 
magic clubs fashioned by 
Ktr-Hss. 
- OJ 
Anat accepts Baal's invita-
tion to visit him. Baal 
entertains her lavishly and 
exacts a promise from her 
that she will help him obtain 
a palace. 
Anat's victorious battles. 
Baal's invitation to ~~at. 
Construction of Baal's house. 
I'1ot lures Baal into the 
underworld where Baal is 
killed. El mourns for Baal. 
Anat discovers Baal's dis-
appearance, mourns him, and 
resolves to go in search for 
him. 
El learns t hat Baal is dead 
and appoints a successor. 
Anat takes vengeance upon 
Mdt. Baal is restored; 
attacks those who opposed 
him, including the revived 
r1Bt. 
Baal mates with a heifer and 
a bull calf is born. 
132 
75 
100 
Krt 
Syria, XXIV, 15 
Syria, XVI, 247-266 
Syria, XXIV, 22 
Syria, XIX, 341 
b. The Legend of Keret 
Vir olleaud, La 
' d -:-r-legen e de Keret. 
-------- --
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Baal mates with Anat. 
Baal is set upon by demonic 
monsters who bind him in a 
swamp. 
Baal experiences some kind of 
trag edy. 
A benediction contained in a 
message of Baal.2 
Keret A. Keret, his family 
all dead, b~gs El for poster-
ity. El directs him to get a 
bride from Fabel, king of 
Udurn. 
128 Syria, XXIII, 137-172 Keret B. Fragmentary . Keret 
125 
126 
127 
Syria, XXII, 105-136 
Syria, XXII, 197-217 
Syria, XXIII, l-20 
c. The Legend of Aqhat 
2 Aqht Virolleaud, La 
/ , -legende phenicienne 
de Da:nel . II D 
marries the maiden and begets 
progeny. eurriya, the bride, 
gives three banquets. 
Keret C. Keret ' s children 
are grown . Keret passes 
through a severe illness . 
While he is recovering his 
son sugg ests that he should 
abdicate; Kere t curses him. 
D&iiel prays for a son and 
El accedes to his request. 
Daniel and his wife celebrate, 
" playing host to Koshar . 
Aqhat, Daniel 's son, comes 
into possession of a bow, 
spurning every offer of Anat 
to trade so that she finally 
complains to El . 
2 This reconstruction of t he Baal- Anat Cycle follows 
Gordon, Ugaritic Handbook, 9-56. For a slightly different 
reconstruction see Gaster, Theodor H., Thespis. New York: 
Henry Schuman, 1950, pp. 115-224. 
3 Aqht Ibid., III D 
1 Aqht Ibid. , I D 
122 Syria, XXII, 8-11 
121 Syria, XXII, 2 
123 Syria, XXII, 12 
124 Syria, XXII, 16 
d. Other Poems 
52 Syria, XIV, 128-1.51 
77 Syria, XVII, 208-228 
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Anat receives permi s sion from 
El to punish Aqhat. Anat 1 s 
directions to her henchman 
are not properly carried out 
and Aqhat is killed which 
grieves Anat. 
The death of Aqhat causes in-
fertility. Daniel finds the 
remains of Aqhat and buries 
them; the murderer is cursed. 
In the end the murderer is 
discovered. 
Fragmentary. The deities, 
Rpum ( shad.es) , are in vi ted to 
someone 1 s house. 
Fragmentary. The deities 
ride to Daniel 1 s threshing 
floor in chariots. 
Fragmentary . The deities 
appear in someone 1 s palace. 
The deities enjoy a week of 
banqueting, the food having 
been supplied by Anat.3 
The birth of the gods. The 
libretto of a religious drama 
in wgich are born S~ru (Dawn) 
and Salmu (Sunset). Consists 
of t wo parts: ritual, 11. 1-
22; sacred drama, 11. 23-76. 
The wedding of Nikkal and 
Yari!J. (Moon) • 
(2) The smaller administrative and religious texts 
3 This reconstruction follows Gordon, Cyrus H., 
Ugaritic Literature. Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicurn, 
1949, pp. 84-103, who states, p. 8.5, "where these texts 
[J:..e. 122, 121, 123, 124] fit into the Legend of Aqht . 
remains to be determined." Gaster in Thespis, pp. 2.57-.31.3, 
omits the last four texts. 
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1 
2 
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.5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1.5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2.5 
26 
Syria, X, pl. LX, 
fig. 2 
Syria, X, pl. LX, 
fig . 4 
Syria, pl. LXI 
Ibid. , pl. LXII 
Ibid. , pl. LXIII 
Ibid., pl. LXV 
Ibid. , pl. LXVI 
Ibid., pl. LXVII 
Ibid. , pl. LXVII 
Ibid., pl. LXVIII 
Ibid., pl. LXVIII 
Ibid., pl. LXIX 
Ibid., pl. LXIX 
Ibid., pl. LXX 
Ibid. , pl. LXX 
Ibid., pl. LXX 
Ibid., pl. LXX 
Ibid., pl. LXXI 
Ibid. , pl. LXXI 
Ibid. , pl. LXXI 
Ibid. , pl. LXXI 
Ibid. , pl. LXXII 
Ibid. , pl. LXXII 
Ibid., pl. LXXII 
Dedicatory inscription 
Dedicatory inscription 
List of offerings 
Liturgical text 
List of offerings 
Liturgical text 
Liturgical text 
Liturgical text 
List of offerings 
List of personal names 
List of personal -names 
List of merchandise (?) 
A letter 
List of personal names 
List of personal names 
List of personal names 
List of divine names 
A letter 
Liturgical text 
A letter 
A letter 
Liturgical text 
A bookkeeping text 
A letter (?) 
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27 
29 
.30 
.31 
.32 
.33 
.36 
48 
.53 
.54 
.5.5 
.56 
6.3 
64 
6.5 
66 
69 
70 
71 
74 
80 
81 
82 
Syria, X, pl. LXXIII 
Ibid., pl. LXXIII 
Ibid., pl. LXXIII 
Ibid., pl. LXXIII 
Ibid. , pl. LXXIV 
Ibid. , pl. LXXIV 
Ibid., pl. LXXIV 
Ibid. , pl. LXXV 
Syria, XIV, 2.31 
Syria, XV, 77 
Ibid., 79 
Ibid., 24.3 
Ibid., 24.5 
Ibid., 249 
Ibid., 2_50 
Syria, XVI, 177 
Ibid., 178 
Ibid., 181 
Ibid., 186 
Syria, XVIII, 161 
Ibid., 164 
Ibid., 166 
Liturgical text (?) 
Geographical list 
Geographical list 
Liturgical text 
A letter 
Liturgical text 
A bookkeeping text 
Liturgical text 
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List of divine names and 
oaths 
A letter 
Hippiatric text 
Hippiatric text 
A list of guilds 
A list of personal names 
A 1 is t of tow-.as 
A list of personal names 
A dedicatory stele listing 
sacrifices to Dagon 
A dedicatory stele listing 
sacrifices to Dagon 
"' v List of offerings to Sapas 
Inscription on a jar 
List of personal names 
List of guilds 
List of guilds 
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83 S;yria, XVIII, 167 List of personal names 
84 Ibid. , 169 List of personal names 
85 Ibid ., 171 List of personal names 
86 I b i d., 172 List of personal name s 
87 Ibid., 173 Dry measurements 
89 S;yria, XIX, 127 A letter 
90 Ibid., 131 A commercial text 
91 Ibid .• ~ 134 List of personal names 
92 Ibid., 136 A commercial text 
93 I b id. , 138 A commercial text 
95 Ibid.: 142-146 A letter 
96 Ibid., 335 A commercial text 
97 Ibid., 336 Fragmentary. Same as 12. 
98 Ibid., 337 Commercial text 
99 Ibid., 339 Commercial text 
101 . Ibid. , 343 A letter 
107 S;yria, XX, 129 A list of divine names and 
oaths. Identical to 53. 
108 S;yria, XXI, 130 List of towns 
109 Ibid., 131 List of towns 
110 Ibid., 132 List of tm•ms 
lll Ibid., 133 List of towns 
112 Ibid., 134 List of towns 
113 Ibid., 135-136 List of towns 
114 Ibid. , 137 List of guilds 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
134 
135 
138 
300 
301 
302 
303 
J04 
305 
306 
307 
J08 
J09 
310 
Syria, XXI, 138 
Ibid., 139 
Ibid. , 250 
Ibid., 261 
Ibid., 268 
Ibid., 274 
Syria, XXIV, 20 
Ibid., 21 
Gordon, Ugaritic 
Handbook, 168; 
Ugaritic Literature, 
117f. 
4 RA, 37, 13f. 
Ibid., 17f. 
Ibid., 19 
Ibid., 19 
Ibid., 20 
Ibid. , 21 
Ibid., 22 
Ibid., 23 
Ibid., 24 
Ibid. , 25 
Ibid., 26 
List of guilds 
A label 
A letter 
Diplomatic record 
A register of families 
Commercial text 
Liturgical text 
r'lythological (?) 
A letter 
List of personal names 
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List of personal names with 
numbers 
List of personal names 
List of personal names with 
numbers 
List of personal names 
List of personal names 
List of personal names 
List of personal names wi th 
numbers 
List of personal names 
List of personal names 
Commercial text 
4 Revue d 1 assyriologie et d'archeologie oriental. 
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311 RA, 37, 27 List of personal names 
312 Ibid., 28 List of personal names 
313 Ibid., 28 List of personal names 
314 Ibid . , 29' 30 List of personal names 
31.5 Ibid. , 31 List of personal names 
316 Ibid. , 32 List of personal names 
317 Ibid., 32 Concerns yokes of oxen 
318 Ibid., 33 Concerns yokes of oxen 
319 Ibid. , 33 List of personal names 
321 Ibid. , 106f. List of personal names 
322 Ibid., l30f. List of personal names 
323 Ibid. , l32f . List of personal names 
324 Ibid. , 13.5 List of pe rsonal names 
32.5 Ibid. , 136f. List of personal names 
J26 Ibid., l 37f. List of personal names wi th 
numbers 
327 Ibid., 138 List of p ersonal names 
328 Ibid. , 140 List of pe rsonal names 
329 Ibid. , 141 List of personal Tl...ame s 
330 Ibid. , 143 List of personal names 
331 Ibid. , 144 List of personal names 
332 Ibid., 144 List of personal names 
333 Ibid. , 14.5 List of personal names 
334 Ibid., 145 List of personal names 
335 Ibid., 146 List of p ersonal names 
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400 
/ !1emorial Iagrange, 
pl . I - II 
List of personal names with 
numbers 
Manchester Guardian 
Weekly, r1arch 23 , 
1950, lJ 
Ugaritic alphabet 
2. The Hasoretic text of the Hebrew Old Testament. 
The Old Testament text used in this study is that found in 
Rud . Kittel, Biblia Hebraica, fourth edition, 1949, which was 
printed from the same plates as the third edition. This 
text is that of ben Asher, from a copy made by Samuel ben 
Jacob Q• 1008 and edited by P. Kahle . This literature has 
been described in Chapter I above . 
J . Other pertinent ancient literary remains. In 
addition to these two major bodies of literature, there are 
some other ancient texts 'N'hich yield some informat ion of 
value to . our study . rrhese consist principally of texts , 
a_ is covered prior to and following the initial discoveries 
at Ras esh-Shamra , in which may be found the name of Ugarit . 
These texts include the following: the Tell el-
Amarna letters numbered 1, 45, 89, 98, 126, and 151; the 
"Poem of Pentaur" in which Ramses II reports his battle with 
the Hittites at Kadesh; a column in the temple of Soleb in 
Upper Nubia ; a colo ssus in the great temple of Amon at 
Karnak; Hitt ite texts numbered KBo Vol. I, No. 10, Rev . 11. 
5 Writer's tentative numbering . 
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11 and 14, Vol. II, No . 9, col. I, 1. 1, and No. )6, 1. 10; 
the Hittite text knov-m as the Prayer to Ishtar; and certain 
Hittite texts excavated at Marl about 1933 .6 
Finally, in addition to the tablets found at Ras esh-
Shamra, one additional tablet in Ugaritic has been found at 
Beth Shemesh. It consists of a single line of mirror 
\:Vri ting. 7 
4 . Previous comparative studies of Ugaritic and 
Israelite cultures . Some modern writings also serve as 
bases for this study. It is not our purpose here to discuss 
each item in the bibliography which has been used in this 
study; they run into the hundreds. Rather, we •·rish to call 
attention to a few studies which, in one way or another, 
have approached the problem under investigation here. 
An early pioneering study was that of vial ter G. 
1tJilliams, "The Ras Shamra Inscriptions and Their Significance 
for the History of Hebrew Religion.tt8 This work may be 
6 For bibliographical details on these see supra, 
p. lff. 
7 Barton, George A. , "Notes on the Aln .Shems Tablet," 
Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 52, 
1933, 5-6; Albright, William Foxwell, "The Cuneiform Tablet 
from Beth-Shemesh, 11 Bulletin of the American Schools of 
Oriental Research, 53, 19:34, 18-19. -
8 l-Till iams, Walter G. , "The Ras Shamra Inscriptions 
and Their Significance for the History of Hebrew Religion," 
The American Journal of Semitic Languages, LI, 1935, 233-246. 
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described as pioneering since it presented several of the 
texts in net'l, independent translations at a time when fet-1 
translations had appeared and when our knowledge of the 
Ugarit language was as yet only imperfectly developed. In 
relating these texts to the religion of Israel the author 
presented a number of new and penetrati~~ insights. However, 
this study is quite inadeq_uate in two chief ways: (l} it 
was very limited in the scope of its investigation, and 
(2) great advances have been made in our m1derstanding.of 
the literature of Ras esh-Shamra. 
Another early study showing the relationship betwe en 
the Ras esh-Shamra literature and the Old Testament was that 
of J. W. Jack, The Ras Shamra Tablets: Their Bearing on the 
Old Testament.9 This study pointe d the direction that many 
of the later studie s of this type v.rere to take . Again , 
hm·.rever, its present inadequacy is due to the fact that it 
was done at a time when our knowledge of the materials was 
somewhat less perfect than now and that it was very limited 
in its scope . In addition to some scattered references to 
the Old Testament in the first forty-four pages, just four 
and a half pages are devoted to the 11light thrown on the 
Biblical text ." 
In 1937 appeared the first study of this type which 
9 Jack, J. W., The Ras Shamra Tablets: Their Bearing 
~ the Old Testament. Edinburgh: T . & T. Clark , 193.5. 
represents a more thorough treatment of t he subject. It 
was Dussaud 1 s Les decouvertes de Ras Shamra (Ugarit) et 
1 1 Anc1en Testament . 10 The major part of this study is 
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devoted to a description of the site of Ras esh-Shamra and 
the finds there. About one-sixth of the study is devoted 
to the ttrapports avec 1 1 Ancien Testament." There are only 
about fifty actual references to the Old Testament sources 
and some of the s e are duplicates. In addition, much attention 
is given to the comparisons of the Ugaritic literature with 
the patriarchs of the Old Testament, a point of contact now 
very widely discarded by the most competent scholars. 
There appeared in 1939 a very e xcellent study by 
J. Pedersen devoted to a comparison of the Canaanite and 
Israelite cult11 in which he showed that the Israelites 
ac1opted many features of the Canaanite cult. However, 
this study deals with only one of the 1nany areas of contact 
between the Ugaritic literature and the Old Testament . 
In 1940-1941 appeared what, at first glance, might 
s eem to be a definitive trea tment of the subject of compar-
ative studie s . It was Baumgartner ' s "Ras Schamra und das 
Alte Testament," appearing in two parts in the periodical , 
,. ,. 
10 Dussaud, Rene, Les decouvertes de Ras Shamra 
(Ugarit) et l 1Ancien Testament . Paris: Paul Geuthner , 
19.37. 
11 Pedersen, J., "Canaanite and Israelite Cultus," 
Acta Orientalia, 18, 19.39, l-14. 
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Theologische Rundschau. 1 2 Hov;ever, this study, too, is 
devoted mainly t o a description of Ras esh-Shamra--the 
city and its history, the language, and the religion--with 
only a small p ortion of the study actually given t o the 
"b eziehungen zur israelitischen Religion. " 
In 1942 J. Philip Hyatt showed "the importance of 
the Ras Shamra discoveries for the interpretation of the 
Bible 11 and. pointed out 11 the various ways in whi ch the 
Canaanites influenced the Hebrews. nlJ Ho'lt>rever, this article 
of n ine pages could not in any sense be called a comprehen-
sive study of the subject, nor was it meant to b e. The 
author himself states, "It would be p ossible to add m2..ny 
o t her e xamples to those which have been given." Both the 
aim and scope of this study left room for a thoroughgoing 
comp arison of Ugaritic and Israelite cultures. 
One of the best stud:tes of a comparative nature was 
Patton's Canaanite Parallels in the Book of Psalms.l4 Of 
it H. L. Ginsberg stated, "It is gratifying to compare this 
12 Baumgartner, Walter , "Ras Schamra und das Alte 
Tes tament," Theologische Rundschau, 12, 1940, 163-188; 
"Ras Schamra und das Alte Testament II," Theologische 
Rundschau, 13, 1941, 1-20, 85-102, 157-lBJ. 
13 Hyatt, J. Philip, "The Ras Shamra Discoveries 
and the Interpretation of the Old Testament," Journal of 
Bible and Religion, 10, May , 19L~2, 67-75· 
14 Patton, John Hastings, Canaanite Parallels in 
the Book of Psalms. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 191}4-.--
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modest and useful little work with the sort of comparative 
studies based upon the Ugarit texts that was typical of the 
nineteen-thirties.nl5 However, its very limited scope does 
not make it a substitute for the kind of investigation which 
we have undertaken here . 
Similar in nature to this study of Patton was that 
of Cullen T. K. Story, "The Book of Proverbs and Northwest 
Semit ic Literature. 1116 Mr. Story did not limit himself to 
the Ugaritic literature as a basis of comparison though 
that body of literature does form a major part of the study. 
However, inasmuch as this study limited itself to the Book 
of Proverbs it does not preclucte the present study which 
covers the whole range of Old Testament literature . 
Another article, similar to that of J. Philip Hyatt 
discussed above, was that of H. L. Ginsberg, 11 Ugaritic 
Studies and the Bible.nl7 This is a sound and informative 
piece of work, but in relation to the present study it is 
not satisfactory for exactly the same reasons that Mr . 
Hyatt 1 s article vras judged unsatisfactory, e.g. , peculiar 
15 Ginsberg, H. L., "Review of Patton's Canaanite 
Parallels in the Book of Psalms," Journal of the American 
Oriental Society,~ 1945, 65 . -- ---
16 Story, Cullen T. K. , "The Book of Proverbs and 
North\~rest Semi t ic Literature, 11 Journal of Biblical Litera-
ture, LXIV, 1945, 319- JlJ-7 . 
17 Ginsberg , H. L., "Ugaritic Studies and the Bible, " 
Biblical Archaeologist, VIII, May, 1945 , 41-58. 
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aim and narrow scope. 
Al bri ght's article in the Old Testament Commentary, 
"The Old Testament and Archaeology,"l8 is a very sound and 
fairly adequate presentation of the bearing of the whole 
f ielCI_ of archaeology on Old Testament studies but v-ri thin 
the limits i mposed upon anyone who v.rri tes for this type of 
publication. He does not--and we do not e xpect that he 
would--deal with the subject of the parallels of Ugaritic 
literature to the Old Testament in any comprehensive fashion. 
An e xcellent recent study is that of John Gray, 
11 Cultic Affinities b eb1een Israel and Ras Shamra . nl9 This 
i s a sound and rather thorough treatment of the subject 
undertaken but again it devotes itself to a :r1arrow and 
specific t opic; for this reason likewise it does not pre-
elude the study which we have undertaken here . 
In general it may be said that many of the previous 
comparati 'Te studies have been limited to narrow fields ·such 
as a single book of the Old Testament or a single aspe ct of 
Israelite culture . On t he other hand, t hose whi ch v1ere not 
limited to a specific, narrow field of the Old Testament 
18 Albright, v!i lliam Fo xwell, "The Old Testament and 
Archaeology," Old Testament Commentary. H. C. Alleman and 
E. E . Flack, editors . Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 
1948 . Pp . 134-l?O. 
19 Gray, John, 11 Cultic Affinities between Israel and 
Ras Shamra , " Zei ts chrift fiir die al ttestamentliche vlissen-
schaft, XXI, 1950, 207-22o:- ---
were limited in comprehensiveness and t ended thus to be 
superficial . 
B. HETHOD 
1 . Critical translation of the primary sources . 
1.30 
The method followed in this study has been, first, a critical 
translation of the primary Ugaritic sources with careful 
attention to any possible allalogies with the Old '11estament . 
In the second place a careful re-reading of all d.epena_able 
translations yielded additional points of contact . 
2. Critical examination of all suggested parallels. 
This vms follov;ed by careful reading of the scholarly studies 
in the whole field of Ugari tic, v.ra tching for all parallels 
suggested by these writers . Each of these suggested par-
allels was then carefully scrutinized to determine (1) that 
the meaning attached to the text had been scientifically 
established on the basis of a correct translation, and 
( 2) that the parallel vms a c tually justified and not simply 
imaginary as the result of the joy of making new observa-
tions . In this fashion we sel ected those parallels which 
we could view as valid. anct rejected the others . 
J . Comparison of the cultures of Ugarit and Israel . 
Havi1~ thus obtained our evidence, it simpl y remained, on 
the basis of it , to draw the comparisons between the cultures . 
C HAPI'ER I I I 
THE PARALLELS BETHEEN THE UGARrl'IC LJirERATURE 
AND THE HEBREtv OID TESTAfviENT 
A . LITERATURE 
In this chapter is gathered the evlctence upon which 
will be based the comparisons of the two cultures in Chap-
ter IV and the conclusions in Chapter V. This evidence 
will be divided into three general classifications: lit-
erature, ldeas , a11.d institutions. 1 
Under literature we shall deal with vocabulary, 
syntax , and modes of expression. 
J.. Vocabulary . In this first section we shall deal 
tr·T i th word parallels which show the corresponclency between J 
Ugaritic and HebrevJ in the area of vocabulary. r:I1he order 
of the alphabet follmved is that revealed by the alphabetic 
table t discovered by Claude F. A. Schaeffer in November, 
1949 . IJ.'he writer is in possession of a clear photograph 
of the table t through the compliments of f.1r . Schaeffer 
and has macte inclependent studies of it . The orcter of the 
alphabet is as follovm: >a b g b d h w z ~ ~ y k ~ 1 rn 
1 The arrangement throughout vJill be Ugari tic par..:. 
allels on the left and Hebrew on the right . 
----~~-- -~ ----
s n ~ s 4 p ~ q r t g (g) t ' i ' u s.2 The word parallels 
which follow constitute hardly more than a sampling; many 
more similar to those presented here could be found . J 
~ abn "'ebhen 
These vmrds for "stone" appear frequently in both 
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Ugaritic and HebrevJ. In 64:24 vre find >abn as a proper 
noun in the phrase bn • ' abn • u.S'kny, "ben Aben , the Ush-
kanite ." This is somewhat reminiscent of Jer. 2:27, "saying 
to the tree , 1 You are my father, ' and to the stone, 1 You 
have born me. ' " 
These words appear in both Ugaritic and Hebrew with 
the same meaning in both the verbal form, "to be red," 
and the nominal form, "mankind. " 
~ adn 1adhon 
The usage of this word is quite nearly the same in 
both languages-- "lord," "master," 11husband, 11 "ki ng . 11 In 
62:57 1 adn parallels mlk, "king , 11 and bel, "lord, 11 and 
in 77:33, 34 it is parallel with ,urn , "mother." 
2 Albright, V.Tilliam Foxwell, "The Origin of the 
Alphabet and the Ugarltic ABC Again," Bulletin of the 
American Schools of Oriental Research, 119, 195~ 23-24. 
3 Over one hundred more may be found in Patton, 
John Hastings, Canaanite Parallels in the Book of Psalms . 
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press-,-1944.--ch. III-IV. 
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~ awr .> 8r 
This root, though appearing often in Ugarit with 
a verbal force, does not appear as a noun m1less as a 
proper noun in 5l:I:l?. This contrasts with frequent 
occurrences of ~ or as a noun in Hebrew . 
>ank Janoki 
"Ugari tic and Hebrew are the 011ly Semi tic languages 
with both forms of this pronoun.n4 Both forms are well 
attested in both languages and in Ugarit 11 both forms may 
appear in the same text, 11 5 though in 1.3 and 4.3 l ank alone 
is found . Generally speaking, ' ank a-o~o ears more often 
-- ~~ 
than , an in Ugaritic. 
'anh 
u 
This not.m has one appearance in Ugari t ( 2 Aqht: I: 18) 
but there is little question of its meaning. In that one 
instance it is in parallelism with >aby , 11wretchedness, 11 
reminiscent of Is • .35:10 where we find > ~naQa coupled 
with yaghbn as also in several othe r passages in t he Old 
Testament , (Is . .51:11; Jer. 4.5:3; Ps. 31:11). 
4 Gordon, Cyrus H., Ugaritic Handbook, p . 25. 
Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1947. 
5 Loc. cit . 
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.) ans 
This appears in Ugarit with the verbal force 11 to be 
a compa_nion of," "companionable. 11 There is no verbal 
force attested in Hebrev-1 but the noun is used in the gen-
eral sense, never with the article--"men" or "mankind." 
.J e AV v e /\ A II Note Jer . 20:10 for the phrase, nos s lomi, my intin~te 
friends." 
J asp 
This verb, "to gather," is well attested in both 
Ugari t ic and Hebrew. 
>asr 
This root, "to bind," is well attested in both 
Ugarit and Hebrev; . In Ugarit (1.37:37) the passive par-
ticiple is in parallelism with ' bd, "slave." 
bdqt bedheq 
In Ugaritic this noun takes the feminine plural 
ending, leading us to suppose that it, as well as its 
Hebrew parallel, is feminine in gender. 'l1hough they are 
not used in identical contexts, it is clear that both 
words mean "cleft," or 11 breach. 11 
bw>a b6 > 
This root, 11 to come, enter," is well attested in 
both Ugarit and Hebrew. Hence Patton is at serious fault 
when he states, "bo , is replaced by .!!!b::, in Ugaritic."6 
As 49:I:31, 32, II:i9 show, IIi:£_ means 11 Come" with the 
sense of 11 reach" or "arrive 11 Hhile bw) a is used v.rith the 
sense of 11 come in" or "enter." 
bky baka 
This root is well a t tested in both Ugaritic and 
Hebrew. In 1 Aqht:l71, 172 , 183 we f_nd bkyt, "women 
who weep," reminding us of mebhakkath inEz . 8:14. 
bkr bikker 
13.5 
In both Ugaritic and Hebrew "Chis root has the sense 
of "first born . " There are no positive evidences of a 
verbal force for this root in. Ugaritic but the noun is 
well attested. 
bs r ba sar 
These nouns are used with the same meaning in both 
Ugari tic and Hebrev..r . Note that Ugari t employed a palato-
~eolar sibilant? while Hebrew employed a palatal sibilant 
as the middle radical . In this Ugarit agrees with Arabic 
against Hebrev,.r . 
6 Patton, QQ • cit ., p . 34 . 
7 Except in verbatim quotations, the phonolo6ical 
terminology is that of Gray , Louis H. , I ntroduction to 
Semitic Comparative Linguistics . New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1934. 
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bsr bissar 
These verbs appear in both languages with the same 
g eneral sense , "bring news," "a:n.nou__nce an event." In 
the extant Ugariti c literature bsr is limited to the bring-
ing of good ~· 'l1hough Ugari t has one occurrence of 
the root in the G stem (ground stem; qal) with the meaning 
of "get glad tidings" {76:III:34, 3.5), it normally is 
used i n the D stem (doubled second radical; pi ' el) as in 
Hebrew. Note that Ugarit employed a palato-dl:veolar sib-
ilant v-rhile Hebrew employed a palatal sibilant as the middle 
radica l. In this Ugarit agrees with Arabic a gainst Hebrew. 
bl bal 
This negative particle appears i n both Ugaritic and 
Heb rew, its usage being very nearly the same. In Ugarit 
it is used more often with the jussive than in Hebrew. 
bnw/y 
This root, "to bullet, 11 is well attested in both 
Ugaritic and Hebrew. In 1 Aqht:ll9, 132, 133 it is used 
with the sense "to mend, heal," which corresponds to Hebrew 
"to repair, rebuild," Amos 9:14·, Ps . 69:36, and others. 
b ' d ba <adh 
This preposition appears in both Ugaritic and Hebrew 
with the sense of "behind. " In Ugaritic it may be found 
in parallelism with lpnk, "before you." 
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bq ' ba.qa' 
This root is well a ttestea_ in both languages v-11 th 
the meaning "to split," "to break open." In Ugaritic it 
is limited in the extant literature to the G stem (ground 
stem; qal). 
brl) baral;l 
This verb has tv-w occurrences in Ugari t; in Hebrew 
there are many occurrences. However, there is li t tle 
reason to question the meaning "to flee" for br:O. since 
it fits the context perfectly (l Aqht :l54, 161). 
brk barak 
This root is well attested in both Ugaritic and 
Hebrew v.rith the meaning "to bless . " 1 Aqht:l94, ltbrkn 
alk brkt, "thou shalt bless me that I may go blessed, 11 
reminds us of Gen . 27:34, barakeni gam- )an£ )abh'i, "bless 
me also my father." 
brsl barzel 
This noun appears in both Ugaritic and Hebrew as 
"iron," though in Ugaritic it is a hapax legomenon and 
hence the meaning might be open to question. However, 
in view of its clear correspondence vv-1 th Hebrew it seems 
probable tha t we are correct in identifying it as "iron." 
Furthermore, it appears in the phrase, khrm • brsl , "(two) 
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talents of 1.!:.2.!1·" That this is a loan word from the Hurrians 
is suggested by the presence of s of which Gordon states, 
"words with s tend to be of Hur. origin. "8 
bt bas 
This root, with the substantives, btt and boseth, 
is well attested in both Ugaritic and Hebrew as "to be 
ashamed." Note the Ugaritic here employed the interdental 
fricative while Hebrew employed the palato-alreolar sibilant 
as the last radical of the root. In this Ugarit agrees 
with Arabic in contrast to Hebrew. 
bt bayith 
This noun has many occurrences in both Ugarit and 
Hebrew in the same or strikingly similar contexts . In 
Ugari t we find_ in addition to the simple usage "house, 11 
bt • J il , "temple," and bt • mlk, "palace." 
gg gagh 
These words have the same meaning in Ugarit and 
Hebrew. Both likewise form the plural -vri th t but the 
gender in Ugarit is not certain. Both mean •rooftop.• 
ga.l gadhol 
This adjective is Nell a t tested in both Ugarit 
8 Gordon, ou . cit. , p. 275. 
and HebreH. In Ugarit the feminine form is gdlt . It i s 
used in Ugari t in many of the same v.rays as in Hebre\1--
"a head of large cattle," 11 a tall tov.rer 1 " etc . 
gn gan 
This noun appears in both Ugari t and Hebrmv. In 
62:4 and 67:VI:21 it appears in a context reminiscent of 
Ps . l29: J . In both 1t has the meaning of •garden." 
g cr ga ' ar 
This root is used in both Ugarit and Hebrew with 
the meaning "rebuke . " Compare 68 :28 with Ps. 119 :21, 
Is. 17:13 . 
g "t (ga ca.] 
This root appears but twice in Hebrew and once i n 
Ugari t . However 1 in the latter it is in a context \vhich 
makes its meaning unmistakable . In Krt : l20- 123 it is 
lJ9 
the sound matte by alp • },1rt, "ploughing ox," and it is in 
p arallelism v1i t h t.igt 1 "bellowing," nhgt 1 "braying," and 
zgt, an animal sound (here the sound of klb, "dog"). 
gpn gephen 
This noun appears in both Ugarit and Hebrew as the 
word for "vine." In Ugarit it also seems t o mean "harness . " 
gr ger 
This noun appears in 2:27 and is well attested in 
Hebrew . In 1 Aqht:l.'53 we find EI:_ bt .J il, "he took refuge 
in the house of El, 11 a usage, however, which gur does not 
seem to have in Hebrew. On the other hand, \'-f e find in 
Hebrew (Ps. 1.'5:1, 61 : 5} gGr used for a worshipper in the 
temple . 
.., 
grgs girgas! 
This proper noun occurs seven times in the Hebrew . 
There it is identified as a Canaanite tribe displaced by 
the Israelites . Now, one instance is found in the extant 
Ugaritic literature in 328:14. Unfortunately, this text, 
wh ich appears to b e a list of p ersonal names, is so frag-
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mentary as to make definite identification of the contents 
impossible. 
.., - .., grs garas 
This verb is Nell attested in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
Nith the meaning "drive out" in the former and "drive out," 
"put away," "cast out" in the latter . 
grn goren 
This noun for ''threshing floor" is well attested 
in both Ugarit and Hebrew. In Ugarit the threshing floor 
was where court was often held . For the Hebrew parallel 
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practice see below in the section on institutions. 
l:J.dw }).ada 
The meaning of this root in Ugarit is clearly estab-
lished by its parallelism with smb as "rejoice . " This is 
also the sense of t he Hebrew r oot . One might also compare 
the late Hebrew form, P,edhwa, "joy." 
ht .) i J:).ata.) 
This verb, 11 to sin," appears only i n tablet 2, 
though there may be an occurrence in 1 Aqht:l51. In 2:15 
it is coupled with .9..ll, 11 to transgress . " The verb is well 
attested in Hebrew. 
The one occurrence of bm)at fi.nds it in parallelism 
'IIJi th the well attested J;llb /1 l;laHibh, "milk . '' vie feel certain 
then that the meaning of bmJat is 11butter . "9 
b-mr {lemer 
Though this noun does not appear often in ei t her 
Ugarit or Hebrew the meaning, "wine," is fairly clear in 
Ugarit. In Deut. 32:14 berner appears in apposition to 
dam ' enabh, 11blood of grapes . " 
9 Ibid. , p. 231 . 
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bDP ~aneph 
This adjective appears in both Ugarit and Hebrew in 
the sense of 1 irreligious.• Compare 3 Aqht:rev:l7 bnQ 1Q 
with Job 36:13 banephe-lib, "men of insolent heart.• 
ttP f!oph 
In the extant Ugaritic literature ~ is a hapax 
legomenon. It appears in Hebrew in Gen. 49:13, Deut. 1:7, 
Josh. 9:1, Judges 5:17, Jer. 47:7, and Ez. 25:16. In 
~nt:II:7 it occurs in the phrase, ~ z[~], where it is in 
parallelism with sat sps, "sunrise, east." Hence we would 
translate 1m. as "shore" and 1m, z[~]•seashore. 11 Thus we have 
a way of saying "from west to east.• •she smites the people 
of the seashore, destroys mankind of the sunrise.• Further-
more, it is precisely this meaning which boph has 1n Hebrew. 
V/}. {lophsi 
This noun has several occurrences in Ugarit and 
is well attested in Hebrew as •freeman." In Ugarit it is 
also used with the meaning, •soldier.•lO Note that Ugarit 
employed the interdental fricative while Hebrew employed 
the palato-alveolar sibilant in the last radical. 
{}rf? . ~rfu? 
Though not a frequently appearing noun, its eight 
10 But see Patton, Q2• £11., p. 39. In 67:V:l5 
~~means •nether parts.• 
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occurrences in Hebrew (Ps. 68:14, Prov. 3:14, etc.) and the 
several occurrences in Ugarit all clearly have the meaning, 
"gold." The Accadian cognate is burasu. 
This noun 1n both Ugarit and Hebrew refers to a 
relative by marriage. In both cases it seems to derive 
from a root meaning •to marry." cr. 77:32. 
This Hebrew verb now appears in Koehler-Baumgartner, 
Lexicon 1n Veteris Testament! L1bros,ll as a new word 1n 
the Hebrew vocabulary. This addition has been made possible 
by the observation, on the basis of this Ugaritic cognate , 
that in Hab. 3:7 tahath~awen should be viewed as one 
word and construed as a niph(al impf.--tebathe~na--of 
t he root ~ata~.12 We would then read Hab. J:6b~ 
SabU gibhe~Oth C6lam 
h8 11koth eolam tenathe~na 
the everlasting hills collapsed 
the eternal roads are destroyed.lJ 
dbl). zebhal]. 
These nouns, meaning "sacrifice," are common to both 
11 P. )4). 
12 Loc • .ill· 
1.3 Albright, Willi~ Foxwell~ . "Two Letters from 
Ugari t (Ras Shamrah), 11 Bulletin of · the American Schools 
of Oriental Research, 82, 1941, P: lj.Bf. 
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Ugarit andHebrew. Ugaritic d frequently appears where we 
find. Hebrevt z . 14 
dblt 
Though this noun does not have frequent occurrences 
in either Ugarit or Hebrew it cl early means "a cake of 
dried figs . " We shall have more to say about this term 
later. 
dg ctag 
This noun, thougha hapax legomenon in the extent 
Ugari tic 11 tera ture, clearly has the meani11_g "fish, 11 
appearing in the phrase in 52 : 62, 63, ~ • smm wdg bym, 
"bird of heaven, fish of the sea . " It is also us eo_ with 
the gentilic Y... for "fisherman. " 
This nou.n appears in both Ugarit and Hebrew with 
the meaning, "love . 11 In ' nt : III:l-1..1-, dd appears in par-
allelism with 1:9: (Cf . Heb . y:ad! d , "belovecl 11 ) and ~ahbt 
(Cf . above ,) ahb) . For the meaning in Hebrew compare Ez . 
16 :8, Prov . 7:18 , S of S 1 :2. 
This adjective appears in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
14 Patton, QQ. • . cit., p . J8 . 
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as "sick" or "unwell." In 127:35, 51 mdw means "illness." 
cU dal 
This noun appears in both Ugari t and Hebrew vJi th 
the sense of "poor." In 127:48 it is found in parallelism 
., 
with _g_g nps, "wretched in spirit. 11 
dm dam 
This Nord is well attested in Ugarit and Hebrew 
vfi th the meaning, "blood. n For dm 'sm, "blood of trees/ 
grapevines," see below under literary form. 
dm' dm ' 
This root, i'Jhich appears only twice in Hebrew but 
never in the Pf., is well attested in Ugaritic with the 
meaning, 11 to shed tears . " The noun dm ' t /1 dim 'a is well 
attested in both Ugaritic and Hebrew as 11 tears. 11 As Pattonl5 
points out, 62:9-10 ~ • tsb ' • bk t ~t • kyn • udm ' t, 
"until she is sated vvi th v;eeping, she drinks tears like 
wine," is very reminiscent of Ps. 42:4a, 102:10, andes-
pecially Ps. 80:6 wata~qemo biCthma 'oth salis, "and you 
have given them tears to drink in large measure . " 
This noun, derived from an uncertain root (yd'?), 
15 Ibid. , p. 37 .. 
is common to both Ugar i t and Hebrew as 11sweat." In the 
latter it occurs only in Gen . 3:19. In Ugarit the verbal 
force is often used, but only in yqtl (l.e . so-called 
imperfect tense), therefore, we cannot be certain of the 
root. See above on d = ~· 
dq [ dqq) daq, daqaq 
The adjective Qg,, 11 small," is well attested in 
both Ugarit ru~d Hebrew. Ugarit has no appearance of the 
root with a verbal force. dgn /1 dag, "hair ," (Lev. 13:30) 
also appears although in Ugarit it seems to mean "beard." 
In Hebrew we find zagan which also corresponds to dqn 
since Hebrew z often appears for Ugaritic d. 
dr d~r 
In Ugari t dr is used three times 't'li th the meaning 
of "assembly." This meaning should also be given to the 
Hebre1-r dbr. In Ps. 49:20 we read with Frank J. Ne'<'fberg, 
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11 he will enter the assembly of his fathers.nl6 In Ps. 73:5 
d~r b8ngka is parallel to Ugarit dr • bn. 
dry - 1\ zara 
This root appears, well attested, in both Ugarit 
and Hebrew, meaning 11 to win ... 1'lm-I, scatter, hack to pieces. 11 
16 Newberg, Frank J., "An Unrecognized Meaning of 
Hebrew DOR," Journal of Near East Studies, 9, October, 
19.50, p. 216. 
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As we have already noted, Ugarit often employed a coronal 
alveolar plos i ve where Hebrew ernployect a coronal alveolar 
sibilant. 
dr ' zara " 
This root is well attested in Ugarit and Hebrew 
with the sense "to sow. It (On d = ~~ see above) 
hw hu ,) 
"The evidence for 1 he 1 , 1 she 1 and ' t hey' is surpris-
i ngly sm.all,ttl7 but hw, "he," is quite certain and clearly 
corresponds to Hebrew hu ,) . One finds also~ #h1J , "she . " 
In Ugarit the accusative is formed by addi11_g 1· 
hkl hekal 
This noun is limited in Ugarit to "palace. 11 "Temple" 
in Ugarit is e :x-pressed by the use of bt, "house, 11 in con-
struct with the name of the god, 1.e. bt • ,) i1. 
hlk halak 
This root is found frequently in Ugarit as in Hebrew. 
It is used with many of the same senses in both languages. 
hlm halam 
This root, in its verbal force, "to strike," is 
v-rell attested in both Ugari t and Hebrew. 
17 Gordon, QQ• cit., p. 25. 
hlrn halorn 
The adverb, 11 here, u appears in 1 Aqht: 214, bat • 
bhlrn, 11 she has entered this place (in here) . u 
hn henna 
The adverb, hn , is attested in Ugarit as well as 
in Hebrevv as 11 here . " 
hn hinneh 
These words appear in both Ugarit and Hebrew as 
exclan~tory particles-- 11 lo, behold! " In Ugarit it would 
probably be vocalized hinne . l8 
hpk haphak 
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This root is common to Ugarit and Hebrew with the 
meaning 11 to upset, overthrow. :t 49:VI:28 ••• lyhpk ksa 
rnlkk , " · • • nor upset the throne of your kingship," is 
strikingly similar to Hag. 2:22, wehaphakta kis se) ma mlakoth, 
"and I will overturn the throne of kingdoms." 
hry hara 
This root is common to both Ugarit and Hebrew with 
the meani11_g "to conceive . 11 hr, "conception, 11 is parallel 
to hara, "pregnant, be with child. 11 
18 Ibid. , p . 93. 
w 1 
In Ugari t the coordinating corLj_unction is w, cor-
responding to Hebrew l (variously pointed) . In 89:9, 
95:13, and elsewhere,!:! is followed by a word divider . 
wld yeled 
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These nouns are, of course , etymologically related 
since both derive from the root yld . As the hiph ctl forms 
-show, the Hebrew root is actually pe waw. One might also 
compare walad in Gen. ll:JO . 
zbl zabhal 
In Ugari t this root -is well attested with the sense 
of "prince(ship) . " This is basically the sense of Hebrew 
zabhal . Probably we should see the Ugaritic sense of 
"prince" in Hebrew zebh'Glun • 
. ·•. ~ . 
. ,._. 
zt zayit 
The Ugarit zt, "olive," has one occurrence, 67:II:_5 . 
~br ~ebher, ~abher 
The Ugaritic noun has one (or possibly two) occur-
rences . However, in 62:48 it is in parallelism with d ' t, 
"an acquaintance" (from .Y£:., "to know"), and we translate 
it "companion.*' 
~gr ~agar 
This root appears in both Ugari t and Hebrev; with 
1.50 
the sense "to gird." Since its occurrences in Ugarit are 
limited it does not appear with the variety of uses that 
it has in Hebrew. 
J:ldt ~ds 
This root is used similarly in both Ugarit and 
Hebr•ew as "new 11 in its various contexts and relationships . 
Note that Ugarit employed the _ interdental fricative vvhile 
Hebrew employed the palate-alveolar sibilant as the third 
raclical. 
l;lwy (J;lyy) 
This verb, with its nominal derivative~ #bay, 
11 life, 11 is well attested in Ugari t ana_ Hebrew . However, 
the verbal forms in extant Ugaritic literature are not 
yet varied enough to permit us to state definitely the 
exact nature of the root . 
J;lkm J;lakam 
This root is well attested in its verbal force in 
both Ugarit and Hebrew with the verbal force "to be wise." 
l;llm halom 
This noun is well attested in both Ugarit and Hebrew. 
In Ugarit the root is also used in its verbal force, "to 
dream. 11 
1.51 
hln J:;lallSn 
This word for 11 t'lindm'f 11 is common to both Ugari t 
and Hebrew. How·ever '· the etymology must be revised. Both 
Arabic and Ugarit keep .h and .h separate while Hebrew did 
not . Since Arabic spells "hollow" with lt and Ugarit spells 
"window" with .!;!, Hebrew l;lallt>n may not be derived from the 
Arabic ,Js. , 11perforate, 11 "pierce through," "hollow out," 
as 1n Brm•m-Dri ver-Briggs, A Hebrew and English Lexicon 
of the Old Testament . l9 
tb i;;obh 
This adjective is clearly attested in both Ugarit 
and Hebrew with the meaning "good. " 
Thi s root occurs often in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
with the meaning "to slaughter." As final l,t of Ugarit 
shov-rs, its etymology is not to be confused with dbb /1 zabhal;l . 
t(y/w)h 
. ... 
tual:J. 
This verb appears in the Hebrew seven times with 
the meaning "to plaster, smear over . " Though its appearance 
in Ugarit is not frequent the contexts make the meaning 
quite clear. 
19 P. 319. 
This noun appears in both Ugari t and Hebrev.r . In 
Ugarit there is one appearance (1 Aqht:4l) of the verbal 
root tll for which there is no parallel in Hebrew. 
w/ybl 
1.52 
In Ugarit it is clear that the G stem (ground stem; 
Hebrew qal) has the same meru1ing as the Hebrew hiph ' 11, 
"to bring." The Hebrev'r yebhul ha ' ars, "the produce of the 
earth," is paralleled by Ugarit ybl >ars. 
""' ym yom 
Ugari t X!!! appears for both Hebrew ;y:om, 11 day, 11 and 
yam, "sea . " In at least two places--Job J:8 and 9:8--
He1)rew yom must be translated as yam, "sea," and Ugari t 
makes plain that this may be done without recourse to 
emenclation. 20 
y ' r ya ' ar 
This noun is well attested in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
with the meaning of "woods, forest .» 
This root, with the meaning 11 to go out," is very 
20 Albright, William FoX~Arell, "The Old Testament 
and Archaeology," Old Testament Commentary. H. c. Alleman 
and E. E. Flack, editors. Philadelphia: Nuhlenberg Press , 
1948 . P. l56 . 
well attested in both languages . 
Yl?q Y8.f?aq 
This verb has several occurrence s in both Ugarit 
and Hebrew with the meaning 11 pour out, cast. 11 
yrJ u yaraJ 
1.53 
This verb, "to fear, be afraid," is well attested 
by numerous occurrences in Hebrew. In Ugarit, though not 
occurring often, it is found in contexts which leave no 
doubt as to its meaning . Cf . 49:VI :30, 67:II:6 . 
ytn nathan 
This verb, with the same meani~~ in both languages, 
is pe y6dh in Ugarit but pe n&-1 in Hebrew. 
kbd kbd 
This root is v-rell attested in both Ugari t and Hebrew 
in its verbal force as 11to honor." and as an adjective "hea;.ry." 
khn koh§n 
This noun appears frequently in both Ugarit and 
Hebrew as 11priest . " 
klt kalla 
This noun occurs with the meaning "bride" in both 
Ugarit and Hebrev.r . It may be related to Accadian kallatu. 
knm " kammon 
1.54 
This noun appears in text 12, a list of food items. 
I n Is. 28:25, 27, the only occurrences of the word in 
Hebrew, it appears along with dill, wheat, and barley . 
knp kanaph 
The word for "wing" appears often in Ugarit especially 
in l Aqht. Its usag e clearly corresponds to kanaph. 
ksy k<3:sa 
This root appears in both Ugarit and Hebrew wi t h 
the same meanings . In 67:VI:l7 the verb is used fo r "put-
ting on mournlng clothes" as in II Kgs. 19:1, 2; Jonah 3:5; 
etc . 
kosaroth 
In several passages in Ugarit ktrt is used with the 
meaning "female jubilantes." k8saroth probably has this 
meaning in Ps. 68:76 where we vwuld read, "he leads prisoners 
forth with women singers. 11 21 
This root, "rejoice," appears often in both languages. 
Note that Ugarit employed a palata-alveolar sibilant ~1hile 
Hebre1N employed a palatal sibilant as the first radical. 
21 Gordon, QQ.• cit. , p . 200 . 
In this Ugarit agrees with Arabic agains t Hebrew. 
v sn~a 
1.5.5 
This root occurs in both Ugarit and Hebrew with the 
same sense, "to hate." 
v v- ,.. 
srh sara 
In Job 37:3 t.ve find this difficult verb sar~ usually 
translated with the meaning "to let loose . 11 However, on 
the basis of Ugarit 5l : V:71 s rh • l,;)ar::;; • brgm, "he flashes 
lightning to the earth," we can give the meaning "to flash" 
to· the Hebrew sara and translate Job 37 :Ja, "Beneath the 
whole heavens he flashes . n22 
saJal 
This root does not have many occurrences in Ugarit 
but it is attested with the same sense as in Hebrew. 
lbs labas 
This root is we ll attested in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
with the same sense . 
lJ::lm laJ::lam 
Though attested as a verb in Hebrew, this root is 
more frequently used as a noun. In Ugarit the verbal 
22 Ginsberg, H. L., "Ugaritic Studies and the Bible," 
Biblical Archaeologist, VIII, May, 1945, p. 57 . 
force of this root is very well attested. Ugaritic lbm 
is also used as a noun. 
lp~ lebhu~ 
156 
These nouns are derived from the same root. Hm·.rever, 
in Ugarit we find the "assimilation of sonant b to surd 12 
before surd ~.n 23 
lql;l laqal). 
This root is vrell attested in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
with the meaning "to take." It shoulo_ be noted that in 
Ugarit, as in Hebrew, the l . is assimilated as though it 
were n . 
mdbl;l mizbeal:J. 
The two nouns, derived from the same root, appear 
in both Ugarit and Hebrew with the sense of "altar." See 
above on dbb = zebhab. 
mdbr midhbar 
This noun, 11 o_esert, wilderness 11 " (in the Semi tic worlo_ 
- grazing land), 11 24 appears in both Ugari t and Hebrew, well 
attested. To derive it from a verbal root dabhar is probably 
a mistake. Ludwig Koehler in Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti 
23 Gordon, QQ. cit., p. 242. 
24 Ibid., p . 223. 
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Libros lists it in its proper place among the m•s25 though 
he does refer to the first 1,oot dbr! Two occurrences of 
dbr with a verbal force (127 : 31, 43) are obscure and defy 
translation or interpretation. 26 
- " mrym mar om 
In both Ugarit and Hebrew these nouns seem to be 
derived from the same root : Ugari t .TI:ill! 1 Hebrew rum. 
Both nouns appear often in both languages with much the 
same sense . In Ugarit the word frequently occurs in the 
,.. 
phrase mrym • §.12.!];, "the heights of ~apan . 11 In Hebrew the 
term may have been originally used in a similar sense--
~el8he mar8m, 11 god of height . " 
mtn mattan 
For the verbal root of these nouns see ytn = nathan 
above. Ugaritic mtn appears once, in 1 : 2 , where it is 
clearly used with the sense of a "sacred gift . " matt8..n 
is used in this same sense only in Ntw. 18:11 (P) . 
This noun is well attested in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
25 P. 495. 
26 Gordon, Cyrus H., Ugaritic Literature, p . 82 . 
Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1949; Ginsberg, 
H. L. , The Legend of King Keret, p . 32. Supplementary 
Studies Nos . 2-3 · New Haven: American Schools of Oriental 
Research , 1946 . 
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with the meaning "arm." In 62:4 and 67:VI:20 ljlfe read 
..9.n sr ' , "forearm, humeral bone.n This is closely parallel 
to Job 31:22 i'J'e .:~ ezro ' f miggana thisabher, "anct my arm be 
broken from the shoulder." There are a very few instances 
" where .§. = ~· 
ndr neder 
This cultic term is common to both Ugarit and Hebrew 
a s both nou_n and verb with the same meaning, "to vow, 11 
"a vow." 
v ns ~u 
In this root Ugarit employed a palato-alveolar 
sibilant v.rhile Hebrew employee. a palatal sibilant as the 
middle rad ical . In this Ugarit a grees with Arabic against 
Hebrew. The meaning of the root is "to bear, or lift." 
nsk nsk 
This root appears in both Ugarit and. Hebrew with the 
same meaning , 11 to pour out , " either in the sense of casting 
metal (Is . 40:19, 44:10) or making a libation (Ex. 30:9 [P] ). 
Hov;ever, in this latter sense in Ugarit it is used only 
in the cult of the dead, "a rather different context from 
the orthodox rite of 1 Q. J in the Priestly Code. tt27 
. . 
27 Gray, John, "Cultic Affinities between Israel 
and Ras Shamra," Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche 
Wissenschaft, XXI, 1950, p . 212 . ---
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nps nephes 
These 1-'JOrds are used with the same sense in both 
Ugarit ano_ Hebrew. In 127 :11 v the of "appetite 11 ; nps has sense 
compare Is . .58 :10 . In 119 :29 it has the sense of "person 11 
also as in Hebrew . In 67 :I: 7 it means 11 throa t 11 ; no similar 
meaninr; seems to be given for the word in Hebrew. In the 
v 
extant Ugaritic literature, nps does not s eem to be used 
as the seat of emotions as it is in Hebre11'J . In addition, 
the vvords are feminine in both languages . 
nqpt e ,.. " t qupha 
"" The Ugaritic word is used in parallelism with snt, 
"year , 11 (52 : 66, 67 ; 75 :II:46). Thus the general usage of 
the t vw words is the same in the two languages and we 
e " " might be justified in deriving t qupha from the Hebrew 
root naqaph rather than quph. 
In Ugarit m is plainly some kind of animal, being 
in parallelis m with .:E, "bull . 11 ,... . §ebhi is generally trans-
lated "gazelle" a s though it bore some relationship to 
sebhf, "beauty, honor ." Though the word is attested in 
Ugarit we can say nothing more than that it is an animal . 
~11 tll 
. 
These two r oots are probably etymologically related. 
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~ ~ phonologically the same as £, though Arabic distinguished 
between the two, is the sibilant of the emphatic while 1 
is the plosive . zll is not used with a verbal force but 
the nouns, g and m?ll, appear with the meanings "shade" 
and "shelter , house, 11 respectively . In Hebrelll this verb 
is a hapax legomenon. See Neh . 3: 15 where \'re find w1tal-
l elenn.U, 11 ana_ he covered it. " 
sbb sabhabh 
This root, "to turn, 11 e•go in circuit, 11 is 1v-el l 
attested in both Ugarit and Hebrew. The use of it in 
1 Aqht:61 is identical with I Sam. 7:16. 
Da."l'liel, "t>fho has been sitting ad.lilinistering justice 
1 i n the gate 1 of his mm city, now proceeds to make 
the rounds of the neighboring villages in performance 
of the same function; • 
The sense, whi ch has been missed by previous com-
mentators , is admirab ly illustrated by I Samuel 7: 
15-17 : ••• (It is worthy of note that in the original 
Hebrevl the same technical term, viz • .£.-b-b, 'go in 
circuit,' is used as in our Canaanite text.)2o 
spsg siphs(~)g 
This Hebrew word is arrived at by e rnenc1ing the 
text of Prov. 26:23 liihere the Masoretic text reads keseph 
s1g~m, usually rendered by the meaningless "silver dross." 
Follow·ing the brilliant discovery of H. L. Ginsberg, we 
28 Gaster, Theodor H., Thesnis, p . 297f. New York: 
Henry Schuman , 1950. 
reao_ the Hebrew kesiphsi gt m, "like glaze," on the basis 
of the parallel in Ugarit, 2 Aqht : VI : J6 , ~ • ~ • 
(1] r ) 1~, "glaze will be poured on {my) head . n29 
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In both languages these are the number "ten . u Note 
tha. t Ugari t employed a pala t o-alveolar sibilant 1•rhile 
Hebrew employed a palatal sibilant as the middle radical . 
I n t is Ugarit agrees with Arabic against Hebrew. 
' ly ' al~ 
This verb is clearly common to both Ugarit and 
Hebrew . In both it is used in the causative with the 
sense "to offer (a sacrifice ) . " 
' mq ' emeq 
This word appears three times in Ugarit Nith the 
sense of 11 force 11 (13l:L~; ' nt : II:6) or "strong" (2 Aqht: 
VI :45) . In Job 39 : 21 'emeg is in synonymous parallelism 
with koat , "strength , power . 11 Thus , folloviing the illurnina-
tion afforded us by Ugarit, Ne should read Job 39 : 2la, 
"they pm-v in strength and e xul t in power . " 
29 Ginsberg, H. L . , "The Nort h- Canaani te r1yth of 
Anath a.Yld Aqhat II," Bulletin of the American Schools of 
Oriental Research , 98, 1945 , p . 21 , n . 55 · 
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p peh 
The appearance of Ugaritic £ seems to confirm Gray's 
view30 that Hebrew peh is to be classed as monosyllabic 
as against Brollm-Driver-Briggs31 "probably bili teral." 
This word is wel l attested in both Ugarit and Hebrew. 
pr~ para~ 
This root is usually translated in Hebrew as "break 
through, out . 11 In Ugarit it is found in parallelism ·with 
~' "to open." Hence it would seem safe to say that this 
represents a more primitive meaning for this root than 
the meaning "break through . " 
pt}; pathal;l 
This root is well attested in both languages with 
the meaning "to open." This root is also used in a tech-
nical sense meaning "to sell grain; compare Gen. 41:56 
ana. Amos 8 :5 v1i th 52 : 65-76 . 32 
sabhi:P 
lJ.1his noun appears in both Ugari t and Hebrer;.r with 
the meaning 11host, 11 both in the sense of "heavenly bodies" 
and "army . " It does not appear in the exta1'lt Ugari tic 
30 Gray, Louis H., .QP. • cit., p . 41 . 
Jl P. 80Lr. 
32 Gaster, Q£ • cit., p. 255 . 
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literature as a verb. According to Gordon, "the primitive 
meaning is 'heavenly bodies, stars' as is preserved in 
Eg ••.• sb3 I star' and Heb. D"'-'"' i1 X:J..!:f 1 the host 
of the heavens ' =sun, moon and stars (Deut. 4:19).33 He 
characterizes 11 army, soldiers" as 11 the secondary meaning" 
of the word. 34 This is in stri1ci11..g contrast to Brown-
Driver-Briggs treatment of the word, where we find the 
primary meaning "war, army, warfare.il35 However, this 
meaning for :sabha ~ is justified in the light of the verbal 
force of this root in HebrevJ' . It might be wiser to reserve 
judgment until more Ugaritic literature is brought to 
li ght in which we might find the root used with a verbal 
f orce. 
There are several occurrences of this root in both 
Ugarit and Hebrew but the occurrences in e xtant Ugaritic 
literature represent a much smaller percentage than in 
Hebrew. 
~(w/y )d 
The meaning of 11 hunt 11 is well attested for this 
33 Gordon, Ugaritic Handbook, p. 264. 
34 Loc. cit. 
35 P. 838f. 
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root in Ugarit but it is also paralleled by hlk in 49 : II:l5 
so that it seems to have the sense of "to walk 11 as well 
as "to hunt . 11 The meaning seems to be limited to "hunt" 
in Hebrew. 
This adjective with many similar uses is common 
to both Ugarit and Hebrew. It is used as follows in Ugarit, 
each having a parallel in Hebrew: "holy," "holy place, 11 
11di vine beings, 11 "sacred persons," and "a sacred place. 11 
This noun is used for both "voice" and 11 sound 11 in 
both Ugarit and Hebrew. 
q~ 
- ,, qef?, qe~ 
In Ugai·i t this noun serves the same purpose as is 
served by the two in Hebrew. In 12l:I:5 it appears with 
the sense of "summer"; in 72 : 2, 24; 1 Aqht:l8, 41 it appears 
·with the meaning 11 summer fruit. 11 
qrb qarabh 
This verb is clearly common to both Ugarit and 
Hebrew. In both ft is used in the causative l"lith the 
sense "to offer (a sacrifice)." 
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rgm (.tirgemJ 
This Ugaritic root probably explains methugem in 
Ez . 4:7 as not derived from a quadriliteral root.36 This 
verb is clearly attested with the sense of "to say." 
" rwm rum 
This root is well attested in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
with the meaning "be high. 11 It appears in both Ugarit and 
Hebrew in the stem with the lengthened vowel after the 
first radical (Ugaritic L = Hebrew polel) with the sense 
of 11 to erect." 
" rual}. 
£Q is well attested in Ugarit with the meanings 
commonly found in Hebrew , · "wind," "spirit," "breath. 11 
- " rO ' S 
This noun is 1,-.rell attested in Ugarit with the same 
sense as in Hebrew, "head," "top." 
twb subh 
This root is used similarly in both Ugarit and 
Hebrew. In the basic stem, G = qal, it is used intran-
.., 
sitively and in the causative stem, S = hiph 'il, it is 
used transitively. Note that Ugarit employed the interdental 
36 Ibio .• , p. 1076. 
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fricative while Hebrew employed the palate- alveolar sibilant 
as the first radical . In this Ugarit agrees with Arabic 
against Hebrew. 
~kl:l sakaJ:t 
Gordon finds the Ugaritic verb impossible to translate 
in 67:I:4, JO; 77:4. 37 Albright more confidently translates 
the verb in 67:I:4 "wear away . n38 If this is justified 
we then should read Ps . 137:5 , on the basis of the Ugaritic 
parallel, "If I forget you, 0 Jerusalem, may my right 
hano_ be withered. 11 This verb may also be found in Ps. 102 :)b 
where we translate "for I am too wasted away to eat my 
food . " In Ps . 77:10 we translate "has the favor of God 
withered avJay or his compassion shriveled up in anger?" 
In each instance ~akah as "wither, waste away 11 yields 
better sense than as 11 forget." This is especially true 
in the last passage where the sense of the previous verses 
seems to be that God ' s favor and kindness are at an end 
not merely forgotten or shut up . Note that Ugarit employed 
the interdental fricative while Hebre'iil employed the palate-
alveolar sibilant as the first radical . 
37 Gordon, Ugaritic Literature, pp . 38, 39, 63. 
38 Albright, William Foxv-1ell, 11Are the Ephod and 
the Teraphirn MentionecL in Ugari tic Literature? 11 Bulletin 
of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 83, 1941, 
p . 4o; n. 7. 
-------------- -
J.6? 
~lh sill~im 
This Hebrew word is etymologica lly related to Ugaritic 
1bn, not ~lb. Ugar~t often uses the interdental fricative 
where Hebrew employed the palato-alveolar sibilant. In 
I Kgs. 9:16 the word means "dowry" as is the case of ill 
in Ugarit (77:47). We should p robably understand sillllb~m 
aS being deri Ved from a (l_ifferent root than SalaQ. 1 II tO Send. II 
The first radical of the Ugaritic word for "table" 
is~ whereas the Ugaritic verb, "to send," begins with 
v ~' as is often the case . It i s, therefore, cloubtful that 
Hebrew s ul}J.an should be derived from salah, 11 to send. " 
This r.·mrd for "three" appears in both languages . 
Note that Ugarit emp loyed the interdental fr icative while 
Hebrew employed the palato-alveolar sibilant as the first 
and third radical . In this wora. Ugari t agrees with Arabic 
a gainst Hebrew . 
tt ' satha" 
In Is. 41:10 111r e read , al t1:ra) in para llelism with 
) al tisvta-' . Th l tt b h b h e a er ver as een construed as a .ith-
pa ' el of ~a 'a , "gaze," and translated "gaze not about. 11 39 
39 Brown-Driver-Briggs, p . 1043 . 
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However , it i s now clear, a s was anticipated by A. R. 
Gordon in The Complete Bible, An American Trans lation, 
that this word should be translated 11be not c1ismayed, 11 
and should be construed as a form of a root ~atha '. This 
is justified by the Ugaritic tt ' , "to fear," which is 
likewise used i n parallelism with yr.) u . Note that Ugarit 
her•e employed the interdental fricative where Hebrew em-
ployed the palato-alveolar sibilant . 
glm ' elem 
The Hebrew noun has but two occurrences, I Sam. 
17:56 a nd 20:22 . In Ugarit the meaning is well attested 
by its parallelism with wld. The feminine forms, glmt = 
' alma. are well attested in both Ugari t and Hebrew. 
gnb cenabh 
In Ugarit this noun app ears only in the plural 
gnbm. In Hebre,.,r there is only one occurrence of the sin-
gular {Deut. 32:14) and then it is used collectively. 
twk tawek 
In 1907 Brown-Driver-Briggs stated, "not apparently 
in cognate 1anguages"!40 Now this substantive, "midst," 
is clearly attestect in Ugari t and used in the same rna11..ner 
as in Hebrew: btk = bth8k, etc . 
4o P. 1063. 
tl)t tal).ath 
Th is preposition is well attested with the same 
uses in both Ugarit and Hebrew. 
t nn 
1\ 
tannin 
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Thi s noun is well a ttested in both Ugarit and Hebr ew. 
I n Ugarit tnn is apparently a "s ea dragon" i nvoked a t t imes 
f or magical purposes . 'I'he same ep ithet is used fo r tnn 
a s f or ltn ( = liweyathan, "Leviathan") . One is reminded 
of I s . 27:1 where liweyathan is parallel to tannt n • 
;)ibr .... ~abir 
I n Ugarit ~ ibr is used for n animal--bull o r humped 
a nimal . 
,.., . 
In Hebre't\T ~abir is also occasionally used for an 
anima l , Cf . Ps . 22 : 13 . J u . 5 : 22 should be translat ed , "Then 
pounded the hoofs of horses , his stallions dashed furious l y . n4l 
.liy zbl ~izebel 
In Ugarit 49:IV : 29, 40 we f ind the identical le tters 
in the same order as i n the Hebr ew ,)':t zebel, "Jezebel . " 
In 49 :IV:29 , 40, ~ zbl is best tr~~slated "where (is t he) 
prince?" . Similar t o thi s t ype o f name i s the Hebr ew 
~ kab8 d , 11 Ichabod," which we would t hen translate "where 
(is ) glory? 11 42 
41 Alb right, Old Testament Commentary, p . 146 . 
42 Gordon, QQ • cit . , p . 134 . 
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.> uhb ~ahabh 
This root, though not frequent in Ugarit, is found 
with the sense of "love" as in Hebrew. 
~ un -'on'lm 
In this noun, attested in Hebrew only in the plural, 
11e may see the root ~ wn , on the basis of the Hebrew. 'l1he 
noun in Hebrew has but two positive occurrences, Deut . 26:14 
and Hos. 9:4 . 
'" " ssw sus 
In 55:2, 4, 6 and 56:17, 21, 32 the character 1Tt 
(last in the alphabet) is used. In 12l:II:3 and Krt:l28, 
285 the alternate character ~ (more frequent in occurrence) 
is used. This noun c l early is used wi th the meanir..g "horse." 
~. Syntax. From word parallels we turn now to the 
syntac t ical problems. This section draws togeths r the 
evidence of parallels between Ugarit and Hebrew in regard 
to such matters as properly belong with .:;_n the province 
of syntax. This discussion owes much to Brockelmann43 
and Gordon, 44 the latter especially for the order of our 
treatment. 
4J Brockelmann, C., 11 Zur Syntax der Sprache von 
Ugarit," Orientalia, 10, 1941, 22]-240. 
44 Gordon, UR;aritic Handbook, pp . 94-102 . 
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' it • zbl4.5 yes go ' el46 
there is a prince there is a kinsman 
Existence may be expressed in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
by means of a particle of existence standing before that 
which exists. 
rgm )it ly47 
I have a word 
le~em wayayin yes-li48 
I have bread and wine 
Possession is expressed in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
by means of the particle of existence and l. The order 
in Ugarit is usually as follows:49 (l) v.J"hat is possessed, 
(2) ~~ (J) l, followed by the possessor. Though the 
above illustration indicates that Hebrew may follow the 
same order , one often finds the followi~~ order: (l) yes, 
(2) 1, followed by the possessor , (J) what is poss essed • 
,) in smt.50 
there is no fat 
.> @n ;»elohtm.51 
there is no God 
The absolute denial of existence, or non-existence, 
h.5 49:III:J. 
46 Ruth 3 :12. 
1+7 cnt:III :l7f. 
48 Ju. 19:9. 
49 Gordon, QQ • cit., p . 94 • 
.50 l Aqht:ll7. 
51 Ps . 5J:2 . 
is expressed in both Ugarit and Hebrew by the particle 
of non-existence. 
none among the gods 
aJ.1SNers him 
and none saw 
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In both Ugarit ru1d Hebrew the particle of non-exist-
en ce can b e the subject of a verb . 
~ tn lah walad.5.5 
Baal has no house she had no chilo. 
Nonpossession is expressed al s o by the use of the 
parti cle of non- existence in both l anguages, though the 
u s ual order , as i llustrated above, may not be identical . 
smmh, p t lmh 
heavenwa rd, to eternity 
h vv- e ~ - ~ h assamay rna, yamf ma 
heavenward, to days (~.~· 
to year) 
Direction towarc1s is expressed in both Ugari t and 
Hebrew by the ending h II a. It is usually us ed locally 
but may also be used temporally, as the above illustrations 
show. 
.52 126 :V:l2-lJ • 
.53 Ex. 22:9 • 
.54 .51: IV:.50 • 
.5.5 Gen . ll:JO. 
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smn rgh56 semen hammis~~57 
oil of perfumers oil of anointing 
As is true generally of Semitic languages, i ncluding 
Hebrew, the construct state in Ugarit precedes its genitive . 
"Furthe rmore, with a single exception, nothing can be 
interposed lJetween the canst. and its g en. u58 
t:Q.th kkdrt r , is 
m~der are heads like 
balls 
ten- l't haiLYl.ephes 
give me the people 
"The simple stem of a noun may be used to indi cate 
p lurality."59 This is true in both Ugarit and Hebrew. 
bhty bnt dt ksp 
I have built my housE:' 
of silver 
a dwelling for the rUghty 
One of Jacob 
In Ugarit it is a fairly common phenomenon to find 
words for dwellings i n the plural though they are clearly 
to be translated as singular . This is cl early illustrated 
in Ps. 132:.5 where we find miskanoth parallel to maq8m. 
56 1 20 :_5. 
57 Lev. 8:2 . 
58 Gordon, .2.2, • _ill., p. 4J. 
59 Ibid., p . 95. 
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~l:t}m slqy .)ilm 
feed (and) give the god the lord of the land 
to drink 
Both Ugarit and Hebrew make wide use of the plural 
indicating the abstract. It is commonly observed in Hebrew 
~elohim as well as in the Ugar1t1c ~11m. 
mlk rb 
a great king 
a good sword 
melek rabh 
a great king 
:g.erebh ~obha 
a good sword 
In both Ugar1t and Hebrew the adjective must agree 
with the noun in gender, number, and case. In Ugarit an 
adjective modifying a dual noun must be dual. 
.)att sdqh 
- . 
the wife of his 
r ighteousness 
meqom ha~ed.heq 
the place of righteousness 
In Ugarit and in Hebrew an absolute noun 1n the 
genitive may be used as an adjective to compensate for a 
shortage of adjectives in both languages. 
There are cases in both Ugarit and Hebrew where 
6o 127:20. 
61 Job .5:20, 21. 
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the qtl-Pf . and yqtl-Impf . aspects of the verb are used 
interchangeably . 
I know 
The use of the qtl-Pf. of the root 11£ with pr~_s _ent 
. \i k: 
meaning is common to both Ugarit and Hebrew with many ;: ·· 
occurrences in both langtmges . 
forever mayest you live and may the c oQ~se l of 
the wi cked be far from me 
- ~ 
I n both Ugari t and Hebrew qtl-Pf. may be used t o 
express a wish (precative pf .) .64 
ybk laqht65 
he wept for Aqht 
~aealeh ~~thekhem mim-
mi~rayim66 
I brought yo u up from 
Egypt 
yqtl-Impf . can express past time in both Ugarit 
and Hebrew. However, it is clear that usually it is past 
62 5l:IV:42. 
6.3 Job 22:18. 
64 Cf. Davidson, A. B., Hebre'tllr Syntax , p . 6J. 
Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark, 1894; also Driver, S. R., A 
Treatise on the Use of _the Tens es in Hebrew, p. 25. Third 
revised edition; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1892. 
65 l Aqht:l??f . 
66 Ju. 2:1. 
action which was carried on over a period of time. 
Jal tqrb lbn '11m mt67 
do not approach the 
god MOt 
do not put forth your 
hand 
The negative imperative is formed in both Ugarit 
and Hebrew by ~al with the second person. 
let him not make you 
like a lamb 
let no man be seen 
In both Ugarit and Hebrew ~al is used with the 
juss!ve to express a prohibition or negative purpose. 
rgmm~argm.k71 wayyiz c aqukha72 
a declaration I tell and they cried !Q you 
to you 
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In both Ugarlt and Hebrew pronominal suffixes attached 
to finite verbs may translate best as datives.7J 
67 5l:VIII:l5, 16. 
68 Gen. 22:12. 
69 5l:VIII:l7, 18. 
70 Ex. 34:J. 
71 5l:I:20f. 
72 Neh. 9:28. 
73 See Davidson, £2• cit., p. 106. 
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lrgmt lk74 
verily, I tell you verily , let it be according 
to yo Llr word 
The procli tic 1 II lu , lu> is employed in both Ugari t 
and Hebrew for added emphasis. Rud . Kittel is, in the 
judgment of this writer, unjustified_ in deleting lu in 
the above phrase. 
qatol qatalta 
you are indeed thirsty you ~-rill indeed kill 
In Ugarit as in Hebrew the infinitive absolute is 
employed, appearing either before or after the finite 
verb to g ive added emphasis to the verb. 
V'JYS q baph 7 7 
. . 
and pour it into his 
nose 
V- A 78 sam or 
you shall observe 
In both Ugarit and Hebrew the infinitive absolute 
is employed as an emphatic imperative . According to 
Kautzsch, "the infin . qatol in Hebrew could be used from 
early times as a kind of f ixed, invariable IATord of 
74 _5l : VII:2_3 . 
75 Gen. .30 :_34. 
76 _5l:IV:J4 . 
77 .55:9. 
78 Deut • .5:12. 
cornmand.n79 
bbk krt80 
when Yu> t wept 
1.78 
bihybtharn berni9ray1rn8l 
wh,en they were i n Egypt 
Thi s construction of an adverbial phr a se using an 
infinitive construct with a preposition is common to both 
Ugarl t and. Hebrew. 
ngs >ank lal .> iyn b .. l 8 2 
I chew Aliyn Baal 
>anokh! b6ra~ath83 
I am fleeing 
In Ugarit and Hebrew a pronow1 may be used with a 
participle as a sub ject of a nominal sentence. I n Ugarit 
the part iciple usually precedes the pronoun. 
.) iy where? >ayyeh where? 
,)ik how? .>"'k e ' , e kha how? 
rnh what? " rna what'? 
my who'? m1 who? 
h ? ha ? 
With the except ion of the last, all of these 
79 Kautzsch, E . , Gesenius' Hebrew Gramsar, p. 346, 
n . 2. Second. English edition, 1910, translated by P. • • E . 
Cowley; Oxford: Clarendon Press . 
80 Krt 60. 
81 I Sam. 2:27. 
82 49:II:21. 
83 Gen. 16:8. 
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interrogatives are well attested in Ugarit, and all are 
in Hebrew. h may appear in h~ lm (20 : 3) "is all v'!ell? 11 84 
J, . Nodes of e:A'Pres s ion. We turn now to the par-
allels in modes of expression. People have distinctive 
and 1mique ways of saying thi ngs . The ancient Israelite 
youth might say to his sweetheart without any fear of 
loosing her : sa c. r ekh ke c.edher ha cizz1 m, 11 your hair is 
like a flock of goat~; likewi s e a French youth would fear 
no reprisal when he addressed his beloved, "mon netit 
chou"l Now·, if we can discover certain dist i nctive modes 
of expression cornnon to two or more languages we have a 
basis for concluding that s ome c lose relationship must 
exist between them . 
n{}.lm tlk nbtm85 
wadies flow with honey a land flowing with milk 
and honey 
"Rivers ru11rii:ng tr.ri th honey" i s a characteristic 
expression for the Gol den Age or the Promised Land . Accord-
ing to Gaster , 87 "honey features a l so i n rites of regeneration. " 
84 Gordon , ~· cit ., p. 93 · 
85 49 :III :7. 
86 J osh . 5:6 . 
87 Ga s ter, QQ • cit., p . 201 . 
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It is just such a regenerated world which "wadies running 
vJith honey 11 will incticate . It might be noted that today 
Jews eat honey at New Year. 
r kb c.rpt88 larokhebh baearabhoth89 
rider of the clouds to the rider on the clouds 
This epithet of Ugaritic Baal and Hebrew God occurs 
often in Ugarit. Similar ei~ressions in Hebrew may be 
found in II Sam. 22:11, Is. 19:1, Ps. 18:11, l04:J. 
bn amt90 lebhen- ' amathekha91 
the son of a handmaid the son of thy handmaid 
This phrase in Hebrew is in parallelism with the 
noun, ~ ebhedh . Ginsberg92 interprets the Ugaritic phrase 
to mean "a submissive servanttt and states that it "appar-
ently means here 1a vassal . 1 " Thus 111Te have a phrase common 
to both Ugarit and Hebrew which means more than its literal 
translation would sugg es t . Cf. a lso Ps. 116:16 . 
88 1 Aqht:4Jf. 
89 Ps. 68 :1+. 
90 Krt:56. 
91 Ps . 86:16 . 
92 Ginsberg, The Legend of King Keret, p . ·J6. 
.., 
tant smm 'm 'ar~ 
thmt • rnn kbkbm~3 
t he murmur of the 
heavens to the earth, 
of the deeps to the 
stars 
hassamayim mesapperi m 
kebhodh- "el94 
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the heavens are telling 
the glory of God 
In both of these passages we find the cosmos in 
possession of an important message to which it must give 
expression. 
en ksd 'aylt95 
the spring of the 
craving of the hinds 
as a hind loYl..gs for the 
water-courses 
'I1his figure of speech is of interest not only a s 
such, but also because the Ugaritic parallel supports 
an emendation long suggested by scholars. Since masculine 
"ayyal is followed by a feminine verb it has been thought 
that a final t was lost due to the fact that the followi ng 
verb began with t. I n the Ugaritio pas sa ge the feminine 
form is used , "thus confirming the propose·d emendat ion 
in the Psalms passage.u97 
93 ~ nt:III:2lf. 
94 Ps. 19:2. 
95 67:I:l?. 
96 Ps. 42:2 . 
97 Ginsberg, Biblical Archaeologist, VIII, p. 56. 
tntkn udm c.th 
km 't~lm arsh 
kmhmst m&th 
bm bkyh9 
his tears are poured 
like shekels to the 
earth 
his bed Nas soaked 
by his weeping 
I flood my bed 
with tears every night 
I water my couch 
with my weeping 
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This expression for deep sorrow is all the more 
interesting in view of the fact that in both Ugarit1c and 
Hebrew the individual has passed through a period of great 
suffering . Like Job, Krt has just seen all of his children 
die; the psalmist also hints th.at death, or the thought of 
it, i s the caus e of h is sorrow. 
tlt yrbm km [r~] 
arbc kdw k [ rt] lOO 
three months that he 
is sick 
four that K[rt] is ill 
on account of the three 
transgressions of Damascus 
and on account of four 
The "numerical ladder" is familiar from many occur-
rences in both Ugari i1.c :·amHebrev-r. Compare also Prov. JO 
and Eccl . 11:2 with Krt:205f . and 75:II:45ff. 
98 Krt:29-JO. 
99 Ps. 6 :7. 
100 125:84, 85. 
101 Amos l:J. 
he says for the sixth, 
(yea) the seventh time 
wayy6" mer senu. wayyisnu 
Wayy"Q1 mer SalleSU \r~aye­
SallesulOJ 
and he said. : 11Do it a 
second time ! " And they 
did it a second time. 
And h e sai d : 11 Do it a 
third time!" And they 
did it a third time . 
This is an eYBmple of a more complex numerical 
ladder as illustrated above . Note that in both Ugarit1c 
and Hebrew the numeral has been used as a verb . 
ydd .J ill04 
beloved of El beloved of t he Lord 
This "royal title"l06 is given both to Yam and 
I110 t . It is a s tyle common to Babylon i an and Assyrian 
kings as well as to Hebrew and Ugaritic gods . 
the seven ty sons of 
Asherah 
seventy years 
18.3 
In both Ugarit and Hebrew, seventy is best Q~derstood 
102 126 :V:l9. 
103 I Igs . 18:]4. 
104 49:VI:JOf. 
105 II Sam . 12:25. 
106 Gaster, QQ· ctt., p . 125. 
10 7 51 : VI : 46 • 
108 Jer. 25:12. 
---------------
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as a round number. See also Gen. 1+ :24, 50:3, and Is. 23:15. 
bl tl bl rbb 
bl ~r.. thmtml09 
without dew , without 
rain 
without surging of the 
two cteeps 
nor dew, nor rain upon 
you, o fields of offerings 
The striking correspondence in phraseology when 
added to the nature of the context in both instances makes 
this an interesting parallel indeed. In both passages we 
find the poet cursing the land with drought because of his 
grief over the loss of a loved one. Furthermore, as Ginsberg 
has pointed outlll us 8 dhg therU.rnSth may be a corruption 
of a phrase corresp onding to Ugaritic src. thmtm. Speiser 
offers the translation "nor dew, nor rain, nor cresting 
of the deep. nll2 
mlk rbll3 mlkyrbll4 
great king great king 
In Hebrew we find the enigmatic melekh yarebh, 
109 l Aqht:44-45. 
110 II Sam. 1:21. 
111 Ginsberg, H. L., "A Ugaritic Parallel to 2 Sam. 
1:21," Journal of Biblical Literature, ::L.VII, 1938, p . 209ff. 
112 Speiser, E. A., "An Analogue to 2 Sam 1:21, ~AQ.HT 
l 44-45," Journal of Biblical Literatur e, LXIX, 1950, p . 378 . 
113 118:26. 
114 Hos. 5:13, 10:6 . 
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"king Jareb. " However, ash s l ong been s uggested, a 
different reading is probably necessary. Now, on the 
basis of the Ugaritic parallel it seems certain that the 
reading proposed by IYI. Muller in 1897, melekh rab (or 
malk1-rab), is correct . 115 
tnl ' lmk 
dr kt dt drdrk116 
your eternal k ingdom, 
your realm of all 
generations 
malekhuthekha malekuth 
kal- c 6lam1m 
umemesaltekha bekhal-dor 
wadhorJ.l7 
your kingdom is an ever-
lasting kingdom 
and your dominion endures 
in all generations 
Here we find not only an expression common to both 
Ugarit and Hebrew for the eternal quality of the divine 
rule, but the use of dor wadhor i n parallelism wi t h c: olam 
wh ich i s common to both Ugarit and Hebr ew. 
l c.bd )il118 
to the Servant of El and you are Israel, my 
servant 
Here and elsewhere in both Ugarit and Hebrew 
115 Cf . Albright, William Foxwell, "The Archaeolo gical 
Background of the Hebrew Prophets of the Eighth Century ," 
Journal of Bible and Religion, 8, 1940, p • . lJ4f . 
116 68 :10, 11. 
117 Ps. 145:1:3 . 
118 Krt:l.5J. 
119 Is. 41:8. 
--------- --
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{especially the Servant of Yahweh passages in Deutero-
Isaiah) the Servant "no doubt has the connotation of ' fa-
vorite and intimate ' of El . ul20 
I know that Allyn 
Baal is alive 
a ~ - ~ 'a ~ wa ~ ni yadha ~ti go~ li 
J;layl22 
and I k-now that my redeemer 
lives 
The only comment is that these are remarkably similar. 
One might add, hm-Jever, that the use to whi ch the phrase 
is put is less similar. 
bnt hll123 
daughters of melody the daughters of song 
I n Ugarit our phrase is in apposition to snnt, 
"s"tr.:allows, tt so that vle are justified in understandiYI..g the 
phrase to be a figure of speech for 11 songbirds.ul25 
120 Ginsberg, The Legend of~ Keret , p . 35 . 
121 49:III:8. 
122 Job 19:25 . 
123 2 Aqht:II:26f . 
124 Eccl. 12:4. 
125 Ga ster, .212.· cit . , p. 277f. 
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~1 kspl26 
shadow of silver 
be~el hakasephl27 
protection (?) of money 
This is a strange, enigmatic idiom difficult of 
interpretation. However, £1 is used in Ugarit with t he 
sense of "shelter" (51 :!:13, 5l:IV:52) so that J. M. P . 
Smith in the American Tr•a.tJ.sla tion may be correct when he 
translates the phrase "protection of money." In 5l :I I :27 
Gordonl28 translates _ll as "shadow." 
tl s mm 
smn arsl29 
dew of heaven, 
fat of earth 
mi~1:;al hassamay i n 
umismann@ ha ~aresl30 
the dew of heaven 
and the fat of earth 
This is anothe r one of those very s t riking parallels 
between Ugari t and_ Hebrev1 . 
blood of vines and in the blood of grapes 
In both passages our phrase is in parallelism wi th 
126 51: II: 27. 
127 Eccl . 7:12. 
128 Gordon, Ugaritic Literature, p . 29 . 
129 (. nt:II:J9 . 
13 0 Gen. 27:28. 
131 5l:IV:38. 
132 Gen. 49:11. 
J.88 
m II yayin, 11 "Vline . II This phrase I "\.•li th the mee..ning "wine I II 
is common to both Ugar i t and Hebrew . 
t h e hand that smote 
the Hero A[ qh] t 
v.rill smite thousands 
Saul has slain his thou s ands 
This is an expression in which the prowess of the 
hero(ine) is proclaimed b y a certain amount of exaggeration. 
h l m _ t p zbl ym 
bn ydm [t;P] t nhrl3.5 
strik e the shoulders 
of Prince Sea 
betvreen the hands of 
Jw1g e River 
m~ hammahk 8th hiPelleh 
b en yadhekhal36 
11 hat are these scars 
on your back? 
In the se lines we have the phrase b en yadhekha. 
which i n Zechariah has been very enigmatic . Hm·.rever 1 it 
is now cleared up by findiYl_g bn ydm in parallelism with 
ktp II kathenh , "shoulcler, shoulder blade 1 11 and thus our 
phrase must mean "on the back, in the midcUe of t he back . 11 
133 1 Aqht : 221 . 
lJ4 I Sam. 18 :7. 
lJ.5 68:1LI· , 15 . 
136 Zech . 1.3 :6 . 
h t ~i bk b ' lrn 
ht ~bk tmbs 
ht tmt E}rtkl37 
lo, thine enemies, 0 
Baal 
lo, thine enemies thou 
wilt smite 
lo, thou wilt vanquish 
thy foes 
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kl hi~neh ~6yebhekha yhwh 
kl-hinneh ~6yebhekha 
yo -' bhed.hu 
yithparedhu kalpo <ale ' owenl38 
For lo thine en emi es, 0 
Yahweh 
For lo, thine enemies will 
perish 
All wrongdoers will be 
avenged 
It is not possible to avoid making the suggestion 
tha t th1.s part at least of Psalm 92 was borrowed from 
Canaani t e sources . It is a very striking corre spondence . 
may the gods guard you 
(ru~d) preserve you 
k!-Catt~ ya ~ tr ealekh~ 
wesillam newath E?idhqekhal40 
surely, then he would 
watch over you and preserve 
your righteous habita tions 
On the basis of tgrk, from gyr, in the Ugaritic 
paral lel, -vre ought probably to recognize in Hebrew ya c. ir 
,.. 
the root c.ir, "watch over, guarc1, preserve . " e t hen 
find the use of ~lm II salam 1!Ji th gyr II ~.rr common to both 
Ugarit and Hebrew. See also Deut. 32:11 where v.re also 
find t he verb ya 4:. ir again to be translated "watch over" 
rathe r tha n "stir up ." In parallel with it we find yera };leph 
from ral;l.aph 1>1hich should nov! be equated v1i th Ugari tic 
137 68:9. 
138 Ps. 92:9 . 
139 117:7, 8. 
140 Job 8:6 . 
1 90 
.tll:J2., "to soar," (1 Aqht:32) . We would then reacl. the first 
tvw lines of Deut . 32 :11 as follows: "J:..ike an eagle watch-
ing QY£!: its nestlings, soaring ~ its brood. " 
he g ives forth his 
voice in the clouds 
the voice of Yahweh hews 
out flames of fire 
In these two passag es v-re see the idea of the voice 
of the divine being used in reference to the sound of 
thunder . 
As will be plain when the reader moves into the 
next two major divisions of the chapter, t h is does not 
exhaust the paralle ls in modes of e A.-pression . These Ni th 
which we have here dealt seemed less suitable to be clas-
sified elsewhere . However, when one deals with parallels 
in ideas and institutions he soon discovers that many of 
them are based fund.amentally upon a dlstincti ve vray of 
saying something co mmon to hoth languages, which i n turn 
e~Jresses an idea or reveals the nature of an institution. 
Ke eping this in mino_ we turn next to parallels in iCLeas . 
B. IDEAS 
This second major section, will be broken down into 
141 51 : V:?O. 
142 Ps. 29:7; Cf . 3- 9· 
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the five following categories: God , man-God relationship , 
vrorlcL, ethics, and afterlife . We find many more parallels 
in some categ ories than in others. This is especially 
true in the case of ideas about God in contrast to ethical ideas . 
1 . God . We turn first to the parallels in the idea 
of God . 
c ontext 
ril] dyqny s dml4J 
Lthe god] who owns 
the fie lds 
Though the Ugaritic 
makes the reading 
text 
quite 
same root is used. in both texts, 
deity as the ov-.rner of the land . 
lmhst mdd 
•il ym lkl t nhr ' il rbm 
l ' ts tbm t~~ ' isbm{n] h 
~st bt~ ~qltn ~ 
1
,,
5 slyt d sb ~ t r ' asm ~ · 
1e ., e1 fe1yon 
qoneh s amayi m Na ,are~l44 
to the Most High God, 
o~mer of heaven and earth 
is somewhat broken the 
certain. Note that the 
.smz/h, to designate the 
~atta phorarta bhe cazzekha 
~am _ v,. "-' "' 
sibbarta ra ~ se thanninim 
(.al-harnmayim 
Jatta rip~a~ ta ra ' se 
lhvyathan 
tittenem1u ma ~ akhal le ~ arn 
l esty1m 
., atta bhaqa e ta ma~yon 
wanahal 
~atta hak~1noth ma 'or 
wasameslL!-b 
143 1 Aqht 219f. This reconstruction of a broken 
text o~re s much to Gaster, QQ • cit . , p . 312 . 
144 Gen. 14:19. 
145 ~t:III: J.5-J9 . 
146 Ps. 74 :13-1.5 . 
Verily , I have crushed 
Yam, beloved of El . 
Verily, I have destroyed 
Naha r, the great god . 
Verily, I have muzzled 
Tann in, I have muzzled 
h i m. 
I have crushed the 1;find-
i ng Serp en t , 
Shal yat
4
of the seven 
heads . l 7 
wyrtq9 ~md bd b~l 
k [mJ nsr b'ur:;;b ~ th ylm 
qdqd zbl 
[Ym] bn tnm tPi? nhr yprsl) 
ym yql 
:tar9 tngr:;;n pnth v,rydlp 
tmnh 
yqt b ~ l w~ it ym ykly 
tPi? YL"h.rl '+)l · 
And the stick swoops 
in the hands of Baal 
Like an eagle in his 
fingers. 
It strike s the head of 
Prince (.Sea] 
'Twi xt th e eyes of 
J udge River . 
Sea si11..ks 
------------- ----
Thou didst crush Yam 
by thy might, 
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Thou didst break the heads 
of Tannin on the vra ter; 
Thau didst shatt er the 
heads of Levia than , 
Thou didst give him as 
food to the ••• (?); 
Thou didst split open 
founte.in and vvatercourse . 
Thou didst dry up the 
migh t y Neharoth.l47 
nase >{i n 8 haroth yhwh 
nase • l:t :n.eharoth q6l.am 
nas 8 ' ul48 n 8 haroth dakheyam 
miqqoloth mayim r abbim 
'addirlm mi s b8 re yam 
' add1r bamarom yhwhl50 
the streams ( Neharoth) 
lifted_ up 0 Yahvveh, 
the s t reams (Nehar oth) 
lifted up the ir voice, 
the streams ( Neha roth) 
lifted up a club~5l 
mightier than the som1d 
of many waters 
mightier than the b reakers 
147 The translation owes much t o Albrigh t , Old 
Testament Comment ary , p. 157 . 
148 !1asoretic text yise > u. 
149 68:23-27 . 
150 Ps. 93:3, L1- . 
151 The only meaning which can b e given to dakheyam 
in the p resent contex t would be something like 11 roar" or 
"dashing . 11 However, if these line s we re adapted from a 
Canaanite source, as we beliewe they were, then the term 
probably r eferred orig inally to a "club" or "stick 11 from 
dkh/,;y:, "to crush." 
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Falls to earth 
His jo ints f ai l 
of the sea 
Yahweh on high is mighty 
His frame collapses. 
Baal nounces 
Al'ld dr inks Sea 
Des troys Judge River 
j tta mosel bege ~ uth hayyam 
bese.) galaw .) atta thesabbel',lem 
~atta ahikk~ khehalal rahabh 
bizroa.. c:uzzekha pizzarta 'oyebhekha152 
y ou rule over the rag i ng of the sea (Yam) 
when its waves rise you stil l t hem 
y ou have crushed Rahab l i ke one who 
is slain 
you ha ve scattered your foes with your 
s troYI..g arm 
hayam- ~ an1 ' im tann1n 
ld-thasim 'alay mi s marl5 J 
Am I the sea (Yam) or a dragon (Tan~in) 
that you put a watchman over me '? 
n6teh samayim lebhado 
we dhorekh cal bam§.the yaml54 
(Goo_) who alone stretches out the heavens 
and treads on the billowsl55 of t he s ea 
(Yarn) 
"eloah lo ' yasl.bh Ja:pp S 
tal',ltaw sahahu ~6zere rahabhl56 
God does not turn back his anger 
the helpers of Rahab sank under him 
152 89:10, 11 . 
153 Job 7:12. 
154 Job 9:8. 
155 vfuen one notes that originally the dragon Yarn 
vvas meant then bamathS must become "back. 11 
156 Job 9 :1J . 
bekhoho raga& halam 
ubhithbh8nathol5/ mahal? rahabh 
~loiaia · y~oito • n§.~§.( b~riahl58 · • • 
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he quelled the sea (Yam) with his p ower 
and he smote Rahab with his skill 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
he pie rced the flee ing serpent wi th 
his hand 
wayasekh bidhlathay i m yaml59 
he enclosed the sea (Yam) with doors 
umi l?rayi m hebhel wariq yaezoru la~hen 
qara l th1 lazo , th rahabh hamosbatloo 
and Egypt g ives vain and useless help 
so I have called he r the stilled Rahabl61 
go cer bayyam wayyabbesehu 
wel{hal hanneharoth he:p.ertbhl6 2 
he [Yahl'leh] rebukes the sea (Yarn) 
and dries it up 
and he IJ.lal{e s all the s t reams ( Neharoth) 
hinen1 calekha par'oh 
melekh misrayim 
hattanninl63 hagg~dhDl harophe~ 
beth8kh ye ~orawio~ 
157 Read so with Qere . 
158 J ob 26 : 12, lJb. 
159 Job 38:8 . 
160 Is. 30 :7; the I1asoretic text reacls hem sabheth . 
Cf . Gaster, 2£· cit ., p . 456 . 
161 The t ranslation owes much to ibid., .p . 146. 
162 Nahum 1:4a. 
163 Masoretic text reads hattanntm. 
164 Ez . 29:3. 
~----
19.5 
behold I am against you, Pharaoh, 
king of Egypt 
you are the great dragon ( Ta~~in) 
that lies in the midst of his streams 
-vv e "' attg_ katta~~1nl6.5 bayyamm1ml66 
and you [)•§.• Pharaoh] are as the dragon 
(Tannin) in the sea 
' uri curt libhs1 ~oz 
zeroa4 yhwh 
~ ur1 k!me qedhem doroth ~ olamim 
halo) )at h1 ) ha~~ahsebheth rah~bh 
~ ~ . 
meholeleth ta~~In 
ha10 .1 1at ht > h~mmaharebheth yam 
me tehom rabbal67 . 
Awake , awake, put on strength, 
0 arm of Yahweh 
Awake as in a...YJ.c ient days, as in olden times 
1..ras it not you who hewed Rahab 
who pierced the dragon (Tannin)? 
1t1as it not you who dried up the sea (Yam) 
the waters of the e;reat deep? 
bayyom hahu' yiphqodh yhv.rh beJ.:larbo 
haqqasa w8 hagg 8 dhola wehaoazaqa cal 
liwyathan na.oas barial1 vfeal liwyathan 
naoas caqallathon wehara~ ~eth hattannin 
)a s er bayyaml68 
On that day Yahv.reh will punish with 
his hard and great and strong sword 
Leviathan, the fleeing serpent, and 
Leviathan, the coiled serpent, and 
he wil l slay the dragon (Tannin) which 
is in the sea. 
165 l'1asoretic text reads hattann'im. 
166 Ez. 32:2 . 
167 Is . 51:9-10. 
168 Is . 27:1. 
habhinehar! m hara •appekha 
~ 1m bayyam cebhrathekhal69 
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did your anger burn against the river170 
or your rage against the sea (Yam) 
Here we have gathered together the principle passages 
in which is reflected the conflict between the Canaanite 
gods 1/ Yahv-;eh and the evil beings. r1any of the same names 
or epithets appear in both the Ugaritic and Hebrew texts: 
'l1armln, Leviathan , Yam , Neharoth, and also in Hebrew, Rahab. 
'rhroughout the Hebrew passages we see that "the conquering 
hero is, of course, YHWH, in accordance with the propagandistic 
tendency of attributing the eA~loits of pagan deities to 
Israel 1 s own God. ul71 In some passages the mythical creature 
is representative of the forces of evil in general; in 
o thers, ~.g. Is . 30:7, Ez . 29 :3, 32:2, a foreign nation 
(Egypt) is meant . 
atrt ~rm 
Asherah of Tyre and the prophets of Asherah 
It has become increas ingly clear, as this passage, 
among others, sho'\ITS, that "' a sera in the Old Testament 
refers to the C~naani te or Phoenician goddess. 
169 Hab. 3:8 ; emended following 0. Procksch in 
Kittel, Biblia Hebraica . 
170 Here the usual nehar$th has been altered with 
the masculine plural endi~~. The allusion to Neharoth 
is still pres ent however . 
171 Gaster, QQ• cit., p . 146 . 
assembly of God 
lit . son of god 
assembly of God 
lit . sons of God 
In both Ugari t a.:nd Hebrew we find this phrase for 
the assembly of the gods Hhich at least shows that this 
is not a late development . 
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hayes lammatar , abh Jo rn1 hol1d.h " egl~ ~a.ll75 
and you, take your 
clouds, 
has the rain a father 
or who brought forth the 
dew drops your vJind , your light-
ning, your rains 
172 107:3. 
173 Job 1:6, 
hatha.r1rn la. abh qolekha 
wesiphcath mayim tekhaseka 
hathsalla.J;l beraq1m weyelekhul76 
can you lift up your voice to the 
·clouds 
that a flood of waters may cover you 
can you send forth the lightnings that 
they may go 
mi yesapper sel;laqlm bel;lokhma 
wenibhle samayirn rn1 ya.skibhl77 
who counts the clouds by wisdom 
and who tilts the wa.ter skins of the 
h eavens 
2:1. 
174 67 :V: 6-8. 
175 Job 38:28. 
176 Job 38:34-35a. 
177 Job 38 :37 -
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Here we see the parallel ideas of the deity as the 
controller of the r a ins . It is possible that wi nd, light-
niT'_g , and rain were Baal's three symbols ox· insignia . l78 
mi~~aphon zahabh y~ • etheh 
cal ' el8ah ner~~ hodhl80 
a nd Baal departs for 
the heights of the 
north 
go l d come s fro m t he n o r th, 
over God splendor app ea rs 
yepheh nop h 
meso~ kol h a , a r es 
har ~1yon yarkethe y§~hon 
qiryath rnelekh rabh 
a beautiful height 
the joy of all the earth 
is the hill of Zi on in the far n orth 
the city of th e g reat k ing 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
we ' §~§bh beh ar m8 e§dh 
beyarkethe ~aphonl82 
I will go up t o the heav ens 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
and I will sit in the mount of t he 
assembly 
in the far north 
From these passages it is plain that in both Ugarit1c 
a n d Hebrew the north was t h e location of the heave:n.ly a bode . 
178 Gordon, QQ · cit., p . 41 . 
179 51 :IV:l9. 
180 Job 37:22. 
181 Ps. 48: 2 . 
182 Is . 14:1Ja, c . 
smm krks ~ipdkl83 
the heavens enwrapping 
you like a mantle 
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~oteh - Jor kasalma184 
who covers (yourself) 
with lig ht as a garment 
Here we see reflected the idea that the sky is a 
garment for the (sky)-goct . 
Hebrew. 
rkb ' rptl8.5 
rider of the clouds 
hinneh yhwh rokhebh c.al 
' abh qall86 
behold, Yahweh , the rider 
upon the swif t cloud 
This epithet appears many time s i n both Ugarit and 
gr "ill87 
mountain of El the holy hill of God 
There are a g reat number of statement s in both 
Ugarit and Hebrew to the effect t hat God's special abode 
is on a moQ~tain . 
2 . Man- God rela t ionshill • We turn next to a category 
whlch 111e have c h osen to call man-God relationship. Eere 
183 67:I :4f.; the emendation of krs to k r k s and 
translation follmt Gaster, .QQ• cit.: p . 1 86 . 
l8l.J· Ps. 104:2. 
185 5l:III :l8 . 
186 Is. 19:1 . 
187 :137: 20. 
188 Ez . 28:14 . 
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we mean to <leal with passages -v;hich show the actual rela-
tionships which men had with the Divine Beings . We do 
not deal here with the means by which those relations were 
effected (that -v.re put u..nder the heading of cult) but with 
the interplay between human beings arid divine beings . 
sme. m~ l " a [l "' i ] yn b c. l 
bl ~ ast ~ ur fbtJ bbhtm 
})ln bqrb [hkJlm 
we n 'al'i l yn] b c. l 
Jal tst )u [rb] t bbhtm 
hln bq [rb h ] k lm 
~ al t( ' u/d) [ pdrl y bt Jar 
[ ~l] y bt r~e9 
Hear, 0 Allyn Baal 
11 I shall surely put a 
window in the house~ 
a casement in the midst 
of the palace." 
And Allyn Baal replies 
"Do not put a windoN in 
the ho use, 
A casement in the midst 
of the palace 
lest [Pdrj y daughter 
of Ar depart, 
lest [~l ] daughter. of 
Rb [be abducted?] 
For death has come up 
through our windov.rs, 
has entered our halls 
To c ut off the children 
from the streets, 
young men from the squares 
Here is refl e cted the familiar idea, found in rather 
widespread areas, that some s upernatural being engages in 
abducting children. Probably, however , i n our Ugaritic 
passage it sho uld not be viewed as Mot who is the abductor 
but rather Yarn . However, in Jeremiah it is plai n that it 
189 51 : VI: '+-11. 
190 Jer. 9 :20. 
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is Death that is the kidnapper . l91 
tlkm r}J.my t'ltsd 
t{lgrn gzr n c:ffil92 
R~my goes and roams(?) 
She grapples with the 
goodly hero 
strip and bare yourselves 
strap a belt on your loins 
Jezar-ma~ khegibbor ~ala~ekhal94 
gird up your loins like a 
warrior 
In the Ugaritic passage R~my , who probably is to 
be identified vl i th Ana t, grappl e s 1-vi th a hero or warrior . 
The verb translated "grapple,"~ ~ is related to the 
Hebrew hagor, "belt," suggesting belt-wrestling . This 
whole picture is reminiscent also of Jacob's Nrestling 
with a supernatural be ing . 
lo a maid will g ive 
birth to a son 
hi:nnakh hara 
wey6ladht benl96 
behold you are pregnant 
and \'.rill give birth to 
a son 
hinneh ha (. a.l ma hara 
weyoledheth benl97 
191 See Gaster, op. cit . , p . l75f. 
192 52:16, 17 . 
193 Is. 32:11 . 
194 Job 38:3, 40:7. 
195 77:7. 
196 Gen . 16:11 . 
197 Is. 7:11+. 
--------
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behold the maid is pregnant 
and is about to g ive birth 
to a son 
A common feature of Ugaritic and Hebrew literature 
are such annunciations as we find above; this seems to 
be an important function of the deity . The quotation 
fro m Isaiah, though not a divine annunciation, is neverthe-
less so strikingly similar to lead Gaster to state that 
it is 11 thus shownto be a quotation. ul98 
wbhlmh , il yrct 
bshrth 'a b -1adm 
wyqrb bs "al krt 
m..1at krt kybky 
. . . . . . . . . . 
And in his dream El 
descends 
In his vision the 
father of man 
And he approaches 
asking !i..rt , 
11 \:lho is Krt that he 
should. weep 
etc. 
. 199 
~ahar haddebhar!m ha , e1leh 
ha;>~a ahebhar yh~~rh , el 
"'abhram bammahazeh 
le "mor ~a.l t!ra ' 'abhram 
' an6kh1 magen lakh200 
After these things the 
word of Yahweh came to 
Abram i n the vision, 
saying , 
"Do not fear, Abraham, 
I am your shield 11 
Here we find as elsewhere, especial l y in Hebrew 
literat ure, an individual apprehending God by means of a 
vision or dream. 
198 Gaster, Theodor H. , "The ' Graces ' in Semitic 
Folklore; a \veddi n..g Song from Ras .Shamra, 11 Journa 1 of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, l9J8, p . 50. 
199 Krt:J5-J 9. 
200 Gen. 15:1 . 
J . World .• 
bl tl bl rbb 
bl rirc. thmtm201 
without dew , without 
rain 
without the upsurging 
of the t wo deeps 
203 
bayyom hazzeh nibhqe cu 
kal ma' yenoth tehom rabba202 
In t hat day all the f ountains 
of the great deep were 
broken open 
Both Ugari t and Hebrew l iterature have a great <leal 
to say about subterranean waters . The context of our 
Hebrev.r passage is , of course, the flood story and one is 
led to believe that not all of the water came from the s ky . 
ypt};l !).ln bbhtm 
' ur [b] t hqrb hkl 
m wy [p] t~ bdqt crpt20J 
let a winc:Low be opened 
in the house 
a lattice- ("{I·Tinctow) in 
the midst of the pal a ce 
let the clefts of the 
cloud s be opened 
and the v-rindows of heaven 
were opened 
Note that Ugaritic ' ur bt i s parallel to Hebrew 
, arubba a nd t hat ' urbt is in turn in parallelism with 
bdqt, "cleft . " 
4. Ethics . There is little in Ugaritic literature 
201 l Aqht 44, 45 . 
202 Gen. 7:11; Cf. also 8 : 2 . 
203 5l : VII : l9 . 
204 Gen. 7:11. 
which reveals positive ethical ideals, but the following 
give us some evidence on this topic: 
V I 
sqlt bglt ydk 
1 tdn c1J.1. ,.,almnt 
lttpt tpt osr nps 205 
-- . -- . - . -
You have caused your 
hands to fall into 
negligence 
you do not judge the 
case of the widow 
you do not administer 
justice for the broken 
in spirit 
ydn dn ' alrnnt 
ytp~ ~t ytm207 
he judges the case of 
the widow, 
administers justice for 
the orphan 
siphtu yathom 
rlbhu >a l mana206 
judge the case of the 
orphan 
defend the cause of the 
v.ridow 
(! oseh mis~~~ yathom 
we ~ almaJla 
(God) who does justice 
for the orphan and the 
widov-J' 
204 
This has not been an attempt to eY~aust the possibil-
ities in Hebrew l iterature but to cite only two which bear 
a striking resembl ance to our Ugaritic evidence . 
5·. Afterlife . Again the points of contact for 
this section are not numerous but, on t he other hand_ , 
evidence is not totally lacking to show a correspondence 
between Ugar i tic and Hebrew i deas of the afterlife . 
205 127 : 32- 34. 
206 Is . 1:17 . 
207 2 Aqht : V:7, 8 . 
208 Deut . 10:18 . 
E
spt l ) ~ r:? spt lsmm 
] sn lkbkbm y" rb 
b ~J l bkbdh bph yrd209 
a lip to earth 
a lip to heaven 
a ( ] to the stars 
Baal will descend into 
its §;ullet 
descend into its mouth 
l~khen hirhfbha se 3 ol 
naphsah 
205 
upha. •ara phiha libhl1 h6q 
weyaradh hadharah wahaffionah 
use "onah ~'le ealoz bah210 
therefore Sheol has enlarged 
its appetite 
and opens its mouth without 
limit 
anct dovm go the svJells, 
and the rabble, and those 
at ease, and the jubilant 
into it 
In these passages we see the undervwrld pictureo_ as 
a greedy monster with jaws wide open to receive any who 
may be ready to enter into it. 
wrd bt l:J.ptt Jar9 
tspr by rdm >ars 
wtdd~ •ill kmtt2ll 
and go down to the 
nether parts of the 
earth 
so that you may be 
coQnted among those 
who go dov-m in to the 
earth 
And El may knovr that 
you are dead . 
209 67:II:2-4 . 
k! ~~bhe ' ~ bher~ • ~th 
naphs1 
we4ayyay li ~'ol higg1e u 
nehsabhtl eim yoreCl_he bhor 
hay ! th1 kegebher ~en 
' eya.1 212 
for my soul is sated vd th 
troubles 
and. my life draws near 
to Sheol 
I am reckoned amo11g those 
who go dov'ffi to the Pit 
! have become like a man 
without help. 
210 Is • .5: 1'-l-; Cf . Prov . l :l2b. 
211 67:V:l'-l--l7 . 
212 Ps. 88:4, .5 . 
206 
and he dwelt in the nether 
regions 
As J. Philip Hyatt points out,214 if we go on to 
verse six of this Psalm we find Qophs~ in a line that i s 
patently corrupt. Perhaps we should restore the first 
half of the line, ham-metlm beth hophs1t, 11 like the dead 
in the nether world." Rather than translate the line 
fro rn II Kings as "a separate house," we feel it should be 
treated as above. 
mt , ulJ.ryt mh yql;l 
mh yqh mt , atryt 
spsg ysk ( l ] r "' is 
~r~ l~r qdqdy215 
what does a man receive 
as his destiny, 
what c1oes a man get as 
his lot 
greyness is poured on 
the head 
1!.Th1 teness on the top 
of my head 
213 II Kgs . 15:5 . 
we ' atta tabh03 ,) el 
~ abhothekha besalom 
tiqqabher besebha ~obha216 
and you will go unto 
your fathers in p eace, 
you will be buried in good 
old age Ci·~· with grey 
hair) 
214 Hyatt, J. Philip, "The Ras Shamra Discoveries 
and the Interpretation of the Old Testament," Journal of 
Bible and Religion, 10, May, 1942, pp. 68, 75 . --
215 2 Aqht:VI:35-37 · 
216 Gen. 15:15. 
217 I Kgs . 2:6. 
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and act according to your 
wisdom 
and do not send his g rey 
head down to Sheol peace-
fully 
Here we see reflected the ideal of dying in very 
old a ge as Nell as the view that in death one v.fill join 
his ancestors. 
bkl~ at ydy 'il~m hm 
sb' ydty bs ~ hm 
ks ymsk nhr218 
with both of my hands 
I shall eat them 
my seven portions from 
the bov.Jl 
the cu~ that river (?) 
mixes2..::0 
t~kJ.:l [.ttrp • • • ) 221 
you proceed to live 
at ease22J 
and its rabble are parched 
with thirst 
sam resa&1m hadhelu roghez 
wesam yanC~u · yegl &~ koa~222 
there the wicked are no 
longer troubled 
there the toil-worn are 
at rest 
These passages seem to suggest two things : (l) that 
218 67:1:19-22. 
219 Is . 5:1Jb. 
220 This translation is dependent on Gordon, Q£• 
ci t ., p. 39. For quite a different translation but one 
V>rhich yields the same general sense for the passage, see 
Gaster, Thespis, p. 187. 
221 67:I : JOf . (restored from 67:I:4). 
222 Job 3:17. 
223 Gaster, 2£• cit., p. 188. 
208 
in the underworld there is perpetual hunger and {2) that 
it is a place of languor.224 Is. 5:14 has been interpreted 
above as revealing Sheol as a greedy monster. There is a 
possibility, however, that what we have here is a picture 
of Sheol wherein are very hungry people. 
C. INSTITUTIONS 
From the parallels in the general area of ideas 
we turn now to institutions. Here we divide our evidence 
into two general categories, religious and secular, keeping 
in mind, however, tha t in ancient Semitic life and thought 
the second frequently had overtones of the former in it. 
We have used the term "cult" for the religious 
category, including such matters as curses, the garments 
worn in religious service, etc. Under secular institutions 
we include government, the aruninistering of justice, the 
conduct of war, etc. In addition, we shall also deal with 
other general social institutions. Thus we shall present 
the evidence of the contact which existed between Ugarit 
and Israel in the ways that their lives were organized. 
1. Religious. 
224 ~· .Q!1. 
2 Aqht :V: l5- 39 
After Danel has finished 
certain religio-judicial 
functions, he turns over 
certain objects (a bow?) 
with a cornmancL to go 
hunting and return to 
the palace with v.rhat he 
has bagged . In Col . VI 
is to be found a bles s -
ing . 
209 
Gen . 27 
Isaac , in his old age, 
determines to bless his 
s on and sends him out 
to get fo od . Later the 
son (Jacob substitut ing 
himself for Esau, the 
rightful recipient) is 
blessed. 
Of the passage in Genesis, Slcinner stat ed, 
The close connexion of the blessing and the eating, 
v.rhich is insisted on throughout the narrative, is hardly 
to be explained as a reward for the satisfaction of a 
sensual appetite; it rests, no doubt , on some relig ious 
notion which we can no longer recover.225 
Engnell feels that "the similarity of our passage 
(2 Aqht V) with Gen . 27 is too great to be a mere coin-
cidence . u226 In both of these passages the purpose seems 
to be the installment of a new prince . The ritual includes 
the obtaining, preparation, and presenting of the food, 
the kiss of homage, and the blessing . 
tll}.n , il dml, a 
rnnm dbbm d 
msdt ~ ars 
s e ' il dqt kamr 
s knt khwt yrum 
dbh r ' urnm lrbbt227 
we eal hammisgeroth 
~ aser ben haslabb1m 
"ara.y6'n baqar 
ukherubhlm228 
225 Skinner, John , A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 
on Genesis (I .C.C.) . New York : Charles Scribner's Sons , 
1910, p . 369 . 
226 Engnell , Ivan, StucLies in Di vi ne Kingship in the 
Ancient Near East. Uppsala : Alqvist and Wiks ell, 1943 , 
p . 211 . -- --
227 51 : 1 :39- 4:4. 
228 I Kgs. 7 : 29 . 
a t able, with all 
kinds of wild animals 
ca rved upon it, 
dishes fit for a god 
made of metals dug 
from the earth 
shaped like small 
animals from Amurru, 
stelae like the beasts 
of Yaman 
where there are o xen 
by the thousands229 
210 
and upon t he borders 
between t he supports were 
a lion, and an ox , and 
a cherub 
From these passages we see the use of animal motifs 
in the t emple decorations . 
he enters into the 
shade of a tent 
wyrd krt l ggt232 
and let Keret come 
down from t he roof 
wayyrJ »mer hammelekh 
~ el nathan hannabi 
re ~ eh na~ ~an6khi yosebh 
bebheth ~ ara.zfm vm ~ aron 
ha .> elohim yosebh bethokh 
hayert -- ~231 
and t he k ir_g said unto 
Nathan the p rophet, "See 
no't.J, I dviell in a cedar 
house but the ark of God 
sits in the middle of a 
tent . '' 
In both passages \'Ire see tha t the tent was used for 
c ultic p urpose s (lines 160ff. des cri be cultic acts which 
Krt performs in the tent) long after the p eople lived in 
roofed houses . 
229 A very free 
op. cit . , p. 164. 
translation based mainly on Gaster, 
230 Krt 159. 
23 1 II Sam. 7:2. 
232 Krt 79, 80. 
Text 3 
Though this text is 
too broken for a con-
secutive translation 
several things are 
clear: it is a ritual 
text; it concerns the 
nev.r moon; heavenly 
bodies are worshipped; 
it takes place on a 
roof top . 
211 
we ' eth hameqa t t ert m 
labba~ al las semes 
wela yyareaD welammazzaloth 
ulekhol $ebha~ hassamayim233 
and those who offered 
sacrifices to Baal, to the 
sm1, to the moon, to the 
constellati ons, and to 
all the host of heaven. 
1ekhol habbat~m ~aser 
qittru ~al · gagg6th~hem 
lekhol sebhiP hass amay im 
li'Tehassekh nesakh1m le ~ loh1m 
>aheri m2J4 
to all t he houses upon whose 
rooftops they offered 
sacrifices, to all the host 
of the heavens and poured 
out libations to other g ods . 
Here we find evidence of astra l worship upon rooftops . 
Another passage which perhaps ought to be noted is I Sam. 9: 
24 7 2.5, in which Saul s p ends the night on the roof aft e r 
having eaten a sacred meal and p rior to his being anointed . 
one who will erect a 
stele for my departed 
ancestors 
233 II Kgs. 23 :5. 
we J abhsaloru laqal). wayyaf?9ebh-
l o "bheJ:layyaw >eth ma f!E? ebheth 
)a ser be ( emeq hammelekh 
k1 >a mar Jen- 11 bh en 
ba eabhur hazk1 r smi236 
and Absalom took and set 
up a stele f or himself 
234 Jer . 19 :13; Cf . Jer. 32:29; Zeph. 1:.5 . 
235 2 Aqht:II : l6 . 
236 I I Sam. 18:18. 
during his life time 
wh ich is in the valley 
212 
of the king, for he said, 
"I do not have a son v.rho 
will pass on my name as a 
remembrance." 
Though there may be some question as to the validity 
of including these passages under the heading , 11 cult, 11 
the p resent writer is of the opinion that the erecting 
of monuments or memorials v'ras so intimately related to 
the spirit of the departed person that we woulct not be 
justified in viewing the act as secular . Furthermore , 
the act itself was undoubtedly accompanied by some kind 
of ritual. As Gaster points out, Sanchuniathon stated 
that 1tlhen the demigods, Ousoos and Hypsouranios, died 
their survivors adored the stelae and .celebrated ruL~ual 
festivals i n their l1onor . 237 
tion. 
ytnm qrt l • l{h/y)2J8 
... 
let honor be given to 
celestial bei1~s 
k1 sern yhwh ' eq 
habhu ghodhel 1e ·1ohenu239 
for I proclaim the name 
of Yahweh 
give glory to our God 
Here we see an interes t ing parallelism in an invoca-
itJe turn next to a number of curses or taunts: 
237 See Gaster , QQ• cit., p . 274f . 
238 52:3. 
239 Deut. 32:). 
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before combat; for blindness; and against plant growth . 
"al "' iJn bc. l [ [ J rktk ms [ 
br ~ i s k ~ayrur [ bqdqdk 
ygrs wy c. n ] 
tp~ ~~r ytb [r hrn 
yt_b~ l'_lrnJ ~ 
r Jisk &ttrt [ sm b .. l 
qdqcncJ 2lfO 
and Allyn Baal answ·ers , 
"I will drive you from 
the throne of your 
dominion. 
On your head , Aymr [ \'Till 
smite you] 
On the top of yo ur head , 
ygrs. " 
And Judge River replies, 
"Nay [I:Ioron J break, [ 0 
Baal ] · 
(May I:Ioron break] your 
head 
Astarte [Name of Baal, 
the t op of your headj 11 241 
I Sam. 17: 4J- L!-6 
I n this Hebrew passage 
the Philistine, Goliath, 
and the Hebrew , David, 
tamLt and curse each 
other in a spirit quite 
similar to our Ugaritic 
passage . Goliath promises 
to feed Da vid to the 
beasts and David in turn 
replie s that he will cut 
off Goliath 1 s head. 
Here we have a typical taunt vrhich is found in 
every r itual combat . That our Hebrew passage is to be 
vie\-.red as such a ritual combat might be open to question, 
but what it represents is "that exchange of curses or 
taunts which was the regular preliminary of all combats 
in the ancient Near East . «242 
240 137:4-8. 
241 This broken text may be confidently restored 
on the basis of l27:54ff; the translation is dependent 
on Gordon, QQ• cit . , p . 12 and Gaster, QQ• cit., p . 135 . 
242 Gaster, loc . cit . 
may Baal make you one-
eyed now and forever 
mo re 
srsk b 'ar~ ~al yp~ 245 
may thy roots not 
flourish in the earth 
214 
wayyithpallel ~ elisa ~ 
-'el yhwh way orner hakh-na~ 
~ eth-haggoy-u~zzeh 
bassanwerim2 
and Elisha prayed to 
Yahweh and he said, 
"Smite, I pray, this 
nation t"l' i th blino_ness . " 
and I destroyed his fruit 
above and. his roots below 
There are othe r allusions to curses in both Ugarit1c 
and Hebre~v but these will suffice to s how this aspect of 
Ugari tic ana_ He brevi practices. One of the more important 
Hebrew passages is Deut . 28 where we find a most complete 
set of curses and l)lessings . 
Thereupon Danel of Rpi 
utters a prayer : 
"May the rainclouds • 
i n heat ! 
The early rain which 
the clouc1s pour down 
on the summer fruit, 
the dew whi ch distils 
upon the grapes , 
for seven years may 
Baal withhold, 
yea, for eight the 
Rider of the Clouds ! 
243 1 Aqht 167f. 
Whereupon he said , 
11
'\l hat have you done? 
Hark, your brother 1 s 
blood is crying to me 
from the ground! And 
now, cursed shall you 
be in banishment from 
the soil which has opened 
its mouth to rece ive your 
brother 1 s blood from your 
hand . Though you were to 
till the soil, never 
again would it yield you 
24lJ. II Kgs . 6 :18 . Cf. Gen . 19:11. 
245 l Aqht l59f. 
246 Amos 2:9; see also Mal . 3:19, Job 18:16. 
No <1ew, no shower may 
there be, 
no surging of the two 
c1eeps, 
neither the goodly 
voice of Baal . 
For, see the garment 
of Danel of Rpi is 
rent , 
the mantle of the 
hero, man of Hrnmy tn 247 
215 
its full produce; a vagrant 
and vagabond shall you be 
on the earth. "248 
Thus you will not pollute 
the lruLd i n which you are 
li viTI..g; :for it is blood 
that pollutes a land, and 
no atonement can be made 
for the blood that has 
been shed in a land, 
. except by the b l oad of 
him who shed it.2 9 
vTell known is the view that life and blood are 
insepa rable: the blood is the life . Thus any blood- guilt 
upon the land tvill take a~o,ray its fertility. 
ysq ~ mr )un lr >ish 
epr pltt 1 qdqdh 
. . . . . . . ~ . -. . . 
yhdy ll;lm )udqn 
Ytlt gn sr ~h y~rt 
kgn2_56Pl b k c..mq yt_l ~ bmt 
he pours ashes of 
mourning on his head 
the dust of wallowing 
on the top of his head 
ki khol-r5 2 s qor~a 
wekhol-zaqaYl geru"" a 
eal kol-yadhayim gedhudhoth 
we cal-mothnayim saq251 
for every head is bald 
and ever y beard is shaved 
on every hand are lacerations 
and on the loins is sackcloth 
247 1 Aqht 38-48 ; due to the length of the passage 
we cite only the translation about which the re can be little 
question. 
248 Gen . 4:10-12; due to the leTI..gth of the passage 
~~re ci t e only the translation about which there can be li t tle 
question. 
249 Num. 35:33; due to the length of the passage 
we cite only the translation about which there can be little 
question . See also II Sam. 1:21, 21:1 . 
250 67 : VI :l4-l6, 19-22. 
251 Jer . 48:37· See also Jer . 41:5. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
he cuts cheek and chin 
he lacerates his fore-
arm 
he furroNs his chest 
like a garden 
he lacerates his back 
like a valley 
216 
Here we see evidence of cultic laceration as a part 
of the mourning observances. In I Kgs. 18:28 may be found 
evidence of the practice of cultic lacerat ion as a part 
o.f Baal vwrship in t he attempt to obtain the favor of the 
deity . 
yd f;;th 
[d~]> il yd ~ th ycl 
wyskb 
[ ] m .> izrt pyln2.5 2 
Danel proceeds to his 
cell, 
he proceeds to his 
cell, 
he goes up and lies 
down 
[he puts on] a ritual 
garment and spends the 
night . 
us emu •el sokebh behekhal 
yhv1Th :1 ag er Sam >aron 
Jeloh1m wayyiqra., yhwh 
sernu -"el semu' el2.53 
and Samuel was lying 
down in the temple where 
the ark of God was ruLd 
Yahweh c~lled Samuel, 
Samuel2) 
These passages refle ct the familiar rite of incubation, 
widespreacL in the ancient Near. East , in which the worshipper 
spends t he night in a holy p l ace in order to receive in a 
dream or some othe r manner a divine oracle . Of further 
2.52 2 Aqht : I:l4-16 . 
253 I Sam. 3:3 , 4; read verse 4 with the Septuagint . 
2.54 See also Gen. 28:10- 22 and Num. 22:8 . 
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interest is the term, m ~izrt, appearing in the Ugaritic 
passage, which is akin to Hebrew .> ezSr, usually rendered 
"loincloth." This is, however, the garment v1hich Elijah 
wore (II Kgs . 1:8), "the typical raiment of an ascetic 
or anchorite. «255 
~f?q c.mr . 
' un lr >ish epr pltt 
1 qdqdh ~:os yks 
rn >izrtm2.::Jo 
he pours ashes of 
mourning on his head , 
the dust of wallowing 
on the top of his head 
(for a) garment he puts 
on a loincloth 
0 daughter of my people, 
gird on sackcloth and 
wallow in the dust 
From the Ugari tic passage vie see that m ,izrt may 
also be used as a garment worn during the rite of mourning, 
as the Hebrew sag. 
tb[ }J g ]d bhlb 
annlJ hfJm ,at258 
cook a kid in milk, 
a {lamb?) in butter 
lo ' -thebhasse1 gedh1 
bahalebh ' imrno2.:>9 
do not cook a kid in 
its mother's milk 
Though it is true that the Ugaritic text is not 
255 Gaster,~- cit ., p . 270~ 
256 67 : VI : lLI--17 . 
257 Jer. 6:26 . 
258 52:14. 
259 Ex. 2.3 :19. 
218 
perfect, Virolleaud 1 s autograph justifies the restoration 
above. Here we have a striking contrast between Israelite 
and Canaanite practices. The Ugaritic passage also seems 
to justify a long-standing belief, going back to f~imonides, 
that the Hebrew statement represents a prohibition against 
a common Canaanite ritual practice. 
2. Secular. Having thus shown some of the affinities 
which existed between Ugarit and Israel in the area of 
the cult, we turn now to the secular life. First, we shall 
deal with government or the political unit. The Ugaritic 
texts being what they are we do not find a great deal of 
e~idence in them which bears upon this area and which finds 
parallels in the Old Testament literature. However, the 
administrative texts, as well as others, make it possible 
for us to cite some evidence. 
w•n rbt •atrt ym 
blt nmlk ettr 'rz 
ymlk tttr er~ · 
,apnk ''!:!tr '-r~ 
yc.l b~rrt ~pn 
ytb lkht lal~iyn 
b 41 pt.nh 1 tmgyn 
hdm r~ish lymgy 
~apsh wyt.n t~tr c~~ 
l)amlk bsrrt spn2oO 
. . 
260 49:I:2.5-34. 
261 I Sam. 10:24. 
wayyru~u wayyiqqaQuhu 
missam wayithya~~ebh bethokh 
ha~am wayyigbah mikkol-
ha~am missikhmo wama~la26l 
and Lady Asherah of 
the Sea replies, 
" Jet us surely make 
eAt tar the Terrible 
kiYI_g! 
Let ~Attar the Ter-
rible reign! " 
Thereupon ~Attar the 
Terrible 
goes up into the 
heights of $apan. 
He sits on the throne 
of .::tliyn Baal. 
His f eet do not reach 
t he footstool 
nor his head reach its 
top . 
And cAtta r the Terrible 
says : 
"I canJlot r ule i n t he 
heights of E_iapan! 11 
219 
and they ran and took 
him from there; and when 
he stood in the midst 
of the people he wa s a 
head taller thru~ anyone. 
Here we see that in the selection of a king he must 
be more than average in height. 
In text 400:I:l we 
find mryn[m] of which 
Gordon states: "this 
Indo-European word 
meaning 'retainers, 
vassals ' designates a 
c l ass of warr i ors 
promi nent in Canaan 
and Hi t anni. n2b2 On 
the basis of this we 
can a ss ert that this 
te xt is a list of 
sol di ers . In line VI: 
21 we f ind khnm pre-
cedil~ a list of names, 
indicating that priests 
were attached to the 
army . 
Thus it happened one day 
that Jonathan, the son of 
Saul, said t o the youth 
who bore his armor, "Come, 
let us go over to the post 
of the Philistine s, that 
is on the other side yonder." 
But he did not tell his 
fa ther. Now Saul was 
tarrying in the outskirts 
of Gibeah , under the 
pomegranate tree which is 
by the threshing-floor, 
and the people who were 
with him were about six 
hundred men; and Ahijah, 
the son of Ahitub, Ichabod 1 s 
brother, the son of Phinehas, 
262 Gordon, Ugaritic Handbook, p . 248 . 
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and son of Eli, the priest 
of the Lord at Shiloh, 
was in charge of an ephod.26.3 
These passages give us evidence of "the staff func-
tion of prie s ts or prophet.s in the field during mill tary 
operations . n264 See I Kgs. 22:_5f. for evidence of Hebrew 
prophets i n the field . 
k~r f:?mdm yrli).t 
wyp ~r s mthm 
smk -' at ygrs26.5 
Ktr brings down two 
clubs 
and proclaims their 
names 
your name is Expeller 
wa , ereeh ~ eth so ' n haharega likhna~ anlye266 hasso ~n 
wa >eqqah-li ~ene maqlo th 
le ' ahadh qara ~ th1 no eam 
ule •ahadh qara ~ th1 hobhl1m 
wa , er~ eh ' eth hasso )n267 
and I shepherded the flock 
to be slaughtered for the 
merchants of the flock. 
And I took two clubs; I 
named one Charming and I 
named t h e othe r Union. 
Here we see the two clubs as the symbols of power . 
Engne11268 also advances Ez • .37:1.5ff. as an additional 
parallel . 
26.3 I Sam 14:1-.3; due to the length of the passage 
v-re cite only the translation, taken verbatim from A:n 
American Translation. 
264 Gordon, Ugaritic Literature, p . 125, n. 4 . 
26.5 68:11. 
266 Following conjectural emendation in Kittel, 
Biblia Hebraica. 
267 Zech. 11:7. 
268 Engnell, QQ• cit., p . 128 . 
tb lpd [r(?) ] pdrm 
~t lt""m ,a]Jd c. r 
sbe. m ~b-- pdr 
t mnym b• l m[ t~ e m b"l269 
turns from town to 
town 
takes six·t;y-six tmiiTns 
even seventy-seven 
cities 
eighty Baal [ 
ninety Baal 
and it came to pass at 
the turn of the year, 
the time of the going 
forth of the kings 
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In the Ugari tic passage prececLing line 8, though 
the t e xt is fragmentary, the gods are banqueting and Baal 
leaves h is guests to embark upon a military expedition. 
Within the strict framework of our ~ story, hov.rever, 
the episode may • • • be intend_ed to suggest that 
Baal, like any earthly monarch, under took the regula r 
razz i a or marauding ex~edition at the beg inning of 
the a u tumn. 27l . 
Text 321 seems to r~­
f l ect a division of 
the country into ad-
ministrative districts 
for t he purpose of 
collecting contribu-
tions of the people 
t owards the military 
establishment.272 
269 51: VII:8-l2. 
welislomoh se~~m-easar 
nissabh1m ~al-kol yisra ~ el 
we:k:hilkelu ~ eth hammelekh 
we ~ eth betho hod~es bass~a 
yihyeh ha · e~adh 1ekhalkel l3 
Solomon had twelve officers 
over all Israel and they 
supplied food to the k i ng 
and his house. Each 
officer had to supply t he 
food for one month i n t he 
year . 
270 II Sam ll:l; following the reading of the vers ions . 
271 Gaster, QQ· cit . , p . 180. 
272 Gordon, QQ• cit., p . 124. 
273 I Kgs. 4-:7. 
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Though the principle aim seems to be different, 
one finds evidence here for the same general kind of admin-
istrative procedure . 
From government we turn next to certain general 
social institutions, such as the family, slavery, court 
practices, and miscellanea . 
Text 132 is very frag-
mentary but Gordon ' s 
trru1slation of lines 
1-5 shows clearly the 
act of copulation of 
Baal with Anat, his 
s ister, with the prob-
able birth of a child. 
hlk ' a{}.th b c:..1 yc. n 
tdrq ybnt ' abh274 
Baal beholds the going 
of his sister, 
the departure of his 
father•s daughter . 
And she cLrew near to him 
(for him) to eat and he 
overpowered_ her and he 
said to her , "Come lie 
with me, my sister . " But 
she said to him, "No, my 
brother, do not humiliate 
me, for it is not so done 
in I srael. Do not do this 
disgraceful thin_g . • • • 
:And nov1 speak, I pray, to 
the king for he v-1ill nQt 
withhold me from you. 2r5 
In these passages we see that the marriage of half-
siblings was not prohibited_. 
kyld_ bn ly km 
~ ahy wsrs km ~aryy 
.. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
274 t.. nt :IV: 8Jf . 
275 II Sam. 13:1 2 , lJb; due to the length of the 
passage we cite only the translation. See also Gen. 20:12 . 
276 2 Aqht:II : l4, 15, 19 , 20 . 
for a son is born to me 
like my brothers 
and a root l ike my kin 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
1>~Tho takes my hand in 
drunkennes s 
who carries me when I 
am filled with wine 
~athith mas1th 
~en-menahei lah 
mikkol-banim yaladha 
we ~en mahaz£q beyadhah 
mikkol bantm giddel~277 
awake, awake, rise up, 
Jerus alem, 
who has d.runk from the 
hand of Yahweh 
the cup of his fury, 
drunl{ to the dregs the 
bowl of drunkenness; 
there is none to guide 
her 
from all the sons she 
has born 
and there is none to 
str engthen her hand 
of all the sons she has 
brought up. 
Here we see reflecteo_ the duty of the son to take 
care of a drunken parent . 
1 mlkt 
' umy rgm 
tl:;l.m mlk 
bnk 
1 p eo n -' umy 
ql t l .> umy 
yslm ' ilm 
tgrk tslmk278 
To my mother, the ~~ueen, 
speak--
this is the message of 
the king, your son. 
At the foot of my 
mother I fall . 
277 Is . 51 :17, 18 . 
278 117:1- 8 . 
279 Ex. 20:12 . 
l{abedh >eth >a1Jh1kha 
we >eth >imekha279 
honor your father and 
your mother 
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To my mother let there 
be peace . 
May the gods guard you, 
(and) preserve you. 
It v.rould seem almost as if the Ugari tic king knew 
and hao_ taken to heart this Hebre'!!IT injunction. However, 
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that is hardly possible; yet the Ugaritic passage does 
evidence that attitude of son toward parent which represented 
Hebrew life at its best . 
In reference to slavery, r:Je find one point of interest 
in which is seen the non-manumission of certain slaves. 
perpetual slave and he shall be your 
perpetual slave 
~1e phrase recurs in Krt 127, Ex. 21:6 , Lev . 25:46, 
and I Sam. 27:1 . These suggest that under certain circum-
stances a slave might be viewed as permanent property. 
Next we turn to the administration of justice as 
reflected in the activities of a judge rather than the 
king. 
280 Krt 55. 
281 Deut . 15:17 . 
ydn [dnl~ il282 ysb 
p ~ alth283 
[ Dan Jel acts as a judge, 
he goes in circuit in 
arid. fields2ts.5 
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wayyispot semu~ el -'eth-
yisra • el kol yeme l:J.ayya:ttJ 
w8 halakh miclo_~ sana besvana 
wesabhabh b~th- :> el wehaggilgal 
wehammil?pa2ts4 
and Samuel judged Is rael 
all the days of his life . 
And he went annually in 
circuit to Bethel, Gilgal, 
and Hizpeh .. 
Here we see the practice of the judge going on 
circuit to administer justice . 
' apnk dn -' il :mt 
rp ' i ' a ( pj hn gzr mt 
hrnm [yJ 
yt s =- u ytb b .> ap :t;gr t~1t 
' adrm dbgrn yd.n 
dn .:J almnt •· • • 286 
thereupon Danel, man 
of Rpi, 
straightway the hero, 
man of Hrnmy, 
picks himself up; 
yea, he sits at the 
entrance of the gate 
beside the leading men 
in the threshing floor. 
He judges the case of 
the \llridow • • • 
and his father and mother 
shall lay hold of him 
and tal{e him out to the 
elders of his city fu~d 
to the gate of his (native) 
place 
282 Restoration follows Gaster, op. cit., p . 452. 
283 l Aqht 61 . 
284 I Sam. 7:15-16 . 
285 The translator is dependent on Gaster, QQ• cit . , 
p . 297 for the meaning of tialth. 
286 2 Aqht:v:4-7. 
287 Deut. 21:19 . 
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These passages, as well as several others in both 
Ugari t and Hebre~q, reveal that judging was also done at 
the gate of the city. 
In the study of the aclministrative texts it is 
possible to discern certain guilds . Other texts also 
inclicate that there v-.rere organized occupation s . 
[ ] rb spr 1Jbb288 
the chief scri be, ijbb and some of the Levites 
were scribes, secretaries, 
and gatekeepers 
The Hebrew sources do not reveal as clearly as our 
Ugaritic text that th~re were guilds of scribes . However, 
sopher does appear in the plural, indicating that many 
worked as contemporaries . 
s b &d yrgm290 ' l ~ d 
wcrbm t c.nyn291 
288 7J:rev:4. 
289 II Ch . J4 :1J . 
290 Emended following Gordon, Ugaritic Handbook , 
n . 255, n o . 1453 · 
291 52:12. 
292 I Ch. 15 :16 . 
seven times it shall 
be chante~ to the 
accompaniment of the 
lute and the choir 
shall respond 
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and David said to the heads 
of the Levites, to their 
brothers as singers with 
musical instruments: lyres, 
harps, and cymbals 
From these passages, and others could b e cited, we 
see that there were men vv-hose duty it was to siiJ.g the 
music in the t emple worship.293 
We turn next to three everyday customs or practices . 
.» ai;.r mgy kt,r w:ttss 
s t "alp qctmh mr ,) a 
wtk pnh t .. db ks .J u 
wyttb
4
lymn >al >iyn 
b ' l29 
after Ktr-and-ijss 
arrived he set an ox 
before him, 
a f a tling in front of 
him; 
a chair is placed in 
position and he sits 
down at the hand of 
Allyn Baal 
ne )urn ;yhwh la ) dhon£ 
sebh 11mfnt295 
· Yahwen 1 s oracle to my loro_: 
"Sit a t my right hand . " 
wayyusam296 kise >· 1e )em 
harnmelekh wattesebh 11rn1no297 
and a chair was put for 
the mother of the king 
and she sat c1ovm at his 
right 
These passages reflect the custom of honoring a 
person by seating him at one•s right. Though it is somewhat 
afield from our study, one cannot help but remark on the 
293 This does not exhaust the posslbilities concerning 
guilds but we shall find it more convenient to discuss the 
problem generally in Chapter IV. 
294 5l:IV:l06-llO . 
2 9 5 Ps • ll 0 : l . 
296 React so with Septuagint and the Syriac Hexaplaris. 
297 I Kgs . 2:19. 
strilcing similarity of the last phrase in the Ugari tic 
text quoted above and the statement from the Apostles• 
Creecl_: "where he si tteth at the right hand of God , the 
Father Almighty . " 
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s elahayikh pardes rimmon1m 
cim pert meghadhlm 
kepharim ~1m neradh1m299 
camphor as of· seven 
rnaiclens, 
a scent of coriander 
and perfumes300 
your products are a park 
of pomegranates with 
prize fruits: 
camphor vlf i th nard 
Here we have evidence · of the use of perfumes by 
women of anc ient times and especially the use of camphor . 
kyr -'as wy >ahp m, id [ssw 
dblt ytnt w~mqm ytn( m 
v1 qm}). b81 y~q , a~cl_h 
b •aph3 1 
if la horse J tosses his 
heaa and whinnies a 
grea t deal take an old 
fig cake and aged 
raisins [ J anO.. 
grocer's flour and. 
injec t them together 
into his nose . 
298 ~ nt : II : 2 . 
299 S of S 4:1J . 
and Isaiah said, 11 Take 
an old fig cake and put 
it upon the boil and he 
~'till 11 ve . " 
JOO So Gaster , QQ. • cit . , p . 211; Gordon , Ugaritic 
Literature , p . 17, Ugaritic Handbook, p . 2LI-O (no . 1018) 
and p . 221 (no . 454) is uncertain. 
JOl 55 :28- JO . 
J02 II Kgs . 20 : 7 . 
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The point to be noted here is that in both instances 
the medicat ion p rescribed_ is the same--dbl t--even though 
the application is quite d_i ff erent . 
CHAPrER IV 
Cm1PARISON OF THE CULTURE OF THE UGARITIANS 
iHTH THAT OF THE I SRAELI'l1ES 
In the preceding chapter has been presented the 
evidence upon which this chapter is to be based. This 
evidence has been limited to comparisons and has not included, 
with perhaps one or two exceptions, any contrasts . If the 
latter had been done the bulk of the material might have 
been tripled. Therefore, the scope of the present chapter 
is necessarily limited . 
A further limitation, implicit throughout the study , 
is that it is based upon literary remains alone . Two 
tasks then , not within the s cope of this study , remain 
still to be done : (1) to compile the eviCLen ce of contras ts, 
and (2) to make a careful study of non- literary remains . 
A. LI TERATUR.E 
Following the order of the presentation of the 
evidence, 1r;e beg in with the lit erature . It is perhaps 
at this point that we find our greatest point of contact . 
Patton concluded as follows : "Linguistically the literature 
of Ugarit is in a kindred dialect to the Hebrew of the Psalms."l 
1 Patton, John Hastings , Cana~~ite Parallels in the 
Book of Psa lms, p . 47 . Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1944. 
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tf.hen one does not limit himself to the Psalms one becomes 
even mor·e aware of that fact . At first glance it might 
seem to the uninitiated that we have in Ugarit and Hebrew 
two totally different languages . Ugarit is cuneiform and 
is v-rritten from left to right while Hebrew is v-Tritten in 
the so-called square characters and from right to left. 
How·ever, these are only very superficial differences 
and once the problem of the script is solved there is no 
essential difference between the two languages . The dif-
ferences which exist between the t~·m are the result of time 
development and are not, in the main, dialectic differences . 
The word-stems of both languages are triliteral. The 
verbal system is inflected, changes in number, g ender, 
person, and mood, being indicated by internal vov-Tel changes 
as well as by changes in prefixes and suffixes ; Ugarit 
and Hebrew have many of these changes in common. 
There are, strictly spea~ing, only t wo t enses, 
though neither l anguage denotes tense with any degree of 
exactness . This is especially true of the so- called imper-
fect tense--Ugaritic yqtl . 
Nouns may be both dual and plural in both laP~uages 
and both forrn the dual and plural in essentially the same 
way . In addition , gender is limited to masculine and 
feminine. Nouns tend to have the same gender in both 
languages. In both Ugari t and Hebi'ew one finds a general 
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lack of adjectives, nouns being used for that purpose. 
The point at which there is probably the greatest 
corresp ondence is in vocabulary . A careful check of Gordon 1 s 
g lossary2 will show that more than half of the Ugaritic 
viOrds are cognate with the Hebrew vocabulary . The distribu-
tion between frequently- appearing Hebrev.r 1.'fords and seldom-
appearing ones is about even. Occasio11..ally roots are not 
identical, i.~. Ugari tic ytn /1 Hebrew ntn. Some frequent 
a nd important words in the Hebrew vocabulary never appear 
in the extant Ugaritic vocabulary . One i mportant and 
interesting illustration is the root ttsd, "mercy," "loving-
kindness, 11 or, more accurately, 11 joint liability," 11 soliclar-
i ty"-- which has not yet mad.e its appearance in Ugarit. 
As one studies the lexicon of Koehler-Baumgartner,3 
now comirJg off the press, one sees the great value which 
Ugarit has for a better understanding of the exa ct meani1~ 
of many Hebrew words. New roots have been added to the 
lexicon, new meanings have been discovered for old roots, 
and distinctive overtones have been given to old. meanings . 
Of the words v-rhich the t wo languages have in common 
many have the same meaning and are used i n exactly the 
2 Gordon, Cyrus H. , Ugaritic Handbook, Part III, 
Comprehensive Glossary. Rome: Pontificium Institutum 
Biblicum, 19147 . 
J Koehler, Ludwig, and 1val ter Baumgartner, :Lexicon 
in Veteris ~Pestamenti Libros . Leiden : E •• J . Brill, 1948-
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same way . Others are used both lr.Ji th the same meaning a...11.d , 
in other contexts, with a different sense. Finally, some 
words, vJith only a limited number of occurrences, are used 
v-ri th entirely different meanings in- Ugari t than they have 
in Hebrew. 
Turning from vocabulary to syntax we likewise find 
a large correspo:o_c1ence between Ugari tic and Hebre-v·; . As 
Gordon has stated it, "There is hardly a s entence-type in 
Ugaritic that car.not be duplicated in the Old Testament . n4 
In both languages the word order is flexible though, gen-
e rally speaking, the verb precedes the subject and the 
object , though in Ugarit the verb seems to stand first 
less often than in Hebrew. Both Ugarit and Hebrew employ 
the construct relationship 1"li th the nov.n in the absolute, 
the genitive, always _following its construct. Ugarit, 
similarly to Hebrew, with its scarcity of adjectives, 
employs the construct relationship of no1..ms to make up 
for t hat paucity. Hhenever adjectives app ear, both lan-
guages require that they agree in number 1 gender 1 ancl case . 
Both Ugarit and Hebrew express existence and non-
existence in the same vmy . Likewise, possession is indicated 
in both l anguages similarly. The - so- called h-locale is 
used in both languages to indicate direct i on towards . 
4 Gordon, QQ. cit ., p . lQe. 
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In Ugarit, as well as in Hebrew, the number which 
nouns may take is fluid. Some nouns will be found in the 
singular when obviously the sense is plural . Also some 
nouns appear regularly in the dual or the plural when the 
sense is clearly singular. Both languages employ the 
dual but "no Semi tic language uses the clu8.1 more widely 
than Ugaritic. 11 .5 
In regard to the verb there are many correspondences 
in the two languages. Both Ugarit and Hebrew form the 
negative imperative and the negative purpose in the same 
way . The infinitive absolute is employed in both la.l1.gUages 
to g ive adcLed emphasis to the verb and as a:n emphatic 
imperative . 
Ugarit and Hebrew, in common with other Semitic 
languages, employ conjugations, or stems, to indicate 
various shades of meaning of the ground stem, or root--
.!. ·~· passive, reflexive, intensive, causative, and varying 
combinations . Using the terminology of Hebrew (which may 
sometimes be misleading in the case of Ugarit), the more 
common conjugations, in addition to basic qal, which are 
:formed in the same manner in both languages are the fol -
lowing: nipheal, picel , and hithpacel. Other less common 
conjugations t'lh ich Ugari t and Hebrew have in common are : 
.5 Ibid. , p. 41 . 
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pilpel, porel, and hithporel. 
Both languages have mru1y prepositions in common. 
Bo th Ugarit and Hebrew employ both b and 1 with the sense 
not only of 11 in, 11 11 by," 11with, 11 for the former, and 11 to, 11 
or "for," for the latter, but of "from" for both! In 
Ugari t these prepositions may be attacheo_ directly to the 
word or they may be '\.'fritten separately, sometimes even with 
a vvord divider between. the prepos i tio:n and the word which 
follows. 
This study has not dealt in detail with the question 
of poetic structure. Gordon in Ugaritic Handbook6 ha s 
drawn together illustrations of the various types of par-
allelism to be found in Ugarit, ea ch of which could be 
matched by similar type s in Hebrew. Suffice it to say 
that Ugari t and Hebrew, as is true of tl1e other Semi tic 
languages, regularly employ the device of repetition of 
meaning in parallel form. Here again nearly every form 
observable in Hebrew is .<1isplayed in Ugarit. As a result 
of the constant use of this device in Ugarit 11 the simplest 
utterance . . . is to be classified as p oe try."? 
one moves into the area of meter one is dealing with a 
sub ject e.bout which t here is much uncertainty , even in 
6 Ibid., pp. 102-llJ . 
7 Ibid. , p . 10 2 • 
Hebrev.r. However, we may observe that in Ugarit, as in 
Hebrew, mixed meter is us eeL, though the dominant meter 
in Ugarit is J - J.8 
We turn next to the subject of modes of expression. 
Though it is true that words are funclamental for the expres -
sion of ideas, they in themselves caruLot b e used as the 
basis for proof of any definite relationship. However, 
when those words appear in certa in recurring combinations 
in similar or identicaL contexts, we are then justified 
in concluding that some relationship does exist . So it 
is with Ugari t and Hebre\-v. 
Parallels of modes of ex-pression r e cur with striking 
regularity. It is not p ossible here to restate those 
parallels; the reader is referred back to the twelve pages 
of the preceding chapter wherein they were presented, as 
well as the many parallel expressions to be found in the 
following pages from that chapter. 1ffien one who is thor-
oughly familiar v.ri th Biblical 11 terature e ither in Hebrew 
or English sits do~-vn to read the Ugaritic literature he 
soon realizes that these two peoples spoke 11 the same la11.-
guage." 
8 A g ood, simple summary of the problem may be 
found in Patton, 2£• £11. , p . 7. 
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B. IDEAS 
From the literature we turn next to ideas. Here 
we find a much greater number of differences than in the 
general area of literature . However, there are some striking 
points of similarity as well . One must keep in mind at the 
outset, however, that the religion of Ugar it waspolytheistic 
while t he religion of the Old Testament is at first heno-
theistic and later monotheistic . This fundamental di:t'ference 
in the concept of t he sup erhuman order necessarily aff'ec ts 
the whole range of th_e ideas of God,· making for more contrasts 
than similarities. But let us see what similarities there 
are. 
In both literatures the deity is clearly related 
to the natural processes. He is the controller of all 
moisture--rain, dew, springs, rivers. Raln falls or fails 
to fall, ctew appears, and springs and rivers flow at the 
direct instigation of the deity . Hence it is important 
to do those things which the deity requires to secure the 
necessary moisture. Not only is thls vieT/IT of the deity 
brought by e xplicit references to his control of the rain, 
but it is implicit in the peculiar phrase, "Rider of the 
Clouds. 11 But the deity is not limited to a control of 
the r ain . In both literatures we fino_ that he is the cause 
of all storms. lVhen thunder and lightning storms arise 
2.38 
it is the voice of god #God; he sends the thunderbol ts . 
The deity also is viewed as the ovmer of the fielc1s. 
Hebre1r1 does not make much of this idea, probably because 
the Hebrew thought of him principally as the Creator . 
Hm'iever, implicit in the iclea of God's being the Creator 
of the world is the idea that he is its ov.;ner. In extant 
Ugari tic literature no poems dealing \IITi th the crea tive 
activities of the deities have yet come to light. As a 
matter of interes t it might be p ointed out that there is 
as yet no word in the Ugaritic vocabulary meaning 11 create 11 
in the sense of the Hebrew bara" . 
Both literatures present the deity as dwelling on 
a holy mountain. Just what the reason may be for this 
is not clear. Probably his transcendent nature makes it 
necessary for him to be as far removed from earthly beings 
as possible;p1tti:ng him upon a tall mountain is one way 
of accomplishing that . Throughout the Old IJ1estament we 
find references to the high places which were worship 
centers. One thinks also of the towers which v1ere erected 
in the Tigris- Euphrates River valley area, reflected prob-
ably in the story of the Tower of Babel.9 
This, furthermore, leads us to point out that in 
both Ugarit and the Old Testament heaven i s also spoken 
9 Gen. 11:1-9. 
of as the divine abode . Very frequently the heavenly 
abode is located in the north. Also the deity is said 
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to dwell in the heights; the heights are l ikewise located 
in the north. 
Both literatures speak of an assembly of the gods 
or of the sons of god #God. Sometimes the deity is presented 
as the ruler, sometimes as the f~ther . In Hebrew there 
are the 1'sons of God 11 who appear before God as in Ugar it . 
In Ugarit El is spoken of as king though his kingship is 
over the deities v.rho are his subjects; very rarely, if 
ever, is El spoken of as king over mortals. This is closely 
parallel to the Old Testament idea of Yahweh as king, so 
frequently found in the Psalms as well as elsewhere . 
There, hov.rever, God is the King over his mo r tal subjects. 
The deity is also spoken of as the fathe r of the gods in 
Ugarit. He is also very oc casionally sp oken of as the 
father of mank1nd. l0 This is true also in the Old Testament , 
though the Hebrews did not rr~ke much more of the idea of 
God the Father than did the Ugaritians . 
From the parallels cited in Chapter• III we see a 
great emphasis placed upon the conflict between the gods 
or between Yahweh and certain mytholog ical creatu1•es, 
usually sea monsters, especially Rahab and Leviathan. 
10 Krt J7, lJ6. 
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This is the dom~t motif which the two literatures have 
in common with each other, as well as with the other Medi-
terranean nations . When one examines some of the Old Testa-
ment sources more carefully it becomes clear that some of 
the protagonists of Yahweh have been obscured. In Ugaritic 
Yam and Nahar are both enemies of Baal while in Hebrew 
they seem to have ceased to be thought of as monsters 
and have become simply "sea" and 11 river. 11 In both the 
Ugaritic literature and the Old Testament the supreme 
deity is ultimately successful in subduing his enemy; but 
in Ugaritic there is usually more suspense, more doubt as 
to the certainty of the outcome. In Hebrew the absolute 
supremacy of Yahweh over all forces of evil is never left 
in doubt but is explicitly and forthrightly stated. 
Another point of agreement between the two literatures 
in their views of the deity is his eternal quality. In 
Ugari tic El 1 s eternal nature is stated i n the follov-ring ways : 
his wisdom is eterna1,11 and his kingdom is eterna1.12 
This view of God is very common in the Old Testament. 
Again and again, God's eternity is contrasted with the 
shortness of man's life. The word of God is eternal, his 
rule is without end. 
In the area of man' s relationship with superhuman 
11 &nt:V:3S, 39. 
12 68:10. 
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beings, we have much less evidence in Ugarit than in Hebrew. 
This is mainly due to the fact that the literature simply 
does not deal with the interplay of human with divine 
beings. We have the Ugaritic myths, on the one hand, 
which deal exclusively with the activities of the gods 
in their relations ·with each other, and we have the secular 
documents--administrative, letters, and the like, on the 
other. The only exception to this is the epic drama or 
legend of Keret.l3 However, possible relationships between 
tne deities and men may be discovered in t he Ugaritic 
literature. There is no paucity of such evidence in the 
Old Testament. 
Already mentioned is the father-son relationship 
of the deity and man. This is not on an individual level, 
however, but rather on a relationship of the deity to the 
group. 
In both Ugarit and Hebrew we see the idea of man 
in physical combat with a supernatural being. It is not 
frequent in its occurrenc~ to be sure; but the idea is 
present in both literatures. 
The deity frequently appears to man in a dream 
or vision. El talks to Keret in a dream. The dream is 
well attested in the Old Testament as the medium for personal 
13 So designated by Ginsberg, T_h.e Legend .Q! l&Ylg 
K~ret, a Canaanite Epic of the Bronze Age. 
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experiences of God. 
Also common to both literatures, though expressed 
only once in each body of literature, is the idea that 
supernatural beings may steal or kidnap mortals, thus 
causing death. In Ugaritic literature, the being to be 
feared is an enemy of Baal while in Hebrew it seems to be 
death itself. Curiously, however, in both instances, 
this supernatural being makes his entrance through the 
windows. 
A common occasion upon which the deity appears to 
a mortal in both Ugarit and Hebrew is to announce a birth.l4 
Childbirth for the primitive man was an event poorly under-
stood. It was a crisis in his life and a good deal of 
superstition surrounded it. It may well be that the annuncia-
tion was nothing more than the realization that conception 
had occurred, but since it was so mysterious a thing the 
best explanation was that a supernatural being had appeared 
and announced the event. 
When one turns to the subject of cosmology there 
are certain Ugaritic references which present a picture 
not unlike that of the Hebrews. Both literatures speak 
of the deeps from which waters come surging forth. Also, 
both literatures speak of openings in the clouds or heavens 
14 Gordon, Cyrus H., Ugaritic Literature, p. 64. 
Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1949. 
from which the rain pours forth. Thus both literatures 
seem to be in basic agreement on the picture of the universe 
in which the earth floats on a body of water and that above 
the earth is a separator which holds back the waters which 
a~e above the earth. 
On the question of ethical ideals there is no paucity 
of Hebrew evidence, but Ugaritic evidence is very scarce 
indeed. However, two Ugaritic passages suffice to show 
that the Ugaritians agreed with Hebrews that the rights 
of the widow and the orphan had to be protected. Y~b 
complains to Krt, his father, that he should relinquish 
his kingship because he no longer devotes himself whole-
heartedly to the administering of justice. In addition 
to the widow and the orphan the Ugaritians were also con-
cerned about what are called •the broken in spirit.•l5 
Exactly what that phrase means can be decided only on the 
basis of similar phraseology in the Hebrew writings where 
it seems to refer to the humble. For the two Hebrew parallels 
cited 1n Chapter III to illustrate these ethical ideals 
among the Hebrews, literally dozens more could be found. 
That the Ugaritians possessed a high morality is 
difficult to say on the basis of the evidence at our dis-
posal; to say that they had a low morality is likewise 
15 127:34. 
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difficult for the same reason. However, the Ugaritic gods 
frequently act on a rather low moral plane. For example, 
since Baal copulated with a heifer, we are probably safe 
in saying •that it was no crime for men to copulate with 
animals in Ugarit.nl6 This is in direct contrast to the 
Hebrew attitude on this matter. 
On the question of afterlife there is considerable 
a greement between Ugarit and Hebrew, even though our Ugaritic 
sources are not numerous. The dead go down into the earth 
where they are received as though by a monster with greedy 
jaws wide open. More significant, however, is the view 
that in the afterlife one finds rest from earth's troubles. 
To this should be added the idea that there is p erpetual 
thirst and hunger in the afterlife. Though this is not 
a dominant view in Hebrew literature, evidence of it may 
be found. It is no doubt this belief among some ancient 
peoples which gave rise to the practice of putting food 
and drink at the burial places. Finally, it might be 
noted that the ideal among both the Ugaritians and the 
Hebrews was to die only after one was old enough to have 
white hair! 
16 Gordon, Q£• ~., p. 8. 
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C. INSTITUTIONS 
From this discussion of the similarities in the 
area of ideas we turn next to the ways in which the Ugari-
tians and the Hebrews organized their lives--religious 
and secular. 
In both Ugarit and among the Hebrews hav1ng a meal 
together seems, on occasion, to have religious significance. 
This seems especially to be true in the instance of Isaac's 
desire to bless his son,l7 the blessing indicating succes-
sion in the position of leadership of the tribe. To obtain 
and prepare food seems to be more than the simple prepara-
tion of the meal. As we have stated earlier, the connection 
between the meal, on the one hand, and the blessing, on 
the other, is unmistakable. Furthermore, the striking 
parallel 1n Ugaritl8 seems to justify the view that among 
both peoples, at certain times at least, the selection of 
a new leader was accompanied by a meal. 
One is reminded also of the meal which Samuel prepared 
for Saul prior to his anointing as king. A further illustra-
tion might also be the feasting in which Adonijah and his 
followers were engaged as he was in the process of becoming 
k1ng.l9 At first glance this latter looks as it were 
17 Gen. 27. 
18 2 Aqht:V:l5-39· 
19 I Kgs. 1. 
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nothing more than a celebration banquet, but ~ the light 
of these other passages and the Ugaritio parallel it begins 
to take on a somewhat different appearance. Perhaps by 
this time 1n Israel's history the earlier religious sig-
nificance of the meal had been forgotten and was retained 
merely as a customary practice. 
A further question which we shall raise but not 
attempt to answer, since it lies outside of the province 
of this study, is this: did the meal which Jesus and his 
followers observed have e:ny relationship to this ancient 
practice? 
Prominent in the decorative scheme in the cult 
objects were the animal motifs. This fact would be made 
most clear by an examination of the cultic objects which 
have been found at Ras esh-Shamra and in Israelite sites. 
However, the literature contains descriptions of cultic 
objects, in the case of Ugarit, and the temple, 1n the 
. 
case of Israel. In the Ugaritic passage20 the animals 
are not described other than to state that they are small 
wild beasts, though oxen are mentioned. In Israel, the 
lion and the ox, together with the cherubim--mythological 
creatures--are the most often used. 
Of considerable interest is the use of the tent 
20 51:!:39-44. 
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a s a place of worship. In both Ugarit and Hebrew there 
is an indication that long a~ter the people themselves 
lived in houses they worshipped in tents. That this was 
true during the time when Ugaritic culture was at its 
height is not, of course, to be inferred ~rom the reference 
in Krt 159. However, what that reference does show is that 
worship in tents at one time represented a norm which 
later was abandoned. 
This is precisely what we ~ind in Israel. Long 
after the people had settled down and ceased to live in 
tents, they worshipped Yahweh in a tent. Finally, David 
feels that the tent is not worthy of Yahweh and wishes 
to build a more substantial structure, but the prophet 
Nathan forbids it. That Nathan opposed it on the ground 
of a lack of political stability alone seems unlikely. 
This may have been part of the picture, but when one re-
members that in the actual building operations no tool 
was used at the site of the building, only then is the 
picture complete. The con£usion and noise of pounding 
and sawing would desecrate the holy place, hence a tent, 
-which had always sufficed anyway, continued to be used. 
However, when the conservatism was past and the desire 
strong enough, then a way was found to overcome- the obstacle 
to building a temple. 
The principal reason for building the new house 
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would be that David wished to show his supremacy over all. 
In reference to the house that was built for Baal, Obermann 
states in his summary: 
If Baal was now to obtain absolute sovereignty, if, 
after overwhelming his enemies and subduing his rivals, 
he was to win supremacy over all the gods, it was 
only fitting that he should have been the god who had 
inaugurated the new' age of metallurgy by inviting the 
Egyptian artisan-god Hayin to build for him a house 
of gold and silver and lapis lazuli.21 
In a sense this is precisely the motivating force 
which led Israel to replace a tent with an ornate building. 
One would need only to substitute David-Solomon for Baal 
in the above quotation and change the level from divine 
to human. 
In both Ugarit and Hebrew cult practices, the roof 
top was one of the places where ritual acts were performed. 
This is true especially of those cults which centered their 
attention on the worship of the sun, moon, and stars. Now 
it must be pointed out that such worship is strongly con-
demned by the religious leaders of Israel whenever it is 
mentioned in the Old Testament. Hence it does not represent 
wbat one could call the official religion of Israel. 
Nevertheless it was undoubtedly a popular aspect of religion 
from time to time and thus constituted an important factor 
in Israelite culture. 
21 Oberma.nn, Julian, Ugaritic MYthologY, 1! Study 
9.f. 1.:E.§. Leading Motifs, p. 84. New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 194S. 
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As we have already pointed out, Saul spent the 
night on a roof top. Now it is true that the roof top 
would be a cool place, but coming between a meal in a 
sacred hall and his anointing one suspects that the night 
on the roof top may have more meaning than merely a cool 
sleep. 
Both the Ugaritians and the Israelites erected 
monuments to the departed dead, and, at least in Absalom's 
case, a man without sons might do it for himself. That 
we are able to cite only the case of Absalom for this prac-
tice is not a deterrent to generalizing, for there is 
not reason to believe that Absalom would do something 
not ever done by any of his contemporaries. That a man 
would have it set up by someone else and not himself take 
part in the actual placing of the stone seems Unlikely. 
As a matter of fact, our passages22 clearly indicate that 
the person erected it himself, usually, of course, in 
memory of his ancestor. As a concomitant to the erecting 
the pillar there was the mentioning of the name of the 
ancestor, and the pillar seems itself to have been t hus 
named. All of this woUld undoubtedly take on a good deal 
of conformity and thus would become a ritual. In Ugarit 
and 1n Israel, as well as 1n other areas,23 this was the 
22 2 Aqht:II:l6; II Sam. 18:18. 
23 Q!. Gaster, Theodor H., Thespis , p. 275. New 
York: Henry Schuman, 1950. 
normal and expected thing to do and its repetition would 
unquestionably lead to a formalizing· of the practice. 
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The curse and the blessing likewise take on cultic 
significance as they become repeated in certain similar, 
recurring situations. One of those situations is the 
combat. Apart from the situation 1n which actual mortal 
enemies faced each other, there was also the ritual combat 
in which a people's enemies were subdued in mock warfare. 
In such cases as these the ritual curse was an integral 
part of the whole ritual. Such curses would also be a 
part of non-ritual combat such as we find in I Sam. 17. 
One might curse his ' enemy not only to cause his 
death but also to effect some lesser physical disability--
blindness, lameness, etc. This was true both in Ugarit 
and Israel. The curse might also be against one's crops. 
Closely akin to the curse is the blessing. This, 
likewise, may be found in both Ugarit and Israelite lit-
eratures. Both the curse and the blessing were viewed 
as efficacious in producing the results desired by the 
one who uttered them. 
Also common to both Ugarit and Hebrew is the view 
that blood is synonymous with life and that the land upon 
which blood is spilt should not, even may not, be used 
for those purposes for which the land is commonly used. 
This is made plain in a long passage in 1 Aqht; Danel curses 
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the land that no moisture fall upon it so that it not 
produce for seven years. This is closely parallel to 
David's lament over Saul and his sons with the desire that 
the fields in which their blood was poured out not be used 
for any purpose. But other Hebrew passages24 indicate 
that the shedding of blood on the land rendered it totally 
useless for cultivation. 
Common to both Ugarit and Hebrew are certain mourning 
practices. These include the putting of ashes and dirt on 
the head, the wearing of rough garments, shaving the head, 
and the beard, and lacerating some part of the body. In 
connection with cultic laceration it ought to be noted that 
the practices of the Baal prophets noted in I Kgs. 18:28 are 
not mourning practices but lacerations to gain the attention 
of the deity to the end that he might help them. As a matter 
of fact, this may be the aim of mourning laceration, though 
others feel that it served to make oneself unrecognizable to 
the ghost of the deceased. 
Another cultic practice which the Ugaritians and 
the Israelites shared is that of sleeping in a holy place 
in order to obtain a visitation of the deity or during 
which such a visitation would appear--the rite of incubation. 
A famous passage in the Old Testament is that found in 
24 Gen. 4:10-12, Num. 35:33· 
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Genesis 28:10-19. There are others which reflect this 
widespread practice. 
Somehow related to the rite of incubation seems to 
be the wearing of a special garment, though the picture is 
not completely clear. It is plain in Ugarit2.5 that Danel dons 
a ritual garment in his rite of incubation. However, we do 
not seem to have a clear-cut picture in Hebrew of this aspect 
of the rite. However, it should be noted that the same term 
in Ugaritic applies both to the garment worn during the rite 
of incubation as well as the mourning rites. But there is 
no indication that the same is true in Israel. 
Now, so far as the religion of the Old Testament is 
concerned, Leslie,26 as well as others, has shown that 
the history of Israel's religion cannot be understood apart 
from the Canaanite milieu in which it developed. Not only 
that, but it adopted many of the aspects of that basically 
agricultural religion. The three major festivals of the 
religion of Israel were borrowed from Canaanite sources 
but were oriented in the history of Israel. From the 
evidences of that religion to be found 1n the Old Testament 
there can be no question that for all practical pu~oses 
it was identical with the religion at ancient Ugarit. 
York: 
2.5 2 Aqht:I:l4-16. 
26 Leslie, Elmer A., Old Testament Religion. 
The Abingdon Press, 1936. 
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Obermann states, •we have seen ••• how incalculably close 
a bond must be recognized as having existed between the 
mythology of Ugarit and that of pre-Israelite Palestine.n27 
The sacrificial system as it developed in Israel 
was very closely akin to that of the Canaanite neighbors. 
It was the insistence of the prophets upon certain moral 
principles which kept +t from being identical with Canaanite 
religion. And yet it was Elijah who showed that whatever 
the Baalim could do, Yahweh could, and did do, better. 
Thus the work of some of the religious leaders of Israel 
was to ascribe the powers of the gods of Canaan to the 
God of Israel while others opposed the sacrificial system 
completely and demanded that the low morality inherent 
1n the sacrificial fertility system (as revealed in the 
literature of Ugarit) be abandoned. 
One very clear example of the success of those 
who opposed admdtting certain elements of the Canaanite 
cult into Israel's religious system is to be found in the 
prohibition against boiling a kid in its mother's milk.28 
As our parallel in Chapter III shows, this was a pagan 
practice probably connected with the spring festival.29 
tihen we come to the final stages of pre-exilic 
27 Obermann, QQ.• cit. , p. xx. 
28 Ex. 2):19. 
29 £!• Gaster, .QJ2.• ill•• p. 245. 
Israelite religion we discover that •the issue of the drama 
of the development of Old Testament religion was a creative 
synthesis of the greatest elements in Israel and Canaan.•3° 
From religious institutions we turn now to the 
secular. Of course, it must be kept carefully in mind that 
ancient Semitic life could not be so strictly categorized. 
The so-called secular and the religious overlap; it is 
impossible to state exactly where one ends and the other 
begins. Such terminology is used, then, in the sense 
with which it applies to our society and the transition 
is made as far as possible. 
In this discussion we turn first to the government. 
In both Ugarit and Israel it seems clear that physical 
height is a prerequisite to becoming king. This no doubt 
had something to do with physical prowess but more than 
that it may have indicated that he enjoyed the special 
favor of the deity. 
From our Ugaritic and Old Testament evidence we 
see that the common time for going to war wa s at the going 
forth or end of the year. Furthermore, we find that 1n 
both Ugarit and Israel, religious leaders followed the 
armies into the field. Their function, however, was probably 
not that of a modern field chaplain but rather to give 
JO Leslie, Q£• cit., p. 200. 
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oracles concerning the proper conduct of the king and his 
armies and the outcome of impending battles. Though not 
frequently set forth in th~ Old Testament, two clubs or 
staffs seem to be the symbols of the k1ng's power. 
During the reign of Solomon we find Israel divided 
into twelve administrative districts for the purpose of 
collecting the levies placed upon the taxes. This was 
precisely the same set~up which we find revealed in some 
of the administrative documents from Ugarit. 
There are a few Ugaritic texts which reveal to us 
some of the practices in regard to marriage and the family. 
It is clear from both Ugaritic and Old Testament literature 
that marriage between half-brothers and half-sisters, when 
the mothers 11rere different, was not prohibited. 
In both Ugarit and Israel it was necessary for the 
bridegroom or his family to give something in exchange 
for the bride.Jl Pedersen states the Israelite practice 
and thought as follows: 
If they do not give a jewel as valuable as a daughter, 
they must give something of what belongs to them. They 
give a bridal sum, ~har, of their property, not merely 
as a material compensation, but as a mental b~lancing 
of what is given by the family of the bride.3 
31 Qt. 77:17-37· 
32 Pedersen, J., Israel, 1.1.§. ~ ~ Cul ture 9 
Vola. I-II, p. 68. London: Oxford University Press, 
1926. 
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Within the family circle itself certain attitudes 
on the part of the children towards the parents were ex-
pected. It is summed up for both 1n the Hebrew law, "Honor 
your father and your mother.n33 In three texts34is seen 
the high respect which the young king pays to his queen 
m~ther. This reminds us of the time Bathsheba visited 
Solomon, her son, and he did obeisance to her and had her 
seated on his right.35 Another way 1n which a child could 
show respect to his parent was in taking care of him when 
he was drunk; as Gaster puts it so well, •steering daddy 
from the tavern.•36 Since drunkness was severely frowned 
upon 1n Israel, we find little of this idea in the Old 
Testament, However, from Is. 51:17, 18 we can assume 
that even among the Israelites dutiful sons looked upon 
this as an obligation and performed it when necessary. 
In both Ugari t and Israel .slaves were spoken of as 
perpetual or •slaves forever." Of course , there were 
laws for the release of slaves in Israel and there may 
well have been in Ugarit also but it is likewise true 
that in Israel there were provisions for a slave's becoming 
33 Ex. 20:12. 
34 89, 9.5, 117. 
35 I Kgs. 2:19. 
36 Gaster, Q2• ~., p. 274. 
permanent property.37 Pedersen feels, however, that it 
was not as slave the.t a man was permanently attached to 
his master but as a hired laborer or as a ~.38 
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In the administering of justice there is evidence 
that in certain instances the judge acted more or less 
like a circuit judge, going from town to town to decide 
the cases which were to come before him. However, in 
both Ugarit and Israel there is clear evidence that justice 
was administered at the gate. As in our own country, the 
circuit judge was probably active in early days of the 
settlement of the country; at least this was the case in 
Israel. Later, when the country was better settled, court 
would more likely be held in each town. 
There is little reliable information from either 
Ugarit or Israelite sources concerning the organizations 
of workers. It appears fairly certain that two groups 
had some semblance of organization--the scribes and the 
temple singers. Otherwise our data are very meager. 
In both Ugarit and Israel the custom of honoring 
a person by seating him on . the right was observed. 
At Ugarit and among the Israelites, as well as 
throughout the ancient world, the ladies adorned themselves 
37 Deut. 15:17. 
38 Cf. Pedersen, 22• ~., p. 44. 
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with jewelry and cosmetics. In our literary sources we 
have clear evidence of the use of perfumes and specifically 
camphor. 
In the area of medicine we do not have, strictly 
speaking, an exact parallel. In Ugarit we have texts 
which deal with the medication of horses whereas in Israel 
we have only the medication of a human being. The interest-
ing thing, however, is that in both instances the medication 
is the same--a fig cake. In the Ugaritic source it is 
administered internally while in the case of Hezekiah it 
is administered externally. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The time now has come for us to set down 1n clear 
succinct fashion the conclusions of our study. In the 
first place, it is clear that the Hebrew Old Testament 
as literature cannot be adequately studied without taking 
the literature of Ugarit into account. At many points 
the sense of Hebrew words is not clear without the help 
of Ugarit. Though it is true that knowledge of Hebrew 
has been helpful in translating certain Ugaritic passages, 
the reverse is also very true. As a matter of fact, it 
is so true that at times emendations of the Hebrew text 
are justified on the basis of Ugarit. 
We need a new, good historical grammar of Hebrew; 
it can only now be written, for without the Ugarit lit-
erature it would be quite inadequate. The Koehler-Baum-
gartner lexicon, n.ow coming off the press, justifies our 
conclusion that a knowledge of Ugarit is imperative, for 
there the meaning of words is greatly enriched by the 
constant c iting of Ugaritic cognates. On the other hand, 
this same lexicon also illustrates how inadequate the 
study of Hebrew can be without a complete grasp of the 
significance of Ugarit. For example, in the discussion 
of h,l Koehler nowhere indicates the meaning of •from• 
1 Koehler-Baumgartner, pp. 102-105. 
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for this preposition. However, the preposition b clearly 
has this meaning in Ugarit; following that lead one can 
find such meanings for it in Hebrew.2 In this instance, 
then, the lexicon is out-of-date the moment it comes off 
the press! OUr study, then, clearly demonstrates and 
justifies the conclusion that a scientific study and know-
ledge of the Hebrew language can come only through the 
help of Ugarit. 
In the second place, we have shown that many of 
the ideas of the Israelites were not unique with them. 
Too frequently in some circles the uniqueness of the thought 
of Israel has been over-emphasized. This is clearly no 
longer possible. In the area of ideas Israel and Ugarit 
shared much together , and neither was isolated. This 
is not to say, of course, that neither had its distinctive 
features or traits, but it must be emphasized that in 
their thought life they had a very great deal in common. 
They shared many ideas about the divine being, 
even though Ugar1t was polytheistic and Israel was not. 
Many of the same a t tributes are shared by the gods of 
Ugarit and the God of Israel. God is father, ruler, and 
protector. God 1s constantly 1n conflict with certain 
forces which he must overcome in order to be supreme, 
2 Deut. 8:7, I Sam. 28:6, Amos 6:6, and others. 
and those forces are designated with the same words in 
both literatures. This is true not only in the ideas 
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of God but also in the ideas about ethics, the cosmos, 
man and his apprehension of the deity, and the afterlife. 
rfuen one realizes the very limited amount of material 
with which there is to work, the fact that there may be 
only one or two points of contact does not militate against 
concluding that there was a very definite relationship. 
A third conclusion which we are led to draw from 
this study is that the cult of Ugarit and the cult of 
Israel were in many respects very similar. The differences 
which existed were those that came as a result of develop-
ment and thus are developmental and not essential or funda-
mental differences. Furthermore, whatever differences 
appear are also the result of ethical teachers in Israel, 
the like of which apparently did not exist in Ugarit. 
Nevertheless, in spite of the differences in detail, we 
cannot admit with Gray that •it is the differences rather 
than the similarities which impress.•J On the contrary, 
what is impressive is that in two literatures, separated 
by several centuries, of a people separated by nearly 
three hundred miles, there should be so many cultic 
3 Gray, John, "Cultic Affinities between Israel 
and Ras Shamra," Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche 
Wissenschaft, XXI, 1950, p. 219. ---
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affinities. Hence we are led to assert that Israelite 
cult is not understandable without a close scrutiny of the 
cult of Ugarit. For such scrutiny will reveal details 
which, when fitted into what we already know from Biblical 
sources, will enrich the whole picture greatly. 
Finally, we must face the problem of the specific 
relationship of Ugarit to Israel. Did one borrow directly 
from the other; to be specific, did Israel, coming later, 
borrow from Ugarit? Granting that Ugarit and Canaan are 
for all practical purposes one and the same, the answer 
must be yes. In many ways the affinities are so close 
· and so unique as to be explainable only through a borrowing. 
As Patton stated it, •When words are combined into phrases 
and these phrases are found to recur in familiar conforma-
tions, it may be demonstrated that there is borrowing between 
the two, or that there is a common ancestry.•4 
In order to ascertain fully whether these affinities 
are due to borrowing or common ancestry a careful examination 
along the lines followed in this study would need to be 
made for the entire Near East. However, in the area of 
language, in the light of many similarities of expression, 
the conclusion that Israel borrowed from its neighbors 
cannot be avoided. Likewise, in the realm of ideas and 
4 Patton, John Hastings, Canaanite Parallels ~ ~ 
Book of Psalms, p. 48. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
Press:-1944. 
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institutions, some things that the Israelite_s did and 
thought were unquestionably derived from their neighbors. 
This is not to say that the Israelites were Canaanites 
with a different name. On the other hand, they did not 
live in a vacuum and what one might suspect a priori is 
now proved beyond shadow of doubt, !·~· Israelite culture 
was a combination of Canaanite (Ugarit) e l ements and dis-
tinctively Israelite elements. 
Cru\PTER VI 
SUl'vJ-Tl'.~.RY 
The i'TOrd 11 U ari t ic 11 used in th t i tle . f t his study 
refers to t he t orn of Ugarit , anci~nt name of mod r Ras e sh-
Shamre. , l oca.t ed on th ,. M di t erran ean Coas t opposite the l e.nd 
of Cypru s . It wa s d scover ed n a s erie s of excava tions be-
t Teen 1 92 and 193 9 i'rhich r evea d To:a r t e. s an important 
co m no itan c nte dur ng the midd le of t he second millenium • 
... 111 n:; t e mportant f ind s of Ue;ari t i'l"ere a l ar e number of 
l ?habetic c une iform t a blets containing myths, l e e d e , d.m. ni-
s Jr e.ti ve documents , l etter s , and mi s ce llaneoL s Hr i t i ngs . It 
is the cult ure d . cover ed in t hese excav tions ar.Ji, .more eoe ci-
f ca ly, as reveal0d n t hes9 written do cumen e ~ _t c0n titutes 
one-half of t he basi s of our comparative s t udy . 
The ot her half of the study is based upon ~he literatu:e 
of the Hebr evr s commonly called t he Ol d Te s t a ment. The people 
who prod ced t his literature lived in Pa l est ne , f r s t a in-
vader s nd t hen as a settled ps ople, fo r more t h n fi "- t en 
hundred years. 
The aim of t h e s tudy i s t o camp r e , on t h e b8s s of t be se 
.two literat ures , t he cultur es of ~heee two ~e p ss . The me t ho 
used is to pr~sent, as evide~c~ , ~arallels bet ween the t wo 
li tera.tures in t be t hree z.e~l8r[ . l arG[,S of li tJera t '-~ 8 , ideas, 
and inst t ut i ons" an:i, on t~e basic of ti:lose :par.c>llels , to dravi 
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cultura l comparisons. 
The following r e present t ypi ca.l exe.r:J~') les of t he par allel:: 
presen t 8d : 
Us ari t Old Testa ment 
Literature: Vocabule,r y 
b r k, to bless 
n, gar d en 
dl, poor 
hllr, to 'Ic;.l l;: 
mdbr, desert 
Li tero.t £.§.: Synte.x 
the r e is a nrince (49:III :3 ) 
you re indeed thirsty 
(51: rv:34) 
.Li t e r _. t ·ure: Hodes of ~xPreReion 
1-m.d es f .. ith honey 
(49:II I:7 
his bed vf s soal:ed by his 
vTeepinr' (Krt 30 ) 
Ideas: -o 
the ....,. od who ovvns t h e:- fl e l ds 
( l Aqht 219) 
I dee.s : IviB n - God rela t ionshi·o 
and in h i s dre ~:un El descends , 
n hie vi~i0n th fa~her of 
man (Krt 3 5-39) 
barak, to b l e s 
gan, , arden 
dal, poor 
h lak, to \'fe .. l l{ 
midhbar, desert 
there i s a kinsm n (R t h 3 : 12 
yo~ ~ill ndeed k i ll 
a l and flo vii n vli th milk 
and h ney 
(J osh ~ 5:6) 
I 1vat er my couch vri th my 
vl , epinD.: (P "~ . 6 :7 
to the :lv1ost W '3h God , 
ovmer of h e a v en and earth 
(Gen . 14: 19 
a fter ~-ese hi _ E the ~ d 
of Yahvreh c2.me to Abr run n 
th_ vi c i on (Gen. 15:1 
Ideas: Ethic s 
he j d e r the case of the 
1idovr, dm ' ni s t ers justice 
fo r t h or-phan (2 :~qht :v :7, 8) 
rna y Baal mak you one- eyed 
no\v nd f 'Jr'3v er nor e 
(l Aqht 167 
Danel qc t s a s e j dss, he 
oes i n e i re it in arid 
f ld s ( 1 A h t 61) 
(G o vrho does ju s tice 
fo r the or-oh an ancl t he 
w dow (D u~ . 0: 8 
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and E isha prayed to 
Yahv·reh and. he sa d, " Smite , 
pr e.y, t his m:~ti on ith 
blindness .n (II Krss. 6 : 
and Samue jud3sd I s rael 
a 1 the days of hi s life . 
.nd he went annu?. in 
ci~c it to Bethel, Gilgal, 
and Mizpeh (I Sam . 7:15-16 
The vo ce.bule.ry of · g r it a nd He brei·r we.s d i s cover e t o corre s -
pond very c l osel·, approxi met?ly fif y percent of ·~ar't i vnrds 
a ppeari ng also in Hebrew. Many mode R of express on re r ep ate 
verba · m n Hebre· wh:ile many others a r - stri in::;ly s imilar. 
Nearly svery sent nee ty~e, as we ll a s other syntactical us ses , 
o nd in Hebr ·J are re r.::.e a t ed in rS2..l" t. 
Tho ·s h the peopl e of Ugar·t were p o ythe ' s t s , man, of t he ir 
i de s o f divin8 beL :.:s corre spond to t hose of the Hebrews . They 
t hou <:::.ht of the SU"?reme s od, El , a.s father, eterne.l prot ect or , and 
eust2iner. Es"?ec ially no table i s the confli ct m th in ;hich 0aal/ 
God ov ercomes certain s ea -mons ter s . Ug2.r i t ie.n apprehended the 
gode. in some of the same ways and for some of t h.e same reasons a s 
did the He bre\'!S. 
Ugariti c coe rno l ogy wa~ identical with that of t he Hebrews . 
did not ha ve a ,,v-ell developed ethic but -dhat we find i q i t e 
similar to that of the Hebrews. In r egard to t he a fterl ife , 
both ·S2 it and Isr .el believed n t h undergro ' nd existr->nce 
of t he d ad. 
The c 1l t of Ugari t I'V'e. s r _markably cim l a r to t tat of 
I s r ael, incl d ng su ch thin ,s as t he rite of incubat i on, 
mo urning r i te s, c rse s, a s well a s the sacrificial system in 
gener a l .. 
l·Lan. se cul r insti tut i ons wer e rerne.rkably sirn lar: 
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1 . The co n t r vras divided into administra t i ve dist i ct s 
f or p ur·£1 ose s of levying taxes . 
2. Both fol lowed t he pr a ctice of aying a br ide- pric e 
and among both pe opl e t here V~ as t he po s sibility of t he marr ece 
of half- s ibl n~s. 
3 . Ch l r _n wer e expe ct e t o honor t he i r pa rents. 
4. Slaves we r e kept and under s omr-> c ircumstances m s ht 
be vi ewed as permanent . 
5. The t i me of t . e conduct of vra.r w s often a t the going 
fo r th of t h e year . 
6 . J u . tice vas dminist ered bo~h bv the judge - oing on 
c i r cu i t and a t t he ci ty gat e . 
7. To be seated at t he right nand vias a mark of honor . 
8 . The same perfume--camphor-- nd t he s ame medication--
fi ~ cakes--vrere 1Jsed in both U~arit and Israe l. ~ '-' 
In conclud ing this study , it ma y fi r Et be po i nt ed o t 
t hat t he U~~ari t ic literature now ena bl es us to write a much 
more satisfa ctory hi s torical ramma r of Hebrew. \ ithout a 
l::no\vled g e of U ari tic a ny s uch ':vo r - i n this field 1:10 ld b 
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woef 11 i nad equate. The Koeler-Baum art ner Hebrevl l ex c on 
nov1 coming off the ·ore s illustrates the great v a l ·e of 
U.__;a r i tic f or the Hebr evl v ocabula.ry, as \ve l l a s the inadeq a-
cies of any s tud of He brew t he.t does not t ake U;ari tic f ~ l ly 
into c c o unt. Ou r s tudy clearly shm·rs trL t a sci ~nt fie pres-
ent· t ion o f the He brew lan a:e can com2 onl"' hro ush the help 
of U~aritic. 
The study ha s also sh mm t he a ffi n i t i es of many I s r a e l te 
ideas with ~ho se of U0 arit . The v iew of ~he uniqueness o f ~he 
thou: ht o f s r .el \vhi ch has been held in some c ircle s mus t be 
n s ome measure abandoned. To be s 1..re, e a ch has its dist n c-
tive fe a tures, but the h e ld s o much in c ommon t hat t he life 
ani tho r;h t of I s r e.el must be understood in t he l ight o f h s 
r ela tionshi_; <=< wi t h l\ _ _, rit . 
In r ele.ti on t o both r i e; ious l:"'.ncl. non-reli5 iou s pr a c ice s , 
many affiniti s bet1wen Ursar it a d Isra el are seen to xi s t. 
Again t her e a r e differ noes bl1t many of t ll.ese are deve op-
Tfl e n t e.l. Ue;ari t · c tht1 "'· g i v es u e a c·t! e.nc e t o see t h m before 
th~ t d evelop;nent t ook p l a ce. Gov ernm.-:;nt, famil l ife, ad m n -
stra ti n of j u s tice, honor s a.Th ev en med icine a r e ver similar 
in many ways. 
Finally ~e come t o realize mor~ clearly ~han ev e r t hat 
!sr elite cult re, tho• h distin c ive i n s om was, wae a t the 
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same t me a s nthesi s of I s r aeli t e and non-I s r e.elite fe a t ur e s . 
I s r ael not onb ~hared a c ommon ancestr, wi t h some peopl es of 
the nee r ea st---perha9s eve with t he people of Ugarit---~hey 
e.l "'o b :ro ~ved f r om s ome. Thi s study su3gests t·~1e..t a c o e 
cu l tural re e.t i onsh ip exist d between I s r e.el and t he peo:>le o 
Ugari t , a d point e out in detail wh ere s ome of t hose f f "ni ties 
exi st. 
T.he author was born May 21, 1916 in Pendleton, 
Oregon, the first son of Edwin Ira and Iter (Neil) Richardson. 
At an early age he moved with his parents to Tacoma, Wash-
ington where he attended the public schools. In 1940 he 
received the A.B. degree from the College of Puget Sound. 
The same year he matriculated in Boston University School 
of Theology and 1n 1943 received the s. T. B. degree ~ 
laude. The same year he was elected Lucinda Bidwell Beebe 
Fellow for 1943-1944, enabling him to continue Biblical 
language studies. From 1942-1945 he was reader in Old 
Testament in the Boston University School of Theology. 
In 1944 he was a student at the Episcopal Theological Semin-
ary, and 1n 1944-194.5 he was a student at the Harvard 
Di vin1 ty School. 
Mr. Richardson has served as minister in the following 
churches: Gig Harbor Methodist Church, Gig Harbor, Wash-
ington; LeSourd Methodist Church, Tacoma, Washington; 
Evangelical Congregational Church, Dunstable, Massachusetts; 
and Trinity Methodist Church, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
He left the last position in 1945 to become an instructor 
in the Department of Bible and Religion at Syracuse University. 
In 1950 he became Assistant Professor of Bible and Religion 
at the same university and served as Acting Chairman of 
the Department of Bible and Religion during the academic 
year of 1950-1951. He is an orda~ed Elder of the Methodist 
Church and a member in Full Connection of the Pacific 
Northwest Con£erence. 
In 1939 Mr. Richardson married Miss c. Faith Simpson 
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